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Telephone Blitz Favors Reagan's Tax Cut Plan

O'Neill All But Concedes

-a

WASHINGTON (AP) — House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., complaining that his Democratic troops
have been "engulfed by telephone
calls" urging support for President
Reagan's tax cut, today all but conceded the long-awaited showdown to
the president.
In his gloomiest assessment yet of
Democratic chances, O'Neill declined
to repeat his earlier prediction that
Democrats would defeat Reagan's tax
plan and substitute a two-year, 15 per-

-•

a

cent proposal of their own.
controlled House would give the presi- either would be the largest tax cut in
All I can say is we are experienc- dent a double-barrelled triumph as American history.
ing a blitz ... a telephone blitz like this the Senate was also poised to vote its
Because the cuts are permanent,
nation has never seen. It's had a expecled approval today for his three- the effect multiplie
s in future years,
devastating effect," O'Neill told year,25 percent tax cut bill.
saving taxpayers and costing the
reporters as the House prepared to
Reagan was virtually certain of vic- government $700 billion over the next
open debate on the tax legislation.
tory in the Republican-run Senate.
five years under the Democrats' verBut deputy White House press
Reagan's plan, the keystone of his sion and $750 billion under Reagan's
secretary Larry Speakes said today economic program, calls for a 25 per- plan.
that an administration count of the cent cut in tax rates over 33 months, ' That's
about as much as or more
likely vote in the House showed the with all taxpayers getting the same than the
1962 federal budget that
outcome "too close to call."
reduction regardless of income. There Reagan succeeded in slashing in
He said White House aides worked would be automatic annual reductions earlier congressional
battles won with
"into the wee hours this morning" on to offset inflation starting in 1985.
the help of a coalition of Republicans
the issue and continued calls to
The rival Democratic bill calls for a and
conservative
Southern
members until 10 p.m. Tuesday.
15 percent cut over 21 months, with Democrats.
"It is right down to the wire," the largest share of relief going to
Reagan found the votes harder to
Speakes said."We feel we have gotten Americans earning less than $50,000 a assemble in the tax fight, despite
a number of people in the last 24 year. A third-year, 10 percent cut thousands of phone calls
and
A 14-year-old boy is in satisfactory hours. We feel the momentum going would be conditional on an improved telegrams from Americans responeconomy.
condition at Lourdes Hospital, our way."
ding to his plea for public pressure on
A victory in the DemocraticBoth would take effect Oct. 1, and Congress.
Paducah, after being hit by a car
Tuesday.
According to a report filed by Deputy Sheriff Larry Nixon, Jeffery K.
Brewer, Rt. 5 Box 880, and Ronnie
Lyles, age 10, Rt. 5 Box 883, were
bicycling toward Panorama Shores on
KY 280 when Brewer was hit.
The report states the boy was
By JOHNSALERNO
wrote that a legal opinion would be reached for comment.
traveling on the right side of the road,
Staff Reporter
needed to determine w_hether_or_wit
The $720.300 golf course is currently
is the same direction as the car, and
The executive director of the state the foundatio
n's expenditure is per- under construction on a 173-acre tract
was hit when he tried to change lanes. Council on Higher Education has remissable under House Bill 44. That donated as a future golf
course by
Roy E. Bynum, 62, Rt. 5 Box 2176, quested Murray State University
bill outlines criteria which must be Lt. Miller, a 1937 graduate
of MSU.
was the driver of the car, a 1978 Dat- president Constantine Curris stop confollowed for state capitol construction The property is valued at
8200,000.
sun. The report stated the accident oc- struction on the Francis E. Miller
projects.
Miller, also, is out of town and could
curred at about 2:25 p.m. during Memorial Golf Course.
Snyder has requested Curris not be reached for comment
.
"intermittent heavy rain."
high-level CHE staff member, "provide a fully
detailed breakout of
Snyder's letter also stated,
Brewer was .admitted to the who asked not to be identified, source the
various sources of these funds." "Regardless of the source
of funds
Murray-Calloway County Hospital said today that Dr. Harry M. Snyder The
money to build the course should and benefit Murray
State University
and was transported to Lourdes for wrote Curris July 24 to ask him to halt come
from donations made specifical- will derive from the
golf course, the
tests and observations. He arrived work on the course because the CHE,
ly for that purpose, the CHE staffer public perceptio
n of such an expenthere at 10:50 p.m. This morning, a its staff, the legislature and the
said.
diture at this time is extremely
nurse at Lourdes said Brewer is in department of finance are concerned
Attempts to reach Curris were un- detrimental.. . . I do not
feel that the
satisfactory condition and "seems to about the MSU Foundation's funding
successful.
higher education community can
be okay."
of the course.
At its last meeting, the board of complain about reductions in
state apThe concern is caused by funding regents
agreed to re-enter the univer- propriations on one hand, and make
"non-educational items at a time sity
bookstore into a contract with the expenditures like the golf course
on
when higher education general fund foundatio
n.
the other."
dollars have been and continue to be
Foundation director Dr. Thomas
Citing state government concern,
reduced significantly," Snyder's let- Hoganca
mp said last week the foun- the source said "the controversy that
ter stated.
dation is a private, non-profit corpora- would exist is pretty dramatic
at this
"Although the authority might be tion and therefore
did not have to point. It really isn't clear whether
questioned, I am requesting that the disclose details
of the agreement Harry (Snyder) has the authority or
the action would have been subject to construction of the golf course be in- between the bookstore and
the founda- not." He said the letter is "really kind
a recall petition which could have definitely postponed," Snyder said.
tion.
of a request not to get in any more hot
The staff member said Snyder
placed the issue on the ballot.
He is out of town and could not be water."
The 4 percent revenue increase was
not subject to a recall petition
although a public hearing was required for the purpose of expressing
the board's intention of establishing
the rate.
Since 30 cents of the tax rate will go
to the state, only 26.1 cents will be
By SY RAMSEY
spent locally. Of that local share, 19.5
calling a special legislative session to Assembly had met in special
session
Associated Press Writer
cents is for the general fund and 6.6
deal with the crisis.
to handle the cuts.
FRANKF
ORT, Ky. (AP) — The
cents is for the special voted building
In his specifics at a news conference
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, chairstate's General Fund is being cut by
fund.
Tuesday, Brown said there will be 4 man of the interim Committee on ApThe general fund rate should pro- $100.6 million more this fiscal year by
percent reductions in the two major propriations and Revenue, showed up
duce $294,693 for 1981-82, an increase Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., who says the
areas of state government: Human to echo that view.
of $11,191 over last year, while the reductions were made as "carefully
resources and elementary and seconClarke, declaring he has been
rate for the special voted building and sensibly as possible."
dary education.
among the foremost advocates of
The governor had said he was opfund should generate $99,742, which is
State university and college budgets legislative independence, said the
ting for at least $97 million in cuts to
$3,198 more than last year's rate.
were reduced 5 percent and most legislature would have had to proceed
In other business, the board ac- offset a potential deficit instead of
other state agencies by 6 percent.
relatively slowly and that he believes
cepted low bids for various food items
Proportionately, the Commerce Brown has done an excellent job in
for time periods ranging from one
Cabinet has been affected the most by making the reductions.
month to one year. The bids were
the four cuts made since Brown took
"I would rather accept what the
presented by Glinda Jeffrey, food seroffice 19 months ago —45 percent.
governor proposes and use the time to
vice director.
The Parks Department, which is draft a (new biennial budget in the
Board members voted to hire David
A special meeting of the Calloway within that cabinet, apparently sus- 1982 regular session)," Clarke said.
Mitchell as a Title VD3 aide at Murray County Board of Education has been tained the largest single fiscal blow —
Several top state officials made
Middle School, George White as a bus set for Thursday, July 30, to approve a $4.6 million reduction from an brief presentations supporti
ng
driver and Thomas Tripp as a Murray the 1981-82 general budget and original $16.3 million budget.
Brown's cuts.
High School custodian.
Brown said of the new reductions
establish the tax rate.
Finance Secretary George Atkins
Jane Fitch and Audrey Brown were
The meeting will be at 7:30- p.m. at that "we're going to hear some moan- said one important factor is that 90
approved to assist with 1ViHS girls the board office building.
ing and some groaning, but we feel it percent of the reductions are in recurbasketball. The board also approved a
Other items on the agenda include a can be done."
ring expenses — those which will be
10-day leave of absence in September review of bids, report on the school
He said it would have cost taxSee BROWN
for Ruth Howard,MRS teacher.
lunch program and personnel items.
payers $1 million if the General
Page 164,Column 6

Youth On Bike
Struck By Car,
Condition Okay

'

Snyder Urges Curris To Halt
MSU Golf Course Construction

11
,

ARE GUTS TRAILER — A fire of undetermined orgin
destroyed the
mobile home residence of Ron Orten, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court
Tuesday night. The fire was reported to the Calloway
County Fire.
Rescue Squad shortly after 10 p.m. The squad
remained on the
scene until about 11:30 p.m. extinguishing the blaze
and protecting
other nearby trailers. Squad member Max Dowdy
is handling the
hose(above).

Staff Photo Bv Gene MeCutcheon

New City School Tax Rate
Slightly Higher Than49$0
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Writer
The 1981-82 city school tax rate was
set at 56.1 percent by the Murray Independent Board of Education following a public hearing Tuesday night.
The new rate is an increase of 1.3
percent over last year's rate of 54.8
percent. No one was present to comment on the rate at the hearing held
during the regularly scheduled board
meeting.
The rate, which was voted on at the
board's July 16 meeting, will produce
a 4 percent increase in total tax

revenue amounting to approximately
$14,390. The 4 percent revenue increase, the same produced by last
year's rate, is the maximum allowed
by House Bill 44.
House Bill 44, enacted during the
1978 special session of the Kentucky
General Assembly, limited to 4 percent the tax money increase that the
1979 state-mandated property
reassessments could produce in each
taxing district.
If board members had decided to
establish a rate that would increase
total revenues more than 4 percent,
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cloudy skies
Considerable cloudiness this
morning becoming partly sunny
by afternoon. Cooler and less
humid with highs remaining in
the low 80s. Clear and cool
tonight. Lows 60 to 65 degrees.
Sunny Thursday with highs
around 85 degrees.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Friday thrdugh Sunday:
Chance of showers each day.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
358.20
Kentucky Lake
358.10

Brown Announces Budget Cut
Totalling Over $100 Million

Calloway Board
To Consider Tax

Millions Watch Wedding Of Prince Charles and Lady Diana

Royal-C-

Begins Honeymoon

LONDON (AP) — Prince Charles a people burdened
with heavy
and Lady Diana Spencer became hus- economic problems
and worried by a
band and wife today in a fairy-tale recent
outbreak of urban rioting.
wedding of age-old majesty, rode
The British people's joy overflowid
through adoring throngs in London's when the
newlyweds returned to
streets, and embarked on their honey- Buckingham
Palace,stepped onto the
moon to begin a married life they will scarlet-draped
front balcony and wavend as king and queen.
ed to the thundering crowds. Queen
"0 let the nations rejoice and be Elizabeth II
joined them there, along
glad!" erupted the massed choirs with three
generations of the royal
when the Archbishop of Canterbury family, the
five bridesmaids,
pronounced them wed under the soar- garlands in their
hair, and the two
ing dome of St. Paul's Cathedral.
pageboys.
From Buckingham Palace to St.
At one point Charles and Diana kissPaul's and back, the princess, in a ed, touching off
a crescendo of cheers
cloud of ivory taffeta,
n y
the prince, from below. They then retired inside
in brass-buttoned
commander's for the wedding breakfast.
uniform, rode in horse-drawn carLater they left, again by open carriages past multitudes of almost one riage, for
Waterloo rail station and
million people who roared their good their honeymoo
n, which begins at an
wishes and waved a sea of Union Jack JEnglish
country estate and ends with
._
a Mediterranean cruise.
The sunshine poured down -sod . Havins,,c
hangcd into gray suit and
church bellsiwThS the rettie
1:iinit dress, they were sprinkled with
The wedding, one of the greitt toy
rose petals and confetti by the palace
events of recent decades, gave a
staff. Their carriage trailed a bloom

of silver and blue balloons, and a sign, here." Authorities had feared possible
"Just Married," was tacked to the terrorist attacks or other Violence
back.
during the great event, but no major
The union of the 32-year-old Prince incidents were reported.
of Wales and Lady Diana, the 20-yearAt St. Paul's altar, the nervous heir
old kindergarten teacher with the cap- to the British throne pronounced,
"1
tivating smile, was the first time in Charles Philip Arthur George
take
three centuries that the heir to the thee Diana Frances to my wedded
British throne has married an wife,to have and to hold from
this day
English-born woman.
forward...."
"This is the stuff of which fairy
Diana, standing in a cloud of white,
tales are Made," the archbishop, the
Rt. Rev. Robert Runcie, observed in cast a sidelong glance and smile at
his sermon during the music-filled, 80- her groom.
minute Church of England ceremony.
Then she, speaking scarcely above
First lady Nancy Reagan, the of- a whisper, repeated the vow, but slipficial U.S. representative, sat in an ped up, repeating Charles' ft4,1 name
eighth-row pew at St. Patirs, behind in the wrong order, promising to
crowned royalty. Besides the masses marry "Philip Charles Arthur
of spectators here, at least 500 million George.". porlestniso lerfirat one
others were believed to have watched • point, dropping the word "worldy:'
the ceremony on television around the when he promised to share his
world.
"worldly goods]'
"I've never seen anything like it,"
The Prince of Wales then placed the
one veteran bobby said of the crowds. band of Welsh gold on the bride's
"We've got the whole of -Britain ... hand, and the archbishop, the Rt.

ish Country-Estate
Rev. Robert Runcie, declared them
wed.
The throngs in the sunshine outside,
listening to the ceremony on
loudspeakers, broke a hushed silence
with loud cheers.
Queen Elizabeth II, wearing light
blue, had ridden the two miles to the
cathedral in an open landau carriage,
sitting beside her husband, Prince
Philip, and flanked by red-plumed
cavalrymen.
Prince Charles, in his brassbuttoned Royal Navy commander's
uniform, appeared slightly jittery as
his carriage rolled from Buckingham
Palace. He waved and saluted the
crowds, his brother Prince Andrew
next to him7
"Hip, hip, hooray! boomed the
throng outairl.- St. Paul's,the national
cathedral, as the groom stepped down
from his coach:- An —, itle chief
"supporter," checked that he brought
the ring.
Last to arrive for the 80-minute

Church of England ceremony, the
first wedding of a future monarch
since Elizabeth's in 1947, was the
bride.
Riding in a glass coach and wearing
a frilly wedding gown in ivory silk taffeta and old lace with a 25-foot sweeping train, Lady Diana smil .c1 radiantly from behind a lace t) I ,er father,
the 8th Earl Spencer,sat beside her as
two bay horses drew the carriage
through tile teeming streets.
When she arrived, a vision in white
topped by a bejetvelled tiara, she turned sweetly to wave to a wildly cheering crowd.
A trumpet fanfare sounded to announce her arrival, and to the robust
TruMpet Voluntary" of Jeremiah
Clarke,she took the arm Of her father
and began
314-minute walk down
the aisle, followed by her. youthful
-g
w eddingItarey
In his sermon following the exSee ROYAL WEDDING
Page 18-A, Column 5
-a;
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James'Family Holds Special Events Here
Most of the events were the fourth
generation to live
held at the Doran Road home on
the family farm in
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Kirksey.
He says the James
James and the farm home of
family unofficially claims
Mr. and Mrs Cordis James the
broadest Kirksey
in Kirksey.
background of any Kirksey
Cordis James represents
family, pointing out that his
parents Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey James, all four
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Henry James and
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Radford, and all eight great
Frames brake
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Z. James, Mr. and Mrs.
FOR THURSDAY,JULY SO, 1981
Richard
Shelton, Mr. and
Utilize ingenuity for career
What kind of day will tomorMrs.
Raleigh
Radford and
advancement.
visits
Local
row be? To-find out what the
stars say, read the forecast have romantic overtones. Ar- Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Flettistic types enjoy increased cher all lived in the Kirksey
giN en for your birth Sign.
productivity.
area. All are buried in two
C.USICER
cemeteries in the Kirksey
ARIES
ATTEND REUNION — Members of the 1956 class of Hazel High School attending the 25th year reunion in(June 21 to July 22)
(Mar.21 to Apr. 191
area - Mt. Carmel and
cluded,
left to right, front row, Marlene Edwards Beach, Wanda Curd Barrett, Patsy Hurt McReynolds, Oneida
Make important decisions
Act on new ideas regarding regarding
major purchases Asbury.
Wilson
White,
Martha White Culver, Glenda Hughes Damell, back row, Pat Scarbrough, Jimmy Cochran, Ray
domestic projects. Romance for the
The James family planned
home. You're clever
To•
010 Wen•••••
Richerson,
Glen
Clyde Stanley, Guy Lovins (principal), Charles Thomas, Gerald Cooper, and Gedric
Dunn,
takes
a
turn
for
the
better
•anina .01kop •••
and articulate and should win another reunion for July
now. Enjoy hobbies and
Paschall.
admiration from others.
1962.
creative pursuits.
LEO
TAURUS
(July 23 to Aug. Mi 612442
(Apr.20 to May 20 Oda
Private family talks bring
Partners are the source of forth
new ideas. You're
Central C h • 753-3314
happy surprises. Make impor- popular now.
Self-confidetice
tant
domestic
decisions.
Plan
Bine Thor. II/6
is a great help in getting your
a
special
entertainment
for ideas across to others.
:05,9.15
after dark.
VIRGO
GEMINI
(Aug. 23to Sept. V)
(May 21 toJune 20)
Surprise meetings are fun.
Behind-the-scenes financial
The 1956 graduating class themselves, introduced their to the memory of Lowell
„moves bear fruit now. A kindof Hazel High School held its guests, and recalled in- Cooper, the only deceased
mood makes you want to
, help others.
25th year reunion on July 3 in cidents of their school years. member of the original 23
By Abigail Van Buren
/3...y
the Mississippi Room of the A musical medley of the '50's graduates.
LIBRA
.1Ln
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Ends Soon
University Center, Murray was played and sung by
9
Plans were made for the
You'll find new ways to im7:00, 9:15
State University.
Oneida White.
30th reunion to be held July
prove
income.
Unexpected
ne atingle\ore a the
The room was decorated in
Pat Scarbrough presented 3,1986.
news is favorable. Social life
aitarte eithatiee.
Mrs. Ronald Noble brings introductions to importhe class colors of blue and some humorous special
NAAR SON F ORO
Attending the event were
jeWDEOVGarland, nee Lori Brandon, tant people.
DEAR ABBY: Re wife searching husband's desk at office: white, and the head table recognitions including a gift those named under the picOF THE
entertained her friends with SCORPIO Nov.2
nvel.
ic, Sorry, Abby, but it is the consensus of every single (or featured an arrangement of for the one who traveled the ture, and the following: LinLOST ARM
(Oc
...rn
tie23 to
• P•111••60uP0
an
open
house
at
married!) secretary with whom I discussed the letter that gold mums,the class flower. farthest to attend — Clyde da Scarbrough, Dean
"C'S.'
contact you from a you are wrong.
"Edgewood," the home of k
Gedric Paschall, class presi- Stanley of California; the Cochran, Gail Dunn, Marita
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. distance. Travel is favored.
As a confidential secretary to a corporate vice president of dent, welcomed the group.
most children — Martha Richerson, Erika Stanley,
Career luck prepares the way
Howard Brandon, on Friday, for important new ventures. a major oil company, and as a wife of an-eiteentive with the
The invocation was given Culver; and the member Annie Lovins, Linda Cooper,
largest automobile manufacturer in the world, I would do by Ray Dunn prior to the ser- with the oldest
July 17,from 4 to 6:30 p.m.
Airn for the top!
grandchild — Norma Paschall, Harry
more expect my husband's secretary to permit me to go ving of the buffet
On display were the many SAGITTARIUS
meal.
Charles Thomas.
Weatherly, Alex Barrett,
through
his
desk
than
I
would
expect
her
to
jump
into
his
gifts that she and her hus- (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Each class member told
A
special
tribute
and
Harold McReynolds.
was
given
bed.
In
I've
never even been to MY husband's
my!)
fact.
band had received since—obtain added alfermatten (4nd
'something
about
office;
nor
has
my
boss's
wife
been
to
his.
I
would
not
even
their marriage on June 26.. about investments. Travel and think of going through my husband's briefcase in our home.
•
The Catch
They were displayed social life are favored now. This would be violating not only his privacy, but his
ALBERT fINNE9
Important new contacts are
throughout the home.
company's.
helpful to your career. .
Of
The Week Is
.
My suggestion to a secretary put in such a spot would be ry
Assisting Mrs. Garland CAPRICORN
/•
estta
se
simply
to
offer
to
find
whatever
it is the wife is looking for. If Pr
were her mother, Mrs. Bran- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) W
r
Accept invitations to social the wife is persistent, I'd stand boldly at the desk watching
don, and her mother-in-law,
events. Business partnerships every move, stating that she should know that I would,
Mrs. John Eurie Garland.
indeed, feel obligated to inform her husband of this.
Refreshments were served are possible. Make decisions A secretary works
for her boss and his company. If a wife
regarding joint assets. Get
n the family room. The par- legal counsel
has the audacity to intrude, for whatever reason, the
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
ty table was covered with a AQUARIUS
marriage is already in trouble, obviously; and the secreThe July meeting of the
In The Area
yellow linen cloth and ( Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
tary's alliance is to her boss at all times. Your job, Abby,
Ladies WMI_J of the Westside
Chestnut St •753-33,4
centered with a brass urn
Business meetings are may be saving marriages (lots of luck!); mine, in this
Alaskin
Baptist Church was held in
Gulf Red Snapper
filled with silk flowers that highly successful. Job-hunters particular instance, would be to protect my job.
BranDorothy
home
of
the
King
Crab
Open 7:45•Start 810 complimented the room meet with luck. Some will
LOYAL SECRETARY
$6.95
don with nine members pre •
a
travel
with
for
plans,
make
$8.95
ecor.
Breaded Oysters
romantic companion.
DEAR SECRETARY: Your answer was better than sent.
Clam Strips
Benito Juarez, revolu- PISCES
mine. Thank you. I learned something today.
Two of the younger ladies
$4.75
$4.50
tionary founder of modern 1Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
groups were guests of the
Scallops $6.25
* * *
agents,
Meetings
with
Flounder
$6.25
Mexico, died on July 18, 1872,
Senior Group making 15 prepublishers and advisers are
at age 66. Juarez was a fullvisitors.
three
with
sent
favored. It's a good time to
blooded Indian who became seek credit. Your job efficien- DEAR ABBY: I am 23 and my fiancee is 22. We've been
Start With Our
The Royal Service proengaged for a year and went together for three years before
governor of Oaxaca at age cy increases now..
that. A Christmas-season wedding is scheduled. My gram on "Baptists, ReceivOyster
Peel'n Eat
41.
YOU BORN TODAY are problem is I don't want to marry this woman. We are not ing and Sending MisBar
Shrimp
both artistic and practical, but happy together and we fight and argue every time we see sionaries" was presented
'6 Doz.$1 50
at times have difficulty recon- each other.
'4 Lb. $2 75
Starks
Kathryn
with
Mary
Thru Thur. 8/6
ciling these qualities. A good I have tried to break the engagement several times, but
Bakers Dozen $3.00
'h Lb. $4 95
as leader, assisted by Hattie
choice for you would be a she cries and carries on and I get nowhere,
so I give up. Lee Galloway, Mary -Bell
7:05,9:15 + 2:00Sat., Sun.
1 Lb.$9.25
career on the business side of She said she couldn't consider
breaking the engagement Jones, and Mildred
art. Your gift of self- because she would
Nrie_
be humiliated before her friends.
Crawford.
expression aids you in
BO DEREFi • RICHARD HARRIS
Another complication: About six months ago, I fell in love
business and the arts. You can
Carol Turner gave the
with one of her best friends.(This friend was asked to be a
•413
.
•
sell both yGurself and your
Friday
calendar using an ilprayer
o_•14:„Sa,
bridesmaid.)
She loves me,too, and we feel terrible having to
product. You are inclined to be
lustration
prayer
plant
of
a
Nights
.•
dramatic, and often choose a sneak around to see each other.
with the llama of the miscreative medium. Writing, ac- I know I have to break this engagement, but how?
5 p.m.-10 p.m.
NO NAMES, NATURALLY sionaries as the green leaves
S
r
S
- 9
:
4
ting, lecturing and singing
being added to the plant.
may appeal to you. To find
1# •
tr;
your greatest success, it is im- DEAR NO NAMES: Tell your fiancee that you
Maxine Nance was elected
THEAPE MAW
cannot
marry
her
knowing
that
the
marriage will not president of the group and
portant that you stress
originality in whatever voca- be based on mutual love. Let her know that if it's presided at the business sestion you choose. Birthdate of: humiliation she's dreading, she may tell her friends
izz-•
Chestnut & 16th
MGM
United Artists Emily Bronte, novelist; Henry that she broke it off. And don't mention your present sion.
Refreshments were served
love affair. One blow at a time is enough. Good luck.
Murray, Ky.
Ford,
automobile
manufac5
-THEATRE
by Vermel Key and Dorothy
turer; and Paul Anka, You'll need it.
759-4455
Brandon.
composer-singer.

The descendants of the
late Aubrey and Daisy
James held their annual
family reunion during mid
July.
Attending the various
events were Mr. and Mrs.
Cordis James of Kirksey,
their son-in-law
and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Jominy and daughters
Aubrey and Ashley of
Casselberry, Fla.; Ralph
and Aliese Paschall and
daughter, Joyce, of Sullivan,
III.; Joseph and Lorraine
Miles and their son-in-law
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Kyle Covington and
daughter, Alicia, all of

Midland, Tex.; and Mr.-and
Mrs. Joe Pat James and
their son, Ross, 803 Doran
Road.
Kevin Miles of Midland,
Tex was the only descendant unable to attend.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Class Of 1956 Has-

Reunion At Hazel Center
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DEAR ABBY: I have worked 14 years in an office where
• no smoking was permitted. Six months ago we got a new
supervisor who smokes, and now two-thirds of my coworkers have cigarettes going all the time.
:. My clothes smell terrible, my eyes are red and sore, and I
am concerned about the damage secondhand smoke can
cause to my health. - How can I get clean air where I work? If I bug my
:. supervisor about it, I could lose my job to a smoker.
SMOKED OUT
DEA? SMOKED OUT: Sorry, there is nothing you
clan do about it. I know it's unfair. But who ever said
life was fair?(P.S. Our country,for allIts advantages,
is lagging in citizens' rights. A law was recently
passed-In Switzerrancr making it iiIegarto smoke in a
public telephone booth. Hooray for the Swiss!)
9

Back-to-School
cAir
/-11 I_ L.

* * *

Thursday Night
5P.h44P.M.
Our Hawaiian Menu Includes:
Mahe Fresh Costal Shrimp On
Ice That You Can Eat
Plus:
•2 Large Salad Bars With Fresh Melon
•Cheese Bar With Assorted Ky. Cheeses
•Barbecued Chicken
•Sweet & Sour Pork •Beef Teriyaki
•Hawaiian Ham
•Assorted Vegetables *Coconut •Pie
•Lime Pie *Banana Cake

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up?_ Gei Abby's new booklet:—
"What- tvery Teen-agCr Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (35 eents),tself-addressed
•••:.: envelope to: Abby. Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

One of fall's best fashions...
Classic Corduroy Blazers. Match
with a Plaid Skirt and Oxford
Short for a great outfit. Orig. $50.
Fully lined. Camel, Brown, Wine,
Navy, Rust, Green. Sizes 5-13
Buy Now or Layaway

Italian Spaghetti
Special

ON

$1"

Only

CORDUROY
BLAZERS
*34

‘
)
in,10. i 1 ,,,14(
%
noit: Garin

Bread
Salad 40'[Ora

•••

,

WO' Special For kid.. '
I ree

I

Drinio

Kelells (in

Wednesdo, 4-10 P.M.
.

1 1
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BEL AIR CENTER and OLYMPIC PLAZA
Shoe Osify 10-9. Sunday 1-5
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Miss Jamie Carol Frank Becomes Bride Of
Mr. Bittel, Jr., In Ceremony at Church
Miss Jamie Carol Frank,
'daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
James H. Frank of Murray,
was married to Joseph R.
Bittel, Jr., son of Mrs.
Joseph R. Bittel, Sr., and the
late Mr. Bittel, of
Owensboro, in an early June
candlelight wedding at the
First United Methodist Church, Murray, with the Rev.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.
officiating.
Mrs. Richard W. Farrell,
organist, and Mrs. Vernon
Shown, soloist, presented a
program of nuptial music.
The double ring ceremony
was performed before the
altar which held a single
brass candlestick on each
side of the brass cross, and a
brass
seven-tiered
candelabrum on each side of
the altar table. A floral arrangement designed by Mrs.
Gordon Moody, consisting of
mauve daisy mums, white
hydrangea and gladioli,
completed the setting.
The Bride
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a formal gown of candlelight
sheer ganza and imported
English net overlayed with

Adults 133
norothy B. Tucker, Rt. 5,
Mayfield; Mrs. Conley L.
Nursery 11
Paschall., Rt 1, Farmington;
7-24-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Mrs. Alma 0. King, 202
Adams, baby boy Denise South 16th Street, Murray.
Mrs. Toni L. Worley,
Rt. 1, Box 148-A, Mayfield,
140742 Poplar Street, MurDISMISSALS
Arthur Kinel, 102 North ray; Dwain Ray Dugger, Rt.
Sixth Street, Murray; Mrs. 3, Murray; Mrs. Wanda S.
Sharyn K. Scarbrough and Crenshaw, Almo; Mrs..
baby boy, 316'1 North 12th Karen L. Schwitters, Rt. 3,
Street, Murray; Mrs. Lesa Benton; Mrs. Frances
G. Adams and baby girl, Rt. McNabb, Mayfield Personal
1, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Care Home, Mayfield;
Mary L. Wheeler and baby David S. Harmon, 815 Hurt
girl, Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs. Street, Murray.
Norma J. Thomas, No. 46
Albert D. Wallace, 202
Hales Trailer Court, Mur- South Sixth Street, Murray;
ray; Ronnie Fitts, F-4 Mrs. Charlotte V. Kelley,325
Southside Manor, South Hurt Street, Murray;
Truman R. Younglove, 406
Fulton, Tenn.
Cynthia M. McClure, Rt. 5, South Eighth Street, MurMurray; Mrs. Lucille Dunn, ray; Mrs Dona Adams, 801
Rt. 1, Murray; Brian K. Story, Murray; Mrs. Perna
Beane, Rt. 6, Murray; Lisa Mary Ford, Hamlin; Mrs.
J. Morris, Rt. 8, Murray; Zera P. Jones, 907 Pogue
Mrs. Regina L. Cottringer, Street, Murray.
Massac Village, Apt. 1-C,
Metropolis, Ill.; Mrs. Pat 0.
In 1979, there were 6,988
Morgan, 1714-A Wells Exhospitals in the United States
tended, Murray.
•
Gordon Towner, Rt. 4, registered by the American
Benton; Mrs. Evelyn R. Hospital Association. They
Taylor, Rt. 4, Fulton; Justin had about 1.36 million beds
R. Rouse, 1706 Plainview and admitted some 37.8
Drive, Murray; Mrs. million inpatients.

Venice lace. The empire
bodice, molded in lace and
pearls, featured a wedding
band collar with slender fitted sleeves. The skirt and
Wattiau train, trimmed in
Venice lace, flowed softly tc
the floor. Completing the
bridal ensemble was a matching cloche of pearled lace
to which was attached a pouf
sprinkled with pearls, and a
silk illusion veil, adorned
with Venice lace, sweeping
to chapel length.

ray.
The attendants wore identical floor length dresses of
sky blue quiana knit, featuring eyelet blouson tunics,
and capes of sheer sky blue
chiffon. They carried silk
bouquets of mauve azelias,
blue bellflowers, rose
eucalyptus accented with
blue and mauve gypsophilia
and greenery.
The Groom
The groom was attired in
an ivory tuxedo with matShe carried a cascading ching shirt. His silk boutonsilk bouquet of ivory roses, niere was an ivory rosebud,
blue and mauve bellflowers, gypsophilia and a ti leaf.
Bill Fireline, Owensboro,
accented with ivory gypsophilia, in a bed of ivy. Her served as best man.
blue garter was one that had Groomsmen were John
been worn by her mother in Games, Charlie Carter, Jim
her wedding in 1951, and by Baggerly and Jim Likens, all
her maternal grandmother of Owensboro. Ushers were
in her wedding in 1926. She David Frank, brother of the
also carried an ivory linen bride, Jackson, Miss.,
and lace handkerchief which Howell Bidet, brother of the
had belonged to her paternal groom, and Rick Hobgood,
both • of Owensboro. The
grandmother.
brothers of the bride and
Mrs. Mike Cathey, Murgroom lit the candles.
ray, was matron of honor.
Groomsmen, ushers and
Bridesmaids were Mrs.
the father of the bride were
Mark Young, Central City,
all attired in ivory tuxedoes
Mrs. Fred Locke, Ms. Cindy
and ice blue shirts. The
Marshall, both of Greenville, groomsmen
and ushers wore
and Ms. Julie Whitford, Mursilk boutonnieres of a blue
bellflower, mauve gypsophilia and a ti leaf. The
bride's father wore a silk
boutonniere of a grape
bellflower, mauve gypsophilia and a ti leaf.
Mrs. Fred Coomes and Ms.
Paula Bittel, sisters of the
HESTER GIRL .
groom, Owensboro, presided
Expert Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
at the guest register table
Hester of Murray Route 8 anGrandparents are Radford which was covered with a
nounce the birth of a baby Hester of Mayfield and the white cloth and a mauve covered with a white eyelet
girl, Stephanie
Lynn, Rev. and Mrs. Joe Pat overlay. The table was cloth and centered with a
weighing eight pounds 41't Thornton of Murray Route 2. adorned with an arrange- silver candelabrum entwined with ivy. The three tiered
ounces, measuring 22 inches, Great grandparents are Mr. ment of roses.
born on Thursday, July 16, at and Mrs. Sam Hester of BenFor her daughter's wed- white wedding cake was
10:11 p.m. at the Murray- ton Route 3, Mrs. Annie ding, Mrs. Frank chose to adorned with an arrangeCalloway County Hospital.
Brewer of Paducah, and Mr. wear a grape formal length ment of assorted spring
The have one son, Stephen and Mrs. A. J. Marshall of gown in a halo crepe knit flowers, ivy and fern. Punch
Eugene, 3142. The mother is Murray Route 2. A maternal featuring a V-neck blouson was served from a silver
the former Cindy Thornton. great great grandmother is top. Her corsage was of punch bowl, along with nuts
The father is employed as a Mrs. Frank Lawrence of mauve silk rosebuds. The in a silver compote.
foreman with the Asplundh Murray.
groom's mother, Mrs. Bittel, "The refreshment table was
chose a pink formal gown in also covered with a white
a quiana knit, featuring a eyelet and linen cloth and
scoop neckline with a pink held a centerpiece of
lace cape. Her corsage was assorted spring flowers, ivy
L•dge
:
Ni a
rraT;rnes
and fern in a silver wine
of ivory silk roses.
Mrs. John S. Davidson, cooler.
0
Small tables covered with
Camden, Tenn., maternal
grandmother of the bride, white eyelet cloths were set
mai lmommr
wore a street length dress of throughout the clubhouse.
deep pink polyester knit. She Arrangements of daisies and
was presented a corsage of fern centered these tables
mauve silk roses. Mrs. Ar- and the guest register table.
Ms. Carolyn Shown, Murnold Dodson, Barlow, paternal great-aunt of the bride, ray and Greenville, kept the
was attired in an off-white guest register, and Dale
knit street length dress, and Gray of Owensboro was the
her corsage was of yellow reception pianist.
Rice bags in spring colors
silk roses. Arnold Dodson
was presented a boutonniere were distributed to the
You may save up to 25% on automobile inidentical to. those of the guests from wicker baskets.
surance, if all drivers in your household,are
Owensboro Event
groomsmen.
over 35. Families with more than one car
A reception was also held
Directing the wedding
could realize up to 30% savings.
were Mrs. Van Haverstock the following afternoon in
and Ms. Carol Brandon, both Owensboro with Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Stewart, Mrs.
of Murray.
Call or See:
Wanda Oldham, Ms. Sandra
Reception
Following the ceremony a Puckett and Ms. Betty Vogel
Bob Nanney
reception was held at the as host and hostesses.
Insurance Agency
The couple left after the
Another reason to
Murray Woman's Club
House with Mrs. Richard reception for a wedding trip
insure with Federal
107 N. 4th
Orr, Ms. Diana Lyons, Mrs. to Rough River Resort. They
Kern per.
753-4937
Jerry Duncan, Ms. Ann Er- are now residing at 3312 Bobwin, Mrs. Jack Benton, Mrs. white Avenue in Owensboro.
Federal Kemper
KemPER
Jerry Falwell, and Ms. Out of town wedding
Insurance Company
Kathy Hancock as hostesses. guests included: Mr. and
The bride's table was Mrs. Bill Howle, Wickliffe;
Mrs. Martha Howie, Ms.
Paelik ,K_y,_
Stacey Howle, and Mrs. Ray
2302 KENTUCKY AVE.
Peyton and Greg, Barlow;
And
Mrs. Morgan Sims, Mrs. E.
Hwy. 148 So. of Herrin, III.
J.Sims, Ms. Alice J. Hudson,
Mrs. Thomas G. Melton, Jr.
and Mrs. Betty L. Arnold,
Camden, Tn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Will Holladay, Holladay,
Tn.; Mrs. Lewis Moorer, Jr.,
Nashville, Tn.; Gary Moore,
Louisville; Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Young and Mr. Mark
Young;-.Central
and Mrs. Wilson Woolley,
_—
Griffin, Ga-7; Ms. Anne Erwin, Paducah; Mrs. Jerry
Duncan, Union City, Tenn.;
Ms. Kathy Hancock, Ms.
Debbie Clark, Mr. Terry
Peterson, Greenville; Mrs.
Jim Likens, Ms. Sharon
Evans, Ms. Judy Clark, Mrs.
Dale gray. and Mr. Lance
Games,Owensboro.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom and his mother,

latonammlonlinallk

Sharon's House Of Pets
Make Your Whole Doggie Family Happy

Give Thom THE STRIP"
(Does Met libels& Style)

'Nails Trimmed
*Shampoo 'Ears Cleaned
'Flea Dip

04.47
"m -131.,

By Appointment Only

$10.00 Small 8, Med. Size

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Bittel, Jo!

Compare

Auto Insurance

Mrs. Joseph R. Bittel, Sr.,
entertained with an informal
buffet dinner for members of
the wedding party and their
guests at the home of the
bride's parents, Dr. and
Mrs. James H. Frank.
The groom chose this time
to present gifts to his attendants.
Bridesmaid's Luncheon
The bridesmaid's luncheon was held in the home
of Mrs. Don McCord.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Mike Cathey, Ms.
Julie Whitford and Mrs. McCord.
The tables, covered with
floral cloths, were centered
with spring arrangements.
Chicken casserole, congealed salad, rolls and
homemade ice cream were
served. Mrs. McCord
presented the bride-to-be
with homemade strawberry

Jam and bread-and-bUtter
pickles for her new pantry.
Gifts were presented to the
bridesmaids by the brideelect.

"
o

•

$14.00 Large Dogs
Expires July 31, 1981
Sue Lovell-Groomer
Mon. Sat; 106 753-8619
601$. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

Ga All Out With A
New Fall Hairdo!

Whether Permed Or Natural Curly And Wavy Heads
Fall's New Hair Fashion Looks With
Styling From The Beauty Experts At...

Kut'n Kurt

FINAL
CLEARANCE
SALE
ALL SUMMER
MERCHANDISE

2

1

•

OFF

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
STILL IN PROGRESS.SELECTION
STILL GOOD•PURIMAND SAVE- —
FREE PARKING

For Information
Regarding

CLERROPICE
All Summer Merchandise Must Gobo Make Room For Fall
Sensational Summertime Savings Throughout The Store '

Electrolysis

11 II'

BANKCARDS WELCOME

(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

urier40.004
.
6410

753-8856

4.11111t

SHOES
-SPORTSWEAR HANDBAGS

•

•

39”

- 35"

Itoquior 1 IR 00 to 72 008
"
it•Outor 6 00 to i6 00

r*--- 27"

.

•••

•
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_HEALTH

COOKING
IS FUN

Community Events Listed

.- Wednesday,July 29
Thursday,July 39
Quota Deer Hunt applica"Anything Goes" will be
tions must in the Wildlife presented by the Community
CIECILY
111
11
0WPCIT00111
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
Management Office of Land Theatre at 8 p.m. at the old
Associated heel eed IOW
Between
the Lakes by 3:30 freight depot in the MurrayDEAR DR LAMB - I am al the interruption of nerves handful of excess skin over
under the impression that to that area that influence my lower abdomen and
Calloway County Park.
Company Supper Sliced P.m.
when the prostate gland is function can result in per- would like to get rid of it. Turkey
Hominy
Puff
Thursday,
July 30
removed your sex life is manent impotence.
When I lose weight and
Frozen Tomato Salad
Put'n Up Food will be
Junior Golf will be played
completely stopped. Is this
A man cannot escape exercise I note that the muscorrect? A (need told me he some procedure if the gland cles tone up well but the Fresh Pear Pie Coffee
at 9 a.m. at the Murray shown at 1 p.m. at The
has an erectioss but has no completely obstructs the loose skin remains. I hesi- FROZEN TOMATO SALAD Country Club.
Homeplace-1850 in Land
desire for sex. Could this be flow from the bladder To tate to lose too much weight
It's unusual.
Between the Lakes.
possible? I am 77 and give you more information to flatten my tummy
1 can 28 ounces)tomatoes
Play for Junior Golf will be
married, but am having on the prostate I am sending because of the loose skin. My
or 2 pounds fresh tomatoes at 9 a.m. at the Oaks Country
uouble emptying my bladd- you The Health Letter num- husband absolutely refuses
Legion of Mary will meet
Bay leaf
er. My doctor said it is nec- ber 15-6, Prostate Gland to let me have any surgical
Club,
at
10:40 a.m. at St. Leo's
Onion 42 cup sugar
essary that I have my gland Problems. Others who want procedure to get rid of the
Catholic Church.
removed But I don't like the this issue can send 75 cents skin.
Salt
Memorial Baptist Church
idea of not baying anything with a long, stamped, selfPaprika
DEAR READER - Skin
do with sex anymore.
addressed envelope for it to tends to grow as we get oldPuppeteers will present a
Cayenne
Ellis Center will be open
DEAR READER - Many me, in care of this newspa- er and it loses its elasticity.
Lemon juice and grated program at 8:30 p.m. at from 10
men who have a prostate per, P.O. Box 1 55 1, Radio The more it has been
a.m. to 3 p.m. for acHillman Ferry, Land
gland operation do return to City Station, New York, NY stretched, the worse the rind of 1 lemon
tivities by the Senior Citizens
1 teaspoon or tablespoon of Between the Lakes.
regular normal sex life. It 1001 9.
problem is. You can expect
with lunch at 12 noon.
The small muscles that some retraction of loose skin A-1 steak sauce
depends a lot on what kind
Hazel and Douglas Centers
of operation you require and function as a valve at the but you get the best results
2 tablespoons flour
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
what your general state of outlet of the bladder are usu- when you lose unwanted fat
Clayborne Jones Sunday
Cook tomatoes with bay p.m. for activities by the School Class of
nealth is. Many older,men ally damaged with prostate while still young. If there is
First Baptist
nave a lot of medical prob- surgery. It is impossible to a lot or if you are no longer leaf and onion. Rub through Senior Citizens with lunch at Church will have a
social at
ierns When you are sick prevent it. As a result when a teen-ager, you can't expect sieve,saving all you can. Put Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
6:30 p.m. at the Fellowship
:,•our sex drive may diminish a man has an orgasm the much without surgery. back on stove. Add k2 cup Douglas at 12 noon.
Hall of the church.
even disappear. Studies fluid squirts backward into There is nothing wrong with
sugar, salt, paprika and
Jo show that sex drive does the bladder rather than out having such cosmetic proceirninish in most men as through the urethra. This dures done. If it would cayenne to taste. Boil the
Friday, July 31
hey get older, with or with- greatly confuses men who encourage you to stay lean it lemon juice and rind in the
Second night of "Anything
.Aut a prostate gland opera- are unaware of this compli- would actually be a plus for A-1 sauce. Add to tomato
Goes" will be presented by
cation to this common oper- your health.
.on.
mixture. Thicken mixture
the
Community Theatre at 8
The transurethral resec- ation. It is nothing to be
with flour. Freeze hard in The first cheddar cheese
p.m. at the old freight depot
tion (TUR) operation that is alarmed about.
factory
in
the
United
States
freezer. Serve with mayonDEAR DR. LAMB - I
done with an instrument
in the Murray-Calloway
naise on top. Yield: 8 serv- was built by Jesse Williams
trough the urethra without would like to know if loose
near Rome, N.Y., in 1851. County Park.
ings. from "Sunflower
making an incision is least skin over the abdomen can
Sampler" compiled and
likely to result in loss of sex: ever be toned up through
.ual capacity after surgery. diet and exercise. I am 52
published by the Junior
However, this procedure years old and 12 to 15
League of Wichita, Kansas.
cannot be used in every pounds overweight. I had
case. Even if the gland must two children and only gained
Group A of the Ladies Tenbe operated on through an nine pounds with each preg--incision the surgery may not nancy so there has never nis of the Murray Country
CLEARING THE AIR
The Calloway County Retired Teachers' Association
interfere with sexual func- been an excessive amount of Club will play on Friday, JuST. LOUIS, Mo.(AP)-To will hold its first 1981-82 meeting on Monday, Aug. 3,
tions. But if a man has to stretching.
at
ly 31, at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
avoid disagreement when a 1:30.m.at the Ellis Community Center.
have a radical gland removHowever, I have at least a
The lineup is as follows:
driver is billed for the manBill Cunningham of Eddyville. will be the featured
Court One - Rainey Apdatory annual inspection of speaker. He is the author of Flames In The Wind.
person, Andrea Hogancamp,
his car's emission-control
Officers this year are Dr. Rubie Smith, president; Bill
Peggy Billington, and Patsy
system,the mechanic should Miller, vice president; Mrs. Dulcie Douglas, secretary;
Miller.
explain how the complex Mrs.Sherwood Potts,treasurer.
Court Two - Joni Billprocess works, says an inAll retired teachers residing in Calloway County are inSharron
ington,
Brown,
dustry source.
vited to attend,Dr.Smith said.
Jeanetta Williams, and Patan outgrowth of the
sy Oakley.
Federal Clean Air Act of
Court Three -.Carol Boaz,
1977, metropolitan areas in
Judy Carroll, Georgianna
more than half of the 50
Moffitt,. and Emmy Edstates have introduced inwards.
spection
programs to
Any one needing a
The Hazel Lions Club will hold a family night ice cream
achieve acceptable levels of
substitute may call Jana
supper on Saturday, Aug. 1, at 8 p.m. at the Hazel Comozone by 1982.
Hughes.
munity Center.
Music will be by the Country Beat band. This is a free
RESTAURANT
event, a Lions Club spokesman said.
G. CORN, JR.
"Serving American & Chinese Food Daily"

After a prostate operation

Tennis Group A
Plans Play On
Friday Morning

Retired Teachers To
Hold Meet On Monday

Friday,July 31
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

Friday, July 31
Events in Land Between
the Lakes will include The
Owl and the field at 1 and 3
p.m. at Center Station and
Solar Energy: A Time Line
at 7 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitors Center.

Club Membership Social
and Twilight Golf are
Mothers Morning Out will
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. at the be at 9 a.m. at the First
Murray Country Club.
Christian Church,

Milam Family Reunion Is
Hosted By Murray Group
Newton and
Maxine
Milam and son, Bruce and
his wife, Cindy, were hosts to
the 1981 Milam family reunion beginning on June 30.
Reatures during the reunion included a patio
barbecue, watermelon feast,
seafood dinner, and motor
trips.
The 1979 California reunion was discussed and plans
made for the 1983 reunion.

Those attending included
Robert L, Sr., and Frances
Milam from Fairfield, Cal.;
Robert L., Jr., and Sue
Milam and children, Robert
L. III, Robin, and Jenny,
from Tampa, Fla.; Danny
and Ruth Mtlam Diveen
from Lorain, Ohio; Gerald
and Mildred Milam
Rosenberger from Saugerties, N. Y.

Camera Club Meet
To Be Held Monday
The Murray-Calloway County Camera Club
will meet
Monday, Aug. 3, at 7 p.m. at the social hall of
the First
United Methodist Church.
"Exposure Meters" will be the subject of the
program.
Each one should bring meters and pictures of
bridges and
buildings. Each person is limited to five pictures.
The public is invited to attend, a club spokesman
said.
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Lions Plan Event

IL 4
)
0

THE ACES®IRA

Lodge Plans Supper

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Breakfast 6-10:30 AM; Lunch 11-2 PM
Dinner 4.10 PM

LUNCH SPECIALS
COMBINATION PLATE $295
Also Sans Awls,Mama

Hwy. 641 South, Holiday Inn
Murray, Ky.(502)753-4488
Owner and Chet, Johnny Ho
"We Welcome Take Out Orders"

"Let not the sword-blade
mock its handle for being
blunt.- - Sir R. Tagore.

West didn't lead his best
wit -against today's touchy
trump game. For that he
got criticism, but it was
East who really deserved
the blame.
West's heart deuce went
to dummy's ace and five
rounds
of
diamonds
followed. On these, West discarded all three of his

Back-To-School
Time To
Get Sewing
This Is It!
Fabric
1 2 Price!

remaining hearts. :NOM
came declarer's two high
hearts and West threw the
five and 10 of clubs. West
had held the ace and jack of
spades and the ace and two
clubs. At this point a club
was led to dummy and East
fell from grace. He took his
ace and returned a club and
declarer had his game.
"You should have led
from your best suit," chided
East. "We would then take
four fast spades and the ace
of clubs."
"What did you think I was
holding on to?" thundered
West. "My discards should
have made it even easier to
take four spades and the ace
of clubs. All you had to do is
to play your ace and jack of
spades instead of giving
declarer his queen of clubs."
West was right of course,
but did declarer give it the
best play? Probably not.
Instead of running the diamonds to make it easy for
West to signal, declarer
should probably have
ducked a heart and won
East's jack with his king.
Now an immediate club to
dummy would leave East
with a problem. Should he

All Summer and
Spring Fabrics
Final Clearance

NORTH
+874
•A 6 3
•J 1054
•K Q
WEST
•K 10 5 3
•10 9 7 2
•9 2

Patterns
2 Price
1/
olo
‘ "'rick
smott‘‘`

whb
perches' fabric'
ler same.
OWS Rig Table

4.1 io 5

+942

TOUCH-1RONIC 2000
.MEMORY MACHINE.
One ofthe world's most advanced sewing machines isiTio one of-the easiest rouse.So you
- can spend less timeon-the mechanics the
machine and more time on creating something
beautiful. Just touch a button for sewing any of
25 different stitches. With a Flip& Sew° panel,
one-step buttonholer and more. Made in U.S.A.

Remnant
Fabrics

25` piry.rd
Re Layaways or
Charges,Please

EAST
*A J 92
•J 8 4
•7 6
4A 863

SOUTH
•Q 6
•K Q 5
•A K Q 8 3

of

go each
25 Limit Purchase
Please

7-29-A

The BackTo-School
Special
From...

SINGER

$200.00 Free Fabrk
with percliase of
this mains.
Ile Layaways or Trade
4ns on This
Special Yahoo
Finaulag Available

nrl Back-To-School Savings
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OSPITAL NEWS
7-23-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Anderson, baby
boy
(Joyce) Rt. 8, Box 250, Benton.
Cunningham, baby girl
(Juanita) Rt. 3, Benton.
Colson, baby girl (Karen
Rt. 3, Murray.
Shultz, baby boy (Doris)
Rt. 1, Mayfikeld.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dottie L. Jones, Rt. 5,
Benton; Mrs. Ginger J.
Pierce, 1311 Main Street,
Apt. G, Murray; Kelly M.
Koch, Rt. 2, Pekin, Ill.; Mrs
Lynda N. Shouse and baby
girl, 1811 Westwood, Murray; Mrs. Alice Jane Fitch,
1666 Ryan, Murray; Daniel
J. Powell, Rt. 1, Dukedom,
Term.
Randy A. Delk, Rt. 1,
Puryear; Tenn.; Leslee L.
Grogan, 107 Williams Street,
Murray; Thomas Jones Rt.
1, Hazel; Pat 0. Coleman,
815 North 19th Street, Murray; Mrs. Joyce K. Key, Rt.
1, Farmington; Ewing J.
Stubblefield, Rt. 2, Hael.
Janice I. Knox, CR Box
194, New Concord; Leslie M.
Waugh, Rt. 7, Murray;
Terry L. Underhill, Rt. 3,

All
_pass

Opening lead: Heart deuce

South holds

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Saturday, Aug. 1, at the lodge hall. A potluck
supper will be served at 6:30 p.m.
The lodge will open at 7:30 p.m. with work in the Master
Mason's degree. Daniel Galloway, master of the lodge,invites all Master Masons to attend.

Beginning
August 20
you could
lose up to
30 pounds
in 30 days

Murray; Coy Kenneth
Mathis, Rt. 1, Farmington;
Bobby D. Osbron, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Fred B. Ward, Rt. 4,
Fulton; Mrs. Mary L. Rowe,
Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Willie B. Collins, 226 North
Second Street, Murray; Mrs.
Era Farmer,509 Elm Street,
Murray; Mrs. Elsie W.
Parker, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs.
Ruth M. Chambers, 906
Poplar Street, Murray;
William T. McGehee, 408'12
North First Street, Murray;
Mrs. Venice Travis, Rt. 3,
Murray.
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"2nd Annual Kentucky Lake
Jesus Festival Of Music"

JULY 31, AUG. 1, & AUG. 2
Featuring these Bands:

*FIREWORKS*
*PILGRIM*
*PATMOS*
*WITNESS*
SCHEDULE
July 31st (Friday)---Patmos-Pilgrim-Witnessr

-8:00 PM
Sonlight Inn-Paris, Tennessee
Aug. 1st(Saturdoy)--Potmos-Pilgrim-Witness-7,00 PM
Paris Landing State Pork

AUG. 2nd (SUNDAY)."FIREWORKS"-2:00 PM
Huntingdon Civic Center

Admission
Fri. ($2.00) Sat.(Free) Sun.($3.50)
Sponsored By Sonlight Contemporary Ministries (901)642-980.4

LUCKY YOU!

75%
Off All
Summer
Merchandise

South
I*

ANSWER: Three no trump.
Not enough for slam and the
raise to an eitiy game
shooktproyu hest.
Send bent,' questions to The Ares
P0 Hot 11113 Dallas Ttlas 75225
with *ell addressed stamped envelope
for reply
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Looking Bock
10 Years Ago

3

Steven Beatty, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Durward Beatty-, was one of the top 24
Kentucky Youth Scholars selected at
the Kentucky Youth Seminar at the
University of Kentucky.
Deaths reported include Ray P.
Munday, 71, Dan Washam, 14, and
Bruce W.'Hensley, 14, the latter two
killed in separate traffic accidents.
Cpl. David L. Belcher is now stationed in lwakund, Japan, working in
the OCA Marine Corps Air Station. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Urban L.
Belcher.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Joe Nanney and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Ham, both on Ju-N
1y26.
Barbie Keel received the majority
degree, highest degree one can
receive as a Rainbow Girl, at the state
convention of the Order of Rainbow
for Girls held at Louisville. She is a
past worthy advisor of Murray
Assembly No. 19 of ORG.
Mel Purcell, son of Murray State
University Tennis Coach Bennie
Purcell, advanced to the 12 and Under
Tennis Championship yesterday by
defeating Scott Lipton of San Jose,
Cal., at Chattanooga,Tenn.

Editorial
11

Pipeline
To What?
(Reprinted with permission of Japanese firm has been
making,
Indianapolis Star)
known its availability to furnish
The "iffy" Russian gas pipe- pipe-laying machinery
if Caterline project that has been pillar's authority
is yanked.
tempting some of our European
It is good that the new adminallies for months may meet a istration is looking
hard at use
new snag soon. The Reagan ad- of United States high
technology WIN%
ministration is considering re- equipment to build a
3,000-mile PLARS
voking the export license the economic link which
would put
Carter administration granted Western nations
additionally atl
in its dying days to Caterpillar the mercy of
Russia. Fifty
Tractor.
members of Congress in a letter
The pipeline deal is a huge to President Reagan, say
that
one, lately estimated at $15 bil- the energy dependency
implicit
lion, with West German banks in the pipeline is a
danger to
to provide the financing, and gas Western security, and
suggest
purchases by Germany, Austria, alternatives including America
n
France and others to repay the coal.
cost. The ailing German steel
That might not be good news
industry would furnish the pipe, for Caterpillar but it might
well
and Russia would gain more be the right position to take
unhard currency income that gives less and until the Russians
quit
it flexibility in its spending — financing global revoluti
on. The
including the competition of Reagan administration is viewmilitary costs with consumer ing the pipeline equipment
ques- FRANKFORT — Bob
is talkdesires.
tion as part of its broader re- ing seriously of calling Brown
a
special
sesAlready there has been some view of the new East-West trade sion
of the legislature to deal with the
backing and filing by the bank- guidelines due for issuance later anticipated revenue shortage
of $100
ers, unsure they would really this month.
million to $150 million for the new
have a good deal. Meanwhile a
Is linkage in order? You bet. fiscal year that began July 1. -

Years Ago

heTwring
Contsthe
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Overbey
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sionoft

Agree Or Not

was
andasothewinn

winner
sendiviat the
Calloway County Jaycee Fair. Sandra
Costello was winner of the junior di vision.
Deaths reported include R. L. +Bobby) Futrell,76:
Callow-ay County Judge Way Ion
Rayburn, National Escort in the
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance
'Society, has teen advanced to National Trustee,
- accorcing -to the
release from the WOW. The change
was made at the semi-annual meeting
held July 25 during the convention at
Los Angeles, Cal.
Birtbs reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis E. Jackson.
The Rev. Roy Wiggington will speak
at a revival at the North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church starting July 30, according to
the Rev. W. Edd Glover, pastor. Gene
Cole is the music director.
Donald Miller Jones was honored at
a party on his sixth birthday by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Jones, at
the Murray City Park on July 22.

By S.C. Van Curon

Another Revenue Shortage

-

citizen.
stamps or health services for KenKentuckians certainly know that
tuck y.
the thoroughbred industry means a
One of the arguments,advanced in
great deal to the economy, and no one
putting the extractialtat-of.4.5 perwants to do anything to destroy or
cent on coal was that most of it goes to
retard it seriously.
out-of-state buyers. Why not tax some
When an Englishman pays $3.5
This is in addition to the $185 million
rich foreigners and help Kentucky?
million for a two-year-old
that was cut last fiscal year. Which is a greater necessity, a race
Chances are the legislature will be th!itoughbred, it will be hard to argue horse
or a washing machine?
willing to reduce expenditures if the that a sales tax of $175,000-on this sale
The Democrats are howling that
would
have
stood in the man's way.
session is called before the November
President Reagan's helping the rich
election, but they will be very reluc- Other animals brought over a at the expense
of the poor with his proBy DIANA TAYLOR
tant to increase taxes, especially upon million.
posed tax program.
Associated Press Writer
whatever legal or constitutional
The horse sales in Lexington have a
the general public.
How about the rich paying no sales
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — issues which arise, Schmidt said, but
Just in case they are in the mood to reputation of attracting some of the tax on horses
bought in Kentucky
Legislative leaders have given their the lawmakers can address such
search for some new revenue for the world's wealthiest people. For exam- while the
poor pay the sales tax on the
approval to Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s issues during the 1982 session.
future, they might look into the ple, Guy Armengol, a French purchase
of washing machines?
decision not to call a special session to
According to Stuart, however, the
possibility of extending the 5 percent horseman at the sales was quoted in
There are some who want to repeal
cut the state budget, with a few reser- most important issue has yet to be
sales tax to the sale of thoroughbred the Courier-Journal as saying, "They House Bill 44
that limited the increase
vations.
decided — whether the governor can
have one of the best markets in the in
horses.
property taxes to four percent per
On Monday, Brown announced that legally cut the budget without
Of course, the amount these sales world, certainly the most expensive. year. Even the
governor has mentionthe executive branch would trim some legislative involvement.
would
bring it would amount to a Most of the most expensive horses will ed this needs study. The
$100 million from the budget without
truth is, the
"We really need a suit and a court small
be
shipped to Europe, and I hope to
drop in the big bucket of a $7
limit is not set in concrete. It can be
legislative involvement. The governor decision on whether the governor has
billion budget for the bienniunt but have my share of that."
raised by submitting it to a vote of the
and members of his cabinet outlined the authority to make cuts without
The newspaper also quoted Jack
every
Mrs. G. B. Scott of Murray has been.
little bit helps. The Keeneland
people. What's wrong with the taxthe spending cuts during a press con- legislative approval," he said. Stuart
.Brown of Warnerton Farm as saying,
elected
sales,
president of the Tuberculosis
both
fall
and
spring,
would
brpayers
having a say now and then on
ference the following day.
added that he had heard talk about
District in Western Kentucky which
ing in about two million in sales tax, "You can't judge the economy of the taxes?
State Rep. Joe Clarke, chairman of such a lawsuit but did not know
includes Calloway, Graves, Hickmart.
and the Fasig-Tipton sales would br- U.S. today by the horse business.
the House Appropriations and whether anyone plans to file one.
They're cutting back on everything
and Marshall Counties. Mrs. Scott and
ing a respectable amount.
Revenue Committee,also appeared at
Prather said he does not expect a
awl(eRAFF
Mrs. A. F. Doran are Calloway direcThe afternoon and night sessions of else, but there's always money for
M.-N.6min Sy.
7-29O
ea I or
the press conference and spoke in sup- court challenge but does anticipate
horses."
tors.
the
sale
July
20
brought
in
more
than
port of Brown's decision.
heated debates during the next ses- $18 million
John Corbett, an Irish bloodstock
Doris Scarbrough, Betty Hahs,
which would have producThe Danville Democrat, long an ad- sion on the legislature's delegation of
agent, said at a cocktail party sponViginia Moore, Carolyn Hicks. Verna
ed
a
sales
tax
of
$900,000
which
isn't
vocate of legislative independence, authority to the governor.
Mae Farley, Robert Orr. Bill Cornett,
exactly hay in terms of the average sored by Keeneland itself, "They run
said he did not believe the General
a brilliant organization — bringing
Sonny Graham:Ind- Charles Mercer
Assembly "could improve any on this
foreign money into Kentucky. I've
recently completed the beginners
plan- Brown proposed for cutting the
spent $20 to $25 million here in the last
swimming course, according to Mrs.
budget.
lOyears.".
Joe Pace, executive secretary of the
And he agreed with the governor
Tom Gentry, one of the most sucCalloway County Chapter of the
that the legislature probably would
cessful breeders in Fayette County,
American Red Cross.
have acted slowly in making the cuts
threw a dinner party to which he inThe Rev. Joe Ben Irby, former
"because we of necessity would have
vited 1,000 guests.
pastor, will speak at the North Pleato debate...."
The point to be made here is that
sant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Clarke said the legislature should
most of the money comes from outChurch on Sunday in dedication
use the months remaining before the
side of Kentucky and the people are so
ceremonies on debt free obligations,
1982 session begins in January to work
By BRUCE HANDLER
seeking to stop Brazil from "going wealthy that the sales tax
according to the church pastor, the
would not
on the 1982-84 bienniel budget, a task
Associated Press Writer
communist."
stand in their way of buying.
Rev. E. A. Mathis.
he predicted would be "exRIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP) —
Since then, however, the federal
The several million which could be
"Harding C. Williams renewed his
cruciating."
Brazil, which claims to be capitalist bureaucracy has expanded so much collected
subscription to the paper yesterday.
in sales tax and tax write
House Speaker William Kenton, D- but which has a large measure of that critics say it is hard to detect
offs might save a few jobs, food
He is working in Missouri," from the
Lexington, and Senate President Pro state control, is seeking to clarify its economic differences between
column, "Seen & Heard Around MurTern Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove, image by selling government-run "capitalist" Brazil and centrally
ray" by James C. Williams.
stressed the willingness of the companies to private parties.
planned communist states.
New 7 cubic foot International
legislature to become involved in cutOne reason, observers here claim,
According to the latest issue of
Harvester freezer is listed at $229.95
ting the budget had Brown deemed it is the feeling that the government Visao magazine's "Who's Who in the
in the ad for Jones-Davis Truck and
necessary.
bureaucracy has grown too large and Brazilian Economy," a sort of "ForTractor Company.
But the governor was the only per- unwieldly, and that it contributes to tune 500" report, the nation's biggest
son who could make such a decision, an inflation rate in excess of 100 per- 32 companies are under some form of
rrOfiff V
Kenton said in a telephone interview. cent a year.
government control.
Heartline is a service for senior
offices; and 41 provide a financial inrespect his decision that he can exBut the offer to transfer rsets to
By The Associated Press
Veja magazine, Brazil's largest
citizens.
purpose
Its
answer
is
to
centive
quesin the form of an income tax
ercise his options" and avoid calling a the private sector is limited.
Today is Wednesday. July 29, the
newsweekly, reported that of the $96.4
tions and solve problems. If you have
deduction to help preserve the extend- 210th day of
special session.
First, sizable categories of billion dollars of assets represented
1981. There are 155 days
question or a problem not answered
a
ed family concept and encourage left in the year.
Kenton acknowledged that he did government-run firms are excluded by the country's 200 biggest firms,
in
these columns, write to Heartline, families to care for their elderly
not know what factors Brown con- from the offer, among them 77.9 percent is linked to the governToday's highlight in history:
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria, relatives in their own homes.
sidered in making the decision, but "I businesses linked to "national securi- ment.
On July 29, 1920, air mail service
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
If a package like this were to be began between
have no reason to believe he isn't pro- ty." Those falling into the categories
Luis Eulalio Vidigal Bueno, presiNew York and San
reply, but you must include a self- passed into law, we would all be most
perly advised."
of "legal state monopolies," dent of the powerful Sao Paulo State
Francisco.
Prather, meanwhile, said his ap- "products of basic strategic impor- Industries Federation, probably the addressed, stamped envelope. The fortunate. Medicare has needed these
On this date:
proval of Brown's decision was con- tance" and "Brazilian control of the' country's most powerful private most useful replies will be printed in specific additions since it first began,
In 1030, King Olaf. the patron saint
and WAIL
tingent -upon- the goVernot not cutting development proms," are also-erz-- business 101113Y, trauttAISIY. catrod this column.
-#.*=13E1ionivay; wasittlisti.
erdelly iisuaify cannot afford the
programs mandated by the eluded.
In 1890, Dutch painter Vincent- Van
Figueifedo's plan to sell government me
he had read something about Con- items mentioned that are not covered
legislature.
Gogh died after shooting himself.
That means private entrepreneurs companies "opportune."
gressman Claude Pepper having in- by Medicare, and families usually
He also took issue with Brown's can't buy the post office, the Rio de
In 1914, transcontinental telephone
But Fernando Nabuco de Abreu,
comment Monday that a special ses- Janeiro Phone Company or the Sao Sao Paulo Stock Exchange president, troduced to the House a Medicare cannot afford to care for their elderly service began with the first telephone
sion could have prompted "chaotic Paulo state railway system. Neither told a Brazilian newsman the presi- reform package. However, he didn't relatives, and must leave their care to conversation between New York and
have any specific details to give me the state. This package could greatly
political
maneuvering"
San Francisco. • --by can they bid for Ebraer, Brazil's main dent's plan does not go far enough.
and
I would like to know just what the improve the lives of the elderly and
legislators.
And in 1940, Germany's all-out blitz
airplane factory, or Petrobras, the
reform package includes. K.T.
has the possibility of removing against
The General Assembly could have federal oil monopoly.
Britain beget-I-during World
Miirray Ledger & Times
ANSWER: Claude Pepper, who is thousands of elderly people from the War
"done the job equally well. I don't
Second, no state-run firm up for sale
II.
Chairman of the House Select Com- welfare rolls.
( USPS3011-7001
agree that it would have been chaotic. may be turned over to a foreigner.
Ten years ago: The Apollo 15
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
mittee on Aging, recently introduced
HEARMINE: A neighbor of mine spacecraft went
I think we're up to the job."
The government doesn't explain why Editor
into orbit around the
R. Gene McCutcheon
a package of four bills designed to im- has a copy of "Heartline's Rerocation
The Murray 414flger & Times is published
Brown met with the legislature's — but there has been criticism recentmoon as preparations were made for
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4.
prove the current Medicare program. Handbook", your book that gives
Democratic, leadership in the days ly of multinational corporate activity ChriStmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiva lunar landing.
Among otber things, the four bills senior citizens important information
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St.
preceding his announcement. He did in Brazil.
Five years ago: Syria and the
would: 1) establish a new Part C to about many different cities that might
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
not discuss his plans with
President Joao Figueiredo said the Murray,
Palestine
Liberation Organization
Ky_ 42071
cover certain items Medicare does not be considered as a desirable location
Republicans, which prompted sell-off plan is designed to lessen "unsigned an agreement aimed at ending
SUBSCRIPTION RATFS. 111 areas served by
now cover, such as out-of-hospital for a retirement move. My wife and I
criticism from state Sen. Eugene fair or unnecessary competition" camera, 23.23 per month, payable an advance.
the Civil War in Lebanon.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, liar.
prescription drugs, dental care and are planning a trip for this winter. to
Stuart, R-Prospect.
One year ago: President Jimmy
between the government and local din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky ,and
dentures, eye examinations and look over a few cities further south. Carter
But Stuart, the Senate minority private enterprise. But newspapers Pans. Buchanan and Puryear, In . $24 50 per
said he would Comply with a
eyeglasses, hearing examinations and and Or think that your book is a must House Foriegn
leader, said Tuesday that- he had no here say a more accurate reason is year By mail to other destinations. 139 50 per
Affairs Committee reyear.
hearing
aids, and a physical examina- for us to use in planning the places we quest that he
strong preference on a special ses- _ that Figueiredo, an ex-army general,
Member ot Associated Press, Kentucky Press
testify
about his beother
tion every two years; 2) delete the want to visit. Please let us know how
sion. "I was willing to go had he called is upset that many government-linked Assdiation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Billy's lirda with Libya .
Association
Part "A" Hospital Insurance coin- to orderthe,book and whitt ths.sest is.
one."
firms are exceeding their budgets and' The Associated Prim; is exclusively entitled to
Today:. thNers Choreographer
surance payment that Medicare P.R.
State Rep. Art Schmidt, R-f„old Spr- contributing to the nation's record 120 republish local news originated by The Murray
Paul Taylor is 51 years Old. Lawysr
„beneficiaries- must pay starting w(th- --ANSWERelfou elPewerders-coprot -wk.:41043dB is 74.
Ledger & Timestickgell
otherAP news.
ing:11nd. eh.. Mug Moseley, ItiuSival inflation rate.
- TELEPHONE NUMBERS
the 81st day of hospitalization; 3) Heartline's Relocation Handbook by
Columbia, expressed the view-that no
In 1964, when armed forces leaders Business Office
Thought for today:"When you have
753-1916
create
a tax deduction for physicians sending $7.95 to Heartline, Dept. RG,
Classified
Advertising
753-1916
special session was necessary to deal overthrew a legally elected civilian
got a thing where you want it, it is a
Retail (Display Advertising
who
753-1919
agree to accept assignment of 114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria.
with the budget cuts.
administration, they explained that Circulation
good thing to leave it where it is. — Sir
753-1916
claims from Medicare on behalf of Ohio 45381. Please allow 6 weeks for
News
and
The
Sports
)ept
I
legislatur
751-1916
e
among
should
other
settle
things
Winston Churchill, British statesman
that
they
were
•
every senior citizen they treat in their deliver)i
(1874-1965).

. Legislative Leaders Approve
No Special Session Decision

30 Years Ago

TI

Business Mirror

Brazil Trys To Clarify
Image By Selling Firms
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Cutback To Close State'Par
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)
—The state's latest round of
budget cuts will mean closing most recreation parks
and shrines from Labor Day
until Memorial Day.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
announced details Tuesday
of some $100 million in such
cuts,including $6.3 million in
the state Commerce
Cabinet.
That cabinet houses the
Department of Parks, where
the bulk of the spending
reductions were made.
Beginning this year,
recreation parks and state
shrines will be closed for
about nine months annually.
The only exceptions are My
Old Kentucky Home, which
will remain open year• round, and parks containing
golf courses,,which will be
closed three ma.iths a year.
The move is expected to
save the department about
s.52.5,000, according to state
figures.
The budget cuts will not affect operations at most of the
state's resort parks, such as
Kentucky Dam Village.
But three such parks -Greenbo Lake near
Greenup, Pennyrile Forest
near Dawson Springs and
Ruckhorn Lake near
F,ockhorn — will be closed
from three to six months a
year under another costreduction category.

‘4-.•

-

Reduced operations at
those parks and other
measures are expected to
translate into $3 million in
savings, said COMIllerce
Secretary Bruce Lansford.
The status of a number of
state employees will be affected by tpe changes in the
parks' operations. Some fulltime employees will be
classified as part-time or
seasonal, Lansford said, adding he did not know how
many workers would be affected.
The budget cuts in the
Parks Department total
about $4.6 million; they include a number of items,
many of them significantly
less dramatic than curtailed
parks operations. "
The state also will save
money, 1.unsford said, by
reducing out-of-state travel,
canceling personal service
contracts for some recreational activities, changing
the size of bar soap in guest
twins, and cottages and
changing the quality of dinner napkins..
The- Parks Department
also wi4i eliminate the
$100,000 Kentucky Trails
Program and $70,000 in
drama grants. Another
$775,000 will be saved
through reductions in special
maintenance and capital expenditures, for those things

Murray Handyman
Service
*Remodeling
•GenerbleHome Repair
*Painting, Siding 8, Roofing
•

P.O. Box 926 Muway

which "can wait another
year," Lansford said.
The original 1982 budget
for the Parks Department
called for a general fund expenditure of $16.3 million. In
addition to the general fund
money, the parks also
generate between $24 million
and $25 million in revenue,
Lunsford said.
Elsewhere in the Commerce Cabinet, the Depart-

ment for Community and
Regional Development's
budget will be trimmed by
$1.1 million. The bulk of that
reduction will come from
eliminating matching funds
for Area Development
Districts.
The budget-cutting plans
also call for a $560,000 reduction in the amount of money
-allocated to the Kentucky
Horse Park near Lexington.

Syria, Israel Each Claim
Shooting Down Fighter
In Strain On Ceasefire
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP)
— Syria and Israel each
claimed shooting down a jet
fighter in a dogfight over
Lebanon today, a battle that
put the most serious strain
yet on the six-day-old ceasefire.
Israel said its warplanes
shot down a Somiet-made
MiG-25 Syrian jet, the most
advanced in the Syrian
arsenal, and returned safely
from a "routine reconnaissance mission" over
Lebanon.
Syria said one Israeli jet
was downed and conceded a
Syrian plane was "hit," but
a communique said "our
planes returned safely to
base."
Lebanese security forces
said the pilot of the downed
Syrian jet bailed out, was
picked by a helicopter about
30 miles northeast of Beirut
and later flown to
Damascus, the Syrian
capital.
The Christian Voice of
Lebanon radio said a
pilotless Israeli . reconnaissance drone was later
shot down by -a Syrian antiaircraft missile fired from
eastern Lebanon's Bekaa
Valley.
Israeli military sources
denied a drone was downed,
but had no comment on
Lebanese radio and TV
reports of an Israeli armored buildup in the

$40,000 Cake,$10,000
Gown Add To Wedding
Cost Of$2 Million

southern Lebanese hirder
enclave controlled by
Israeli-backed Christian
forces.
Syria threatened less than
24 hours ago to shoot down
Israel jets on reconnaissance flights as violators
of the cease-fire. Israel insists that under the terms of
the U.S.-mediated truce it is
entitled to conduct reconnaissance flights, and the
State Department supports
this position.
Anti-aircraft batteries
opened fire shortly after the
Israeli jets passed over the
Lebanese capital early today. The Syrian jet was sent
up apparently to challenge
the Israeli planes.
It was the 15th Syrian jet
reported lost in air battles
with the Israeli air -Tate
over Lebanon in two years.
Israel said it downed a MiG
25 previously, in a dogfight
Feb.. 13 east of Beirut. The
last clash prior to today's occurred July 15, when Israeli
warplanes downed a Syrian
jet over southern Lebanon.
Damascus Radio said
Tuesday night that if Israeli
Prime Master Menachem
Begin "implemented what
he had announced, that his
war planes would continue to
violate Lebanese air space,
then Syria is ready to confront these planes and shoot
,
them down."

LIONS SPEAKER — Dr. John Griffin, left, answers a
question from Lion Ken Winters concerning care of
yard plants following the program of the Murray Lions
Club held Tuesday evening at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Dr. Griffin, a professor of horticulture at
Murray State University, gave a color slide lecture on
caring for yard plants. He is one of the speakers
available through the MSU Speakers Bureau. The club
voted to have the annual radio auction Oct. 27 to 29
with Joe Rowland as chairman. Two new members are
Gary Jones of Southern States Co-op and John Hina,
football coach at Murray High School.

Barren PVA's Death
Leaves Democrats
Without Nominee
GLASGOW, Ky. ( API —
The death of Barren
County's property valuation
administrator has left the
Democratic Party without a
candidate for that office in
the November election.
William R. "Red" Adwell,
52, died Sunday Morning at
T.J. Samson Community
Hospital after a lengthy illness. Adwell, who was serving his third term as PVA,'
ran unopposed in the May
Democratic primary..
County Judge-Executive
Dale Burchett said Monday
that a committee of Barren
County Democratic Party
leaders is expected to select
another candidate for the
November election.
Deputy County Court
Clerk Charles Bybee is the
Republican candidate for
PVA in the general election.

LONDON (AP) — From
$40,000 for the cake and
breakfast to $10,000 for the
bridesmaids' costumes, the
wedding of Prince Charles
and Lady Diana Spencer will
be one of the most expensive
in history — costing an
estimated $2 million, Buckingham Palace officials say.
The huge bill, which will
include everything from the
cost of security and renting
St. Paul's Cathedral to printing wedding programs for,
the congregation, is being
shared by British taxpayers,
Queen Elizabeth II and
Prince Charles.
According to published
-; reports and palace officials.
these were among the major
costs:
•$600,000 for security.
• $100,000 for decorations,
flowers and bafflers along
the wedding procession
route from Buckingham
Palace to St. Paul's

Cathedral.
• $100,000 for a prewedding reception Monday.
• $40,000 for the wedding
breakfast and cake.
• $300,000 for a two-week
honeymoon cruise on the
royal yacht Britannia.
• $60,000 for Diana's sapphire and diamond engagement ring.
• $10,000 for the five
bridesmaids' and two pages'
costumes.
The costs are not limited to
the taxpayers and royal
family. Britain's two major
television networks are
spending $1.86 million
between them on covering
the wedding and are locked
in a battle to win the nation's
TV ratings.
General Custer's army
regiment was massacred in
the Battle of Little Big Horn
on June 25,1876.

A SHOPPER'S PARADISE
Michelson's Jewelers
Diamond and Jewelry
CLOSE OUT
Is Coming To Murray This
See
Ledger and'
Times,
For Details
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Energy Department
Sponsors Workshop

*EASY TERMS

*FREE DELIVERY

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)The Kentucky Department
of Energy is sponsoring a
free workshop Saturday,
Aug. 8, on solar energy
domestic hot water systems
at the University of Kentucky's E. S. Good Barn.
Ralph Dennis, workshop
coordinator for the department, said "solar domestic
hot water systems are the
most cost-effective active
solar energy systems for
homes in Kentucky."

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
SALE STARTS THURS., 9:00 A.M. OPEN THUDS. AND FRIDAY NIGHTS HU 9:00 P.M.

ONE Of THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF QUALITY FURNITURE IN THIS AREA AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Brown Asks Status
For Farmers To Get
Low Interest Loans
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
- Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
has asked federal officials to
grant 72 Kentucky counties
special status so farmers
suffering losses from
flooding or bad weather can
obtain low interest loans
from the Farmers Home Administration.
If such status is granted,
farmers will be able to get
FHA loans at 5 percent interest to cover actual losses.
Loans for operating expenses would be made at the
current market rate.
The governor submitted
separate lists of counties to
two federal agencies. He
named these as having sustained crop losses of more
'than 30 percent:
-Bracken, Crittenden,
'Henderson, Hopkins,
-Morgan, Ohio, Pendleton,
Powell, Robertson, Union,
-Webster, Wolfe, Boyd,
:Campbell, Elliott, Estill,
Floyd, Grbentip, Magiiffin,
IMeidfee and Pike.

Indiana University
Owns State Property
From 1956 Bequest
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)
-Indiana University owns a
piece of Kentucky.
The idea of the Hoosier
school holding a little slice of
University of Kentucky
country may not be too
palatable for some Wildcat
Sans, but Daviess County
property records tell the
tale.
Charles Hardy, the Indiana school's associate
director of real estate, said
there will not be a Kentucky
campus of the , Hoosier
school.
"There's a very simple explanation," Hardy said.
"The property was left to
IU."
James H. Rudy, a 1932
graduate of RJ, left the major portion of his estate to his
alma mater when he died at
age 47 in 1956.
Indiana University sold a
portion of the land contained
In the will three years ago.
but still holds title to about
576 acres in Daviess County.
Joe Rudy, the brother of
IU's benefactor, says the
land isn't particularly good
for farming and he thinks the
school ought to sell.
"I can't see why they keep
the land," Joe Rudy said.
"They just keep paying
_
taxes on it."
Income from the property
has been used to fund Professorship awards, in areas
such as English, fine arts
and optometry.
But to the relief of some
diehard Kentucky fans, the
money has not been used for
basketballscholarships.

A simple
solution
to excess
weight
begins
August 3
mess

This is only a partial list. Many other items not advertised!

3 PC. HENREDON
BEDROOM SET
LARGE DRESSER St MIRROR
DOOR CHEST & HEADBOARD

REG

$2592.00 NOW

1 12

LARGE SELECTION OF
KIMBALL PIANOS
PICTURES,LAMPS,
AND ORGANS
ACCESSORIES
ALL REDUCED FOR
1 / PRICE
THIS SALE
LARGE SELECTION

SOFA SLEEPERS

BEDROOMS

1-Jamison Queen size, nylon
in beige, brown, L blue
799.95

/
1
2

1 -Jamison Early American
wing back copper, brown,
499.95
gold L blue

YOUR CHOICE

back--

699.95

1-5 Pc. Chocolate Wrought
Iron Dinnette, white (Formica) top, oak trimmed high
back, swivel chair, white
999.95
vinyl upholstery

1- Marimont Queen
wing, brown velvet

1/2

1/2

1A
/4

1/2

1/2

1/2

1-Loveseat, Queen Ann,
peach velvet
269.95
1- Straw and bamboo commode, one drawer, two doors 245.00
1- American of Martinsville
Hall Tree, brass and leaded
glass trim
699.95

Ann
299.95

1- English lounge, loose
pillow back, navy, beige and
299.95
earth stripe

1- Pulaski table desk in
pecan
269.95

1- Marimont Wing, beige
299.95
cotton print

1- Black lacquer hand
decorated sofa table and two
benches
999.95

1- Marimont Club Choir,
loose pillow back, oyster rep.
299.95
fabric

1- Curio, antique pine, glass
shelves, lighted
479.95
1-French wine commode,
cherry wood, brass trim
450.00

1 -Queen Ann Wing and
matching ottoman, blue an499.95
tique velvet
1- Henredon French Wing
linported frame and gold tone
---Wripe(iomask

1 -Oriental 2 door console,
rattan base, solid brass trim 675.00
J -Sofa table, cane shelf,
'1.114-Inlaid top
299.95

OOO

1-hirtield Whig, fifl White,
299.95
rep. fabric
1- Stained Rattan imported
chair, red print cotton seat
349.95
cushion

2-Fairfield Loveseets,
nylon stripe, beige, blue,
499.95
orange and gold
ea.

/
1
"2
'

/
12

259.95

Loose pillow
bock brown, earth, gold
699.95
muted plaid

wing chair

1- Clayton Marcus 76"
Loose pillow bock green and
799.95
white imported matelasse

swivel rocker,
brown velvet, atteched back 299.95

/
1
2

1- Stanton Cooper navy cotton with blues, white and
golds
899.95

-Imported French chair,
cane back, gold antique
325.00
velvet cushion

1/2

weave
1 - Fairfield

1- 2 pc. Orential 2 door
cabinet and mirror, screen
print doors
479.90

navy blue velvet
299.95

1 - Morimont

IA

English coffee table, oval
glass in top, burl wood trim
179.95

1-3 pc. Solid Cherry table
troll, Queen Aim design, 2
commodes, one oval cocktail 770.00

1- Fairfield attached bock
lounge choir. Beige nylon

1- Marimont

)py AVAILABLE

1/2

1 -Solid brass trunk, nail
trim, red flocked interior
600.00

19
9
9S

CHAIRS

1/2

1 - King HickOrr--Alp*,
tweed, shades of gold and
799.95
brown with arm pillows

1- Nylon beige plaid Lawson
Loose pillow bock
699.95

1A

7777'

1- Williams Antique Pine
English group pedestal table,
6 bow back chairs and lighted
panel door china
2395.00

VALUES TO $493.00
12 TO SELL

1- Nylon Earth Tone stripe,
649.95
loose pillow back

1- Fairfield 76" green floral
printed cotton, attached

1- American of Martinsville
8 pc. Bamboo carved parquet
top extension table, 6 chairs
and lighted china
3495.00

1/2

MISC.

1- Marimont cotton floral
border print. Green, golds
699.95
and copper

1 -Clayton Marcus loose
pillow hack Lawson. Linen
border Pile In reds, blue 8.
849.95
green

599.95

1

399.95

1- Nylon stripe, beige, blue
699.95
and earth tones

1 -Clayton Marcus Chippendale quilted cotton printed floral. Beige, blue,
849.95
greens and golds

799.95

1 -Bassett 8 pc pecan extension table (Formica) 6
cane back chairs and china 1499.95

GROUP
LA-Z-BOY
RECLINERS

499.95

SOFAS

1- Marimont loose pillow
back printed cotton. Block,
699.95
orange, copper and gold

699.95

1- Dixie 8 pc. Bamboo carved pecan wood, oval extension table, 6 cane back
chairs
2395.00

1199.95 699.95

1-3 pc all wood, dresser
and mirror, chest on chest,
burl headboard
999.95

1 -Jamison Loveseat - Twin
size, red floral cotton print
299.95

1 -Jamison, regular size
Lawson, beige, blue nylon
599.95
tweed

1-3 pc. Maple, triple dreiser
and mirror, chest on chest,
1199.95
bed with footboard
1-3 pc. Pine, dresser with
hutch mirror, chest on chest,
cannon ball bed

1 -Stanley 8 pc. Italian,
oval extension table, 6 cane
1999.95
back chairs, lighted china

1/2

1-3 pc. Solid oak, seven
drawer dresser and mirror,
chest on chest, panel hoodboard
1099.95

1 -Jamison, Queen size
three cushion Lawson,
quilted cotton
799.95

1 -Jamison loose back cotton floral, navy cotton print,
Queen size
799.95

DINING ROOM

1-3 pc. Bassett, triple
dresser, mirror, chest and
headboard
799.95

1 -Jamison, Queen size,
nylon textured, loose pillow
back
799.95

1 -Jamison Loveseat - twin
299.95
size, light gold weave

2-

1- Fairfield Lounge, beige
end brown stripe, attached
259.95
pillow bock

1- American of Martinsville
curio, pecan with gloss
shelves, lighted
599.95
1 -Orential Chow Bench,
pecan with gold upholstery
279.95
1 -Trunk, 2 drawer, oak
wood with chrome and brass
trip
-

1/2

/
12

1- Nenredon Old Kent Burl
Cocktail Table
430.00

/
1
2
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Storey's

KHERE
Don't Worry Murray... We Will
Not Be Undersold!

FOOD

GIANT
0

ir

in

Prices Good
Weds. 7-29
thre
Tues. 8-4

enter

Store Hours
8 A.M. To 11 P.M.
Everyday

6655;

Enall1M

r

Bel Air
Shopping Center
Highway 641 South

N

DIXIE FRESH

UN-SWEETENED

STAR KIST
CHUNK

GRADE A LARGE

KOOL-AID

TUNA

EGGS

MAKES TWO
QUARTS

IN OIL OR WATER

•
•
•

gs;

LITER
PLASTIC
BOTTLE
2

WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCli
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

6% OZ.

_

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

—

JENOS

CHAIMIN

FROZEN
PIZZAS
1 19

a4$ Chafnro

BATHROOM
TISSUE

69

PAPER
TOWELS

FROSTY ACRES WHIPPED

TOPPING

.
41111111.111

59

MORTON REG.

594

TV DINNERS

Beian'

FRIES

2Lo.994

CHEF BOY AR DEE
ENGLISH MUFFIN

89

RICHTEX
SHORTENING

Chte/

itir,•11

3/$I

$

PURITAN
OIL

303 SIZE

•Po/J4 All

PIZZAS

,

GREEN r
BEANS...

SCOT LAD FRENCH

w
Nirrtr
COFFEE i•

RAO&

99

6 PK.$

MORE LOW PRICES ON MORE ITEMS... EVERYDAY AT FOOD GIANT1

$12
".soz.

MOB MID

SOAP
SNASTA
COLA

WHCTI INTAILK
$229
GAL

CAPT. mum BREAKFAST

9

$1

CEREAL

1201.

29

KILLOGGS

$1 49 CORNSUGARPOPS

DIET-REG

3201.$11

CATSUP
RRMT ISO

6 PR.

$1

isoz.

59

69
$1

SAUCE

11101‘

DOVE DISNWASNING

LIQUID

KRAFT ISOS BLAND

$109
k
Au
gLE

JACKS „oz.$

39

DRESSING

19

160!.

'

MIMI WHITE OR GOLDEN

HOMINY
GOLD DOLLAR

FALK 0 RICH PURE

ORANGE JUICE

239

GAL $

AALS 1•49

BUTTERMILK
RRAFT
aLVETTA
- --- COUPON
Limit One Per family
Camplate Les Cali

Puma'Mix

994

32.. •

kid Oil At Skies

y2 GAL $1 19

PEAS
TEA BAGS

24 $ANS

Noun SONROWIlt

WIEISONIITALIAN

;INTO BEANS.401.3 $1 DRESSING
COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Log Cabin
SfriP

Ile-Sufttesess4

hod Ody At Slues
txprOestr4L---

$249

IINI CT.

PRESSING

"oz.$1 19

MIS
CORNStaat.

--TOL

1

luGAR
RAPE

_

3201.894

$11 79 SLICES

320!.

2L1.2

89!'

;

SCOT LAO BANININSIS

OIL

.12 n.

3/$1

1.1-1LA-__

KRAFT CATALINA

UPTON

$1 4

ICE POP

FLAK-041CH

4

SUM PLACKET,

NA-VOR-K1

2L1.99

0;-4/ST SUGAR SMACKS . 1111 59

VINEGAR
COLORED DISTILLED

BUR BONNET LIGHT

SPREAD

14Y2

Limit One Per Family

Lox
Disinosaling
Liquid

Kool-Aid

- 10/$1

„.. 89

1116666 2 OS

hod Ody AI Sixes

Sod Ods AtShes

a

.4411

BO
VELVET

-4*
OZ.

;

794'
COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Pr.
--

-Aid
6 n.Main Ills.

2/9

kid Ods AI Slessy's
- Ex".llar-111

Pxo!Susoot
keel-AM

Illane tills.

229

1.--"Msr
"In *

.1•711

1911.

••••-•••••111
"

COLORED

GROUND BEEF

PORK STEAK

4

- -1-

'GROUND
CHUCK

islsOlir( ROAST
1
Li.$"

. CUBE STEAK"':
TPA $249

BOLOGNA

, 1711 EYE S'TEAK.....Ls.$399

;;;Ilii
g rr AND MIAT

..$139
L..$159 ,
W.

$1

59

OMR CIIT

, PORK CHOPS
1

H
CAIMAIIAST
Ls.$179 , HAM

"NitaS

LI.$I99

BACKBONE

L..$149

C
S ANNED HAM... 3..$649

FORK ROAS1'

Ls.$II 49

PORK PATTIES.,_._.,..$159

OUR CABBAGE IS SPECIAL

100D GIANT

SN

THT:NaK $200••
LAST WEEK'S NAME:
JONNW:e1AURRA.
TO CONtA

:D PAPER

CABBAG
TOMATOES
UL594 PLUMS
YELLOW SQUASH.L..594 PEACHES

... 1.
.•

•

k t•

4
'
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Gary Hooker:

Mtierray Ledger 8r Times

Globetrotter And Proud Of It

come looking for him today
he'd be "a little winded, but I
could make it O.K. in two or
three weeks."
Hooker, who has made
Murray his home, is becoming a regular face in the
evening pick-up games at
Angel
MSU's Carr Health Building.
By JIM RECTOR
Until September he's got few
solid plans, except spending
Sports Editor
time with his wife,
Geraldine, and their seven
month old baby girl, Jearlyn
23,- says the opportunity to a laugh are among the
Paterice.
get paid for doing something routines "Hook" is involved
"New York is no place to
he loves is the best thing with.
raise a family and Murray
that's ever happened to him.
Hooker didn't join the
has been very good to me
"Any man can live off 'Trotters until the season's
since
I came here a couple of
what he makes. If he's given halfway point in December
a penny he should make the so this September will be his years ago. My wife's from
best with what he's got. I first exposure to a Globie Puryear (Tenn.) so she likes
it here when I'm on the
don't want a big house, large "rehearsal."
road."
farm or a lotta land . . . I
When I joined the team
Occasionally Hooker has
just want to be comfor- they told me to just put the
taken his wife on the road
table."
ball in the hole. Don't worry
One of the more comfor- about the stunts, we'll teach with him, she's allowed two
ting things Hooker's been in- you your script later. I said, trips in the states and one
volved with lately is playing 'I can do that. That's all I've abroad by the team, but acbasketball with the world ever done before.' Everyone cording to Gary,she'd prefer
to remain in America and so
reknown
Globetrotters. on the team calls it easy
would he.
'Sometimes I'll be sitting on work. Just putting the ball in
"She travelled to Paris
the bench and I'll see where the hole, especially if one of
(France) with us . . . and
I'm at and I realize that the showmen missPs a shot.
hated it. It's hard to get used
everyone's watching the We also have a signal from
Globetrotters — including the showman that means to the money differences and
the language was a problem,
me — and I'll get a happy free play for everyone.
too. Whenever we(the team)
flash and just shiver all over. That's what I like to hear.
would go into a restaurant
Then I get to feeling silly, Everyone ,y•es for his own
one
of the guys would always
then nervous, then it's time shot. It's a lot of fun."
say, "God bless America,"
to go in and play and I feel all
Although the life of the
right. It's really quite an ex- 'Trotters issentertaining, it's and they sure meant it. The
buildings over there
perience,:' Hooker laughs.
not exactly the National
(Europe)
are old, the streets
Presently, "Hook" as he's Basketball
Association.
narrow
are
and the people
sometimes called,• is in the Does thisbother Hooker?
were usually unfriendly.
off season, awaiting a
Not really. Coach ( Tex )
September phone call Harrison wants us to keep Conversation is almost imsignalling his return to the our game intact in case the possible . . . they'd ask if
life of road trips, fast foods NBA ever calls us. But it we could speak German,
and reams. Reams are the really doesn't matter to hie we'd say no and ask if they
coded "extras" the 'Trotters if they (NBA)call me or not. could speak English, then
perform during the games. I'm happy with the they'd say no and we'd end
Sidetracks like plastic Globetrotters — it's up nodding our heads and
grinning the whole time. I
basketballs, baseball basket- something I've achieved that
really prefer the states any
ball, ladder dunks, halfcourt I'm proud of," Hooker said.
day," Hooker said.
hook shots, and anything for He added that if the NBA did
Hooker led the Racers in
scoring his senior year ( 18.6
per game) after being a redshifted transfer the season
before. He also led the nation
in rebounding (12.3 per
game) in the six-foot-five
and under catagory. MSU
finished 23-8 behind Hooker's
scoring and the coaching
genius of Ron Greene and

Covering go
All Fiel'
ds

'HOOK" — Former Racer basketball star Gary
Hooker now plays for the Globetrotters. . . and
loves it. Traveling isn't one of his favorite
passtimes, but playing a game he loves and getting
paid for it makes his current tenure with the Trotters a life of "easy work" and happy times.
Staff photo by urn Rector

From New York ghetto to
Globetrotters, from Racers
to reams the road hasn't
been easy for Gary Hooker,
but the fairy tale success
story has left him the same
ol' likeable guy he always
was.
"I was surprised, no,
shocked
when Seattle
drafted me but when the
Globetrotters said they were
interested in me, I couldn't
believe it," said the six-footfive Hooker, who led Murray
State to the quarterfinal
round of the National Invitational Tournament his senior
year (1979-80).
A man of humble beginnings as a struggling black in
a New York ghetto, Hooker,

Loss Of innocence Is
Baseball's Biggest Sin
An AP Sports Analysis
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Perhaps the worst part of
the strike that stopped summer is that the two sides
have succeeded in robbing
baseball of its most basic
and perhaps most important
quality — innocence.
For a century or so, the
sport sold escape. You could
go to the local ballpark, and
for a couple of hours you
could be free of the world's
hassles. The stadium was a
sanctuary of fresh air, a
patch of green in the middle
of a concrete city. It was set
aside for this very special
activity where grown men
played a little boy's game.
Baseball restored for its
fans a time of innocence in
their lives. It supplied winners and loers with no time
limits imposed. It provided
mortal-sized heroes who
didn't have to weigh 300
pounds or stand 7 feet tall to
excel.
And most importantly, it
supplied a very special continuity from one game to
another, one pennant race to

another, and one season to
another. That was the
essence of what baseball was
all about.
Now all of it has been
destroyed, shattered in the
fallout of this strike, provokby the Owners
ed
( remember, they even went
to court to force it) and carried out by the players.

scurrying about piecing
together various plans to
salvage their season, save
the playoffs and World
Series and its important
revenue. They should have
worried aboutthat back in
early June when they argued
so eloquently in the
Rochester court of Judge
Henry Werker against an injunction that would have
postponed this mess for at
least another year. But they
wanted this strike now and
they got it. The reason, a
very businesslike insurance
policy that wouldn't have
paid $50 million next year.

It has been a sad sight to
contemplate.
They have taken the bloom
off the rose forever. For
many of us, there no longer
will be a special feeling for
The Game. It will be just
another industry, concerned
with profit and loss — the
Every time the slightest
bottom line.
bit of progress in negotiaGood-bye,
innocence. tions is made — and most of
Hello, reality.
it has been just that, slight —
The sweet sound of wood plans begin surfacing,about
against horsehide, once so how to put the season back
very special for a basPball together.
fan, will be no different,
Well, if management has
essentially, than the noise of any respect at all left for the
another factory drill press fans, it will scrap._ these
turning out its daily supply outrageous schemes. The
of widgets. This is no sport. strike already has created
This is a business.
enough chaos to last a
With that in mind, lifetime for baseball. We
baseball's bosses have been don't need more.

Players Owners Are
Drifting Further Apart
By The Associated Press
The 48th day of the major
league baseball strike finds
feuding players and owners'
negotiators meeting some
3,000 miles apart. Whether
the walkout is any closer to a
settlement may be known
after those separate
meetings on each coast today.
While the 26 club owners
were scheduled to sit down
with their bargaining unit,
the Player Relations Committee, in New York, the executive director of the Major
League Baseball Players
Association, Marvin Miller,
was to meet with a group of
players in Los Angeles to
brief them on the status of
the negotiations.
There has been no
bargaining since the talks
collapsed in Washington,
D.C., last Thursday just as
an agreement was rumored
to be imminent. No further
meetings have been scheduled, but Ray Grebey, the
owners' chief negotiator,
said he was available for
joint talks at any time and a
source close to the FallOsaid
it'wail likely that a session
would be held Thursday in
New York.
The strike has wiped out

more than 25 percent of the on how to compensate teams
season with some 579 games that lose a "ranking" free
canceled through today.
agent but remain at odds
over where that compensaAlthough Miller's office in- tion should originate.
The
dicated that he may return owners want direct compento New York after the Los sation from
a team signing a
Angeles meeting, that ses- free agent
while the players
sion also may touch off a insist
on a pool of players.
series of regional briefings
to close what he called "a
During a five-hour
terrible information
_ meeting with the union's 3)-Fie said the gap resulted member executive board in
from the news blackout im- Chicago on Monday night —
posed last week by U.S. some 80 other players also
Labor Secretary Raymond showed up — Miller apJ. Donovan.
parently eased the minds of
many
of them. There had
Meanwhile, American and
National League owners will been criticism from some
first meet separately in New players on how the negotiaYork,followed by a joint ses- tions were being handled.
sion.
In Kansas City, Dan
"The main reason for the Quisenberry, the Royals'
joint meeting sis that people player representative, said
lost track of things last week major leaguers living in the
during the blackout on infor- area would meet either
mation," Grebey said.
tonight or Thursday for a
However, there were briefing on the status of
reports that new pressure to negotiations.
reach a settlement may
Orioles owner Williams,
come from three moderate- who has been outspoken in
line American League his demands for an agreeowners — George Steinbren- ment, said the owners' sesner of the New York sion would probably be "a
Yankees, Edward Bennett good old country meeting.
Williams of the Baltimore We'll keep meeting and
Orioles and Ede..!..-. Chiles of meeting an.;•..-ling and,
the Texas Rangers.
despite all the efforts to
The rival parties ap- thwart me°, I'll keep trying.
parently are in agreement We must
this week."
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Kingpin Team
Trips Murray
B-Team Squad
Coach Ron Hampton's
Murray Little League BTeam All Stars finally
played their first tournament game Tuesday night
and participated in a onehitter to boot.
However, the one-hitter
was against them, not in
their favor, as Hopkinsville
No.1 soundly thrashed the
Murray visitors, 10-2, at
Hopkinsville.
We ran up against the
kingpin of the tournament
last night against a guy who
could throw like a bullet,"
Hampton said.
Hopkinsville's Mark Byrnam came on in relief in the
third inning and slammed
the door shut on the Murray
dreams.
"He ( Byrnam) was sixfoot or better and about 180
pounds and he killed us,"
Hampton said. "We scored
both our runs in the third inning on a walk, a batter was
hit by a pitch and they both

managed to steal bases and
score on passed balls. That
was the only thing we could
be proud of last night — our
base running."
Shane Morris notched the
only Murray hit of the night
when he singled, but didn't
score.
Tonight the Murrayans
return to Ruff Park
(Hopkinsville) where they'll
battle Clarksville Northwest
in an 8:30 p.m. ballgame in
the loser's bracket.
"We just ran into the
wrong team right at first.
It'll be uphill from here on
out, but we'll win some
ballgames now. We're sure
of that," Hampton promised.
Hopkirisville's representative has won the tournament the past four years in a
row.
Hampton added,"We may
meet up with Hopkinsville
later on down the line,
hopefully for the championship."

assistants Steve Newton and Sometimes, he admits, the
Mike Dill, who convinced reality of being one of
Hooker to leave Mississippi America's most popular
State where he began his col- showmen just doesn't seem
lege career.
possible. Hooker has a uni"I owe a lot to coach que method of mentally pinGreene, coach Newton and ching himself to see if it's
coach Dill. They helped me true.
as an individual first rather "If I'm ever depressed or
than a basketball player. anything I call the GlobetrotThey all helped me this past ters' main office and it
year, especially when I was doesn't matter who I'm calldrafted by Seattle, cut by ing for, they always put you
Seattle, married, and picked on hold. But I don't mind
up by the Globetrotters — all because they play the theme
in the same summer. song — Sweet Georgia
They've really supported me Brown — and 000h buddy, it
in all I've done," Hooker picks me right up and I'm
said.
feeling fine again!"
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PICK-UP REGULAR — Gary Hooker (13) keeps his
game intact by playing in pick-up games at Murray
State's Carr Health Building. Hooker, who plays for
the Globetrotters, is currently in the off season and
Staff photo by urn Rector
living in Murray.

%IMO®
NEW!
COUNTRY FRIED
STEAK DINNER
•$2.95
Our new Country Fried Steak is made with real round of beef.
tender and meaty. We cook it up crispy and golden, and smother
it with creamy-rich country gravy. Served with mashed potatoes
and a fresh green dinner salad. It's a whole new reason to.

Take Another Look at Jerry's!

Sports, Briefly
TENNIS
NORTH CONWAY, N.H.
( AP) —'Second-seeded Ivan
Lendl • of Czechoslovakia
scrambled to a 7-5, 6-4 first
round-victory over Californian Mike Bauer in the
$175,000 Volvo International
Tennis Tournament.
Lendl's triumph put him in
the second round with all of
the other seeds, except one.
Terry Moor, No.15, of Hartford, Conn., was beaten by
Fernando Dalla-Fontana of
Argentina,6-4, 3-8,6-3. Fifth -seeded
Peter
McNamara of Austrialia
defeated countryman David
Carter, 6-4, 6-2; Roscoe Tanner, No.6, stopped Marcos
Ostoja of YugosItvia, 6-2, 46,6-2; Harold Solomont No.7,
beat Chile's Beim Prajoux,
6-2, 6-0; Eliot Teltscher,
No.8, ousted Chris Lewis of
New Zealand, 7=6, 6-1, and

10th-seeded Mel Purcell
whipped Andy Kohlberg, 6-4,
6-4.
TRACK AND FIELD
BUCHAREST, Romania
(AP) —
Americans
dominated swimming events
at the World University
Games, but the American
women's basketball team
and the U.S. water polo
squad blew chances for gold
medals.
Jill Sterkel collected her
fourth gold medal of the
games as the United States
took three of four swimming
golds.

J
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"Goodfood and good service guaranteed."
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00P9 NO HANDLE — Royals shortstop Kendra Thurman stops an Astro line drive,
but can't quite hold on.
The Astros eventually won the Murray girls upper division championships, seasonal
and tournament, by
defeating the Aces, 17-0, Monday night and the Royals, 11-4, Tuesday night at the old
city park field.
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Staff photos by Jim Rector
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Being No.2 Behind Star Earl I
Campbell Doesn't Daunt Still

By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
LIBERTY, Mo. (AP) —
Wandering
wide-eyed
through a room full of
massive football players, the
tow-headed little boy looked
intimidated.
Hesitantly, he approached
Art Still, who stands more
than 6-feet, 6-inches tall and
weighs more than an eighth
of a ton.
Now the little boy looked
scared. And he began
retreating without proferring his autograph book. But
the defensive end saw him
leaving.
"What's your name, pardner?" asked Still.

"Philip."
Still smiled."You want me
to sign that?"
"Yeah, sure," said the
grinning youngster.
In broad, flourishing
script, Still filled up an entire page, and the little boy
walked out of the Kansas City Chiefs' training camp
cafeteria with a worshipful
look.
The incident says a lot
about the innately gentle
young man who wears No. 67
for the Chiefs and this season
should firmly establish
himself as one of the best —
possibly the very best —
defensive end in the National
Football League.

Check with us
before you pay
your next homeowners
premium...

time
is
money!
When you buy insurance from us we represent you for

better Cover-

sell insuranceindependently through companies like Great Arneacan
Call us for a Quote on a Great American auto or homeowners Policy
That s just good buseness and that s the way we

Noll saws yeas money mewl thew.

King-Landolt
The lesereece Center
a newsy

7534355
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LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
A record $28 million syndication of English champion
Storm Bird has been arranged by Dr. William W.
Lockridge, a Lexington
veterinarian.
Storm Bird was unbeaten
last season as a 2-year-old in
England and Ireland and has
not raced this year. The Lexington Leader said a
bloodstock agent who requested anonymity confirmed the syndication price.
The previous record syndication was $22 million for
Spectacular Bid.
Storm Bird was purchased

INCREDIBLE LUNCH
9.

1

want to work hard and stay
at it.
"I've got to prove myself
all over again this year and I
just want to get better as the
years go on. As long as I'm
making progress, I'm happy
with myself."
Mary Levy, who arrived
as head coach just a few
months before the Chiefs
drafted Still out of the
University of Kentucky, has
always t:peen amazed at his
capacity for work.
"Art Still has set the conditioning example on this
team," Levy said. "We
didn't have to urge him to do
it, he just did it. If there's
anything he needs to improve, it would be his passrush. But that's not to say
he's not good at rushing the
passer.
"If he were as good at that
as he is at protecting against
the run, he would already be
known as the greatest defensive lineman of all time."
That's what Still is striving
toward, and the tow-headed
kid with the autograph book
won't be surprised.

Turner Acc ent'A Freak Thing'
INDIANAPOLIS AP —
David Collins, credited with
saving the life of Indiana
University basketball player
Landon Turner, says the
automobile accident that left
the 6-foot-10 forward with
paralysis of the legs was
"just a freak thing."
"We were just riding down
the road talking and listening to Music when it happened," said Callins, one of
three passengers riding with
Turner when the car went
out of control on Indiana 46
last Saturday.

"It was just a freak thing.
I don't believe Landon
realized how sharp (the
curve in)the road was."
Collins, 20, was treated
and released from the Bartholomew County Hospital
following the accident about
eight miles east of Columbus, Ind. He said he managed to gull Turner from the
car several minutes before
the vehicle caught fire.

with a hip injury. Collins aril
Elesha Storey, 17, were
treated and released.
Turner remained semtconscious and in serious cortdition Tuesday with a brokee
back suffered. His legs r6mained paralyzed but the ex:,
tent of damage can not fie
determined until he regains
full consciousness, said Fred
Price, a spokesman
Methodist Hospital.
Collins said the car flipped'
Turner, 21, would have
"He was realy out -of it," over "four Or five times."
been the only retUrititg
Collins said of Turner. "I
Suzanne Jones, 20, was senior on Indiana's deftioknew he was in bad shape. thrown from the car
and
The back of his head was hospitalized at Columbus ding NCAA championship
team next fall.
lacerated."
Turner, who suffered a
fracture of his sixth
vertebra, was driving from
Bloomington to Kings Island
amusement park near Cincinnati. The car swerved off
the road onto a grassy area,
back on the road and off
again before striking a cement culvert and overturning.

Storm Bird Sale
TopsSpectacular Bid

When you buy insurance directly from a company. you lose the advantage of having an independent agent help you reactive fast and fair
claim settlement-when you need it Lets face it. your insurance
should work for you not against you

age lower price and quick claim service

He speaks so softly, a
listener sometimes strains to
hear. He is modest, but
quietly confident of his
massive ability.
It doesn't even bother him
to think that everybody
knows Earl Campbell was
the NFL's No. 1 draft choice
in 1978, but hardly anyone
remembers that he was that
year's No. 2 pick.
"Sure, people remember
Earl Campbell and forget
about me," he said. "But I
don't ever think about it. It's
just nice to be playing in the
NFL."
Last year he became the
first Kansas City lineman to
play in the Pro Bowl in eight
years and was the only
starter on the defensive line
who wasn't from the San
Diego Chargers.
As recognition begins to
accrue, he redoubles his efforts to, as he puts it,"be my
best."
"It's nice to hear people
say good things about me,'
he said. "But you can't let
that go to your head. You've
got to be consistent. I just

SOFTBALL CHAMPIONS — Going 11.1 in regular season play was fine and dandy for
the Murray girls upper
division softball Astros. Then, Tuesday night they turned loose on the Royals to win the
overall championship
with an 11.4 win. Playing for the Astros are (front row from left) Mandy McCarty, Lesley
Thompson, Kristi
Saladino, Leslie Adams, Kristy Elkins, (second row from left) Ginger Stalls, Jenny Kurz,
Sheri Swift, Connie
Spann, Valerie Gilbert, Nanett Wynn, Jackie Boltz, (coaches from left) John Boltz, Beverly
Spann, Connie
Boltz, and (not pictured) player Evonne Jones and coaches Mary Ann Kurz and John Adams.
Staff photo by Jim Rector ,

Mini Pizza • Salad Bar • Soft Drink

Assorted Sponges

OCC Golf
Tourneys
Arranged

Godfather's Pizza has a real deal
for lunch. Our incredible 6" Mini
Pizza,a trip to ow salad bar,and
•soft drink all for 62.1111. if you
think one of ow mini pizzas isn't
enough for lunch, you've never
had a Godfather's Pizza.
-

Girdfather's Pizza®

753-002
Murray.

p.

for $1 million at the
Keeneland Selected Yearling Sale by British
millionaire Robert Sangster
in 1979.
Storm Bird is a full brother
of a Northern Dancer-South
Ocean yearling colt purchased at Keeneland this month
by Sangster and partners for
a public-auction record $3.5
million.
The bloodstock agent said
there will be 40 shares in the
syndicate, with Sangster retaining 10. Lockridge has the
other 30 shares, but it was July 30, 1981
not known whether they had
been or would be sold.
A young man who
answered the telephone at
Lockridge's home said the
veterinarian was out of
town. An employee in his office said Lockridge was in
Europe. Neither would comment on the newspaper's
report.
The Leader said Storm
Bird will be retired to stud
for the 1982 breeding season
at_Lockri
dge Farm between Seven or mor_s_etr_?ackaite.
_
Versailles and Midway.

•

Two Oaks Country Club
golf tourneys have been announced for August.
Running Aug. 3-31 will be
the men's match play
tourney. Entry fee is 85 Per
player and registption must
be completed by Aug. 2.
Also, August 22-23, OCC
will be sponsoring its men's
medal play club championship. Entry fee for this tourorig.::lament ifl he ;5 and
registration will be at the
clubhouse throughout the
month. For more information contact the pro shop.
7534454.
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Direc.Isilif across fino!away

from &apes.sine

SOl.Noe

47c

880

Garden Hose

2,99

Cast Iron Skillet
8/
1
2in polished iron skillet,
pre-seasoned gotexo

_ 4 Pc. Snack Set
plastic snack trays With
matching mugs. Harvest . .
yellow. SO1011.0

•

Save Over MOO

Salo PrIcs

ggc

—

77 Rod & Reel Set

Assorted Lures

Wenzel Cabin Tent

Cho1ce of popular spincast
models.

Save SIM

Salo Price

Savo $30.02

48c..

69.97

HUN., sou1111151 scow

9 ft. x 7 ft. size with 6 ft. 2 in.
center height. EZ aluminum
frame. Reg. S99.99 sae,'

QUArth rest1111110ON SOW mses WWINOPIAINCNI
..
CKt

SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT ALL OTASCO

•

1.88

5 ft.2 In. rod, enclosed reel
with line..,.,s..

411-4211
Sole Price

14

Air Deflector

Salo Price

100% vinyl; Yi in. x 75 ft.
Lightweight and flexible.

10, 60, 75 or 100 wall
153-102, 105, 106, 107)
3-1111*
311-1118-15411
31-70-1•• Watt
(S3.1117.6,-7) 1.17

STONES & PARTICIPATING DEALEML

Bel Air Shopping Center

MasterCard

MA'

..uktiosaawasonNIS

'AVAILABL

•
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And Beauty Aids Dept.
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Prices Good Thru Aug. 2nd

Prices Good Thru Aug. 2

Listermint
Men's
Summer
Mesh

Mouthwash 8 Gargle
Regular or Cinnamon
180z. Bottle

Caps
Efferdent
Denture Cleanser
Tablets

Gatorade
Thirst Quencher Lemon Lime

40 Tablets

59
Handi Bag
Trash Bags

With Fluoride
Family Size 0.4 oz.

Summer Shirts
$179
Reg. 4.99 Sale

‘IP

Reg. 5.99 Sale $449

Preparation H
Suppositories

$599
Reg. 7.99 Sale

$749

Helps relieve swelling of hemorrhoidal
tissue, itching and burning.

Reg. 9.99 Sale

$368
Sale

24 Suppositories Sale

Boys
Wrangler

Ingraham
Digital

Alarm
Clock
$069

Easy to read lighted
numerals, handsome
contemporary design.
No. 59-030

Jeans

4 player rockets with .
molded rubber grip,
just set up and play
4 rackets, steel poles, 2 shuttle cocks
in vinyl case

Pre-washed, boot
flare, slims and
regulars

sal, 7

Multi-Purpose
Lounge Pad
Specially designed
and shaped to fit
popular 36 position
lounges. Printed
vinyl and foam filled, dual
elastic for secure fit.
No. MP-10 Sale

$988

20"
Fan
Cools your room

Layaway Now For Fall

400 BWBS
400 BWBR

without taking up
a lot of space,
lightweight, 2 speed
No. 204001

Colors: Brown, Natural, Rose, Khaki
Sizes 6-16

Ladies

Shoes
"Old Folks"
Hand Painted
Porcelain Figurines

/
2"
Three 7I/" x 221
shelves of tough polystyrene plastic, white
painted poles of
strong 1" steel tubing

No. 4600 Sale

Only

Edison litin'N Light

Space Saver
Pole Shelves

JF=A,

Mens & Boys
Short Sleeve

2 Ply
Fits Up To 30 Gal.
10 Plus 2 Free
No. 12310

PsEp4s4rIohH

Aqua Fresh
Toothpaste

Princess Lela'"

32 oz. Sale

Schick
Super II
Cartridges

-

Sale Priced At
188 St 250

Your
Favorite
Star Wars
Characters
and
Super
Heros

Sele

$1 39

50% off

6%" Tall
Assortment of 6 Designs
No. 1527

Special
Selection
Mens
Western and Work

Block, Brown, Block-Brown

49

1 49

$

10 oz. Bog Sae

Colgate
Instant Shave
Regular, Menthol, Apple, Medicated

Boots
$10,$17,$28"

Final Net
Invisible Hair Net
Regular, Ultra Hold, Soft Hold
Large 12 oz. Non-Aerosol

32001
Great Savings
Ladies
Short Sleeve

11 oz. Sale

Jamboree Pure

Preserves

Style
Conditioner
3 Special Fonnulos
Style 100, 200, 300
16 oz.

2 lb. Jar Side

24
Tablets

-

soo

Cleats
All Purpose Athletic
Shoes
Sizes 1-8

Cover Girl

Marathon
Masora

Boys

Summer Tops.
and
Blouses
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UNCLE
JEFF'S

PIT STOP
SALE

Phone 753-6575
Y, KY

HrGHWAY 641---MUR

ome items not exact

as icturea

STP
Air Filter
U.J. Reg.

Sale

Oil
Treatment

Gas
Treatment

SAVES

12 oz.
U.J. Reg. Discount $1.97

1 45

'
•-40VES Vi147‘."

$

•'',HTS GAS

Sul.$ 1 57

Discount S4.17

U.J. Reg. Discount $1.85

1,EANS CO:
,
-

FPEEZE

0

TREATMENT
SATISFACTION
StARANTEEO

8 oz.
U.J. Reg. Discount $1.17

$387

L

VOS

99

Sale

• A clean air filter
can save gas
• Can restore lost
engine power
• You have to
breathe so does your
engine

Used regularly, it

This special formula
is the World's Best Seller

TREATMENT

II Increases viscosity
and anti-wear properties
•Promotes lubricating qualities

•Fights rust in fuel system
•Saves gas
II Cleans dirty carburetors

Double Oil Filter
U.J. Reg. Discount $3.87

Fuel Efficient
Motor Oil
$1 27
• Formulated to help reduce gas
• 15.000 miles between changes
i The Silver

1410W

work.1-lose
it
es
Watch
on.
toam
it
ay penetrating
GIME
• Spr
Deep
GFkEASE..• dissolvS
• DIS1•

fftTf

SAE i0W•30

consumption

Bulle!

4,4.1.11{1,

• Change your filter when you change your oil
• Full-flow filter
• Designed to meet rigid performance specifications

STP
Carburetor
Spray
Cleaner
PC,iVokve cr4C",,•

Single
Oil Filter
U.J. Reg. Discount $2.87

• STP So6
of a Gun!
Protector/ Beautifier 1•1
f 7.7
1R 07 U J Reg Discount 55 P7

26
1
1

U.J. Reg. Discount S2.97

Stile

Sale
12 oz U J Reg Dtscount S2.97

Exclusive "Sunscreen" formula

• Removes gum. sludge, and varnish
• Cleans carburetors, linkage, automatic
chokes. and PCV valves

• Screens harmful ultraviolet rays
II For vinyl, rubber and leather
• Long lasting shine
• Leaves a fresh clean scent

:-.1.10.•.a.weee.-.-..wee.":-.10.-eviev.v.•a a a we

*E'Vrii"MeRVAIWV••••••

•
•
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CHE Official Meets To
Draft University Plan
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
— Roy Peterson, deputy
director for academic affairs of the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education, is
meeting ui Columbia, Md.,
this week helping to draft a
plan for a year-long drive

Clark County 1-64
Exit Bridge To Be
Cut To One Lane
WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP)
The exit bridge from the
Mountain Parkway over Interstate 64 in Clark County
will be reduced to one lane
Wednesday.
The one-lane traffic will
remain for about two weeks
as minor spot repairs are
made to the bridge, state
transportation officials said.

aimed at solving major problems facing American
universities.
Peterson is one of 45
educators, government officials and business and
labor leaders on the National
Commission on Higher
Education Issues.
The commission is administered by the American
Council on Education in
Washington, D.C.
Among the issues being
discussed
are
the
strengthening of quality of
instruction, institutions's
relations with federal and
state governments, improving the coopration between
public and private colleges
and initiatives the academic
community can take to help
pump new life into the U.S.
economy.
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Chances are you can get more
insurance protection for your auto
and home insurance dollar with
PCP—Personal Comprehensive
Protection—the special insurance
policy from The Continental
Insurance Companies.

MAKES DONATION — Bobbie Waters, left, 1980-81 president of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club, presents a check for $150 from the
club to the Murray-Calloway County Need Line Association. Accepting the
check are Euple Ward, center, executive director, and Betty Boston, right,
president of the board of directors,for the Need Line Association.

PCP gives you comprehensive
coverage for your home,car, personal property and liability in a
single convenient policy. You get a
single, high limit for liability—on
claims arising from your home or
car ownership or your personal
activities. You get a single, high
limit on losses to your home,
garage and household furnishings.
You get automatic inflation coverage for your home—to keep up
with rising rebuilding costs. You get
full replacement cost protection—
with no depreciation—for your
home, and in most cases, for your
personal property.

Marrying Off Prince Has Not Always Been Easy
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
LONDON (AP) — To tears
she's entitled as her son
Charles walks down the aisle
of St. Paul's with the former
Diana Spencer on his arm,
but Queen Elizabeth II can
consider herself a very lucky
royal Mum.
Marrying off the Prince of
Wales to an acceptable life
partner has not always been
the easiest thing under the
sun in the British Empire.
Long before Charles' great
uncle, King Edward VIII, renounced his throne for the
woman he loved, American
divorcee Wallis Simpson,the
long walk down the connubial aisle had turned out
more often than not to be a

royal pain rather than royal
occasion.
Queen Victoria's son, the
future Edward VII, was the
last Prince of Wales to get
married. That was in 1863.
At the wedding reception his
4-year-old nephew, the
future Kaiser Wilhelm II,
crawled under the table and
bit the Duke of Connaught,
who was in kilts, on the leg.
The Queen definitely was
not amused. She was not
even there. Still in excessive,
eccentric mourning for her
Prince Consort, already
dead two years, she had
passed up the reception to
find consolation at his
mausoleum. Her son's wedding to the lovely Princess
Alexandra of Schleswig-

Holstein took place
'in St
George's Chapel at Windsor,
a place for burying kings,
because the Queen in her
grief "would not hear of
Westminster Abbey."
The queen watched the
ceremony from a gallery
behind the main altar until
Jenny Lind intoned an
oratorio composed by her
dear departed Albert, which
caused her to retire in tears.
George III, at his wedding,
only had eyes for Lady Sarah
Lennox, one of the
bridesmaids, while his bride,
Princess Charlotte of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz, suddenly went topless as a
heavy ermine mantle dragged the velvet wedding gown

from her shoulders.
George III's oldest son,
George Prince of Wales, was
drunk at his own wedding.
Teetering precariously, the
future Prince Regent and
George IV was held upright
between two royal dukes.
The marriage to Caroline of
Brunswick was held in the
chapel of St. James's
Palace.
They had hated each other
from the start. He had married Caroline only because
the king promised to settle
his enormous gambling
debts if he settled down.
Sent to Brunswick to request Caroline's hand, Lord
Malmesbury found her
"reasonably pretty for 27,

good teeth but going, fair
hair, fine bust." His sensitive nostrils informed him
"she did not bathe often"
and advised her "a long
toilette was necessary."
The first time the Prince
set eyes on her, he gasped.
"Harris,I am not well. Pray,
get me a glass of brandy."
He
never
forgave
Malmesbury for not warning
him.
Caroline didn't regard him
as any bargain either. He
looked nothing like his picture, she wailed. At 17 stone,
238 pounds, he had to be
lowered onto his horse by a
hoist. Thus began one of
history's more inconvenient
marriages of convenience.
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So, if you own a home and a
car, find out how PCP can give you
more protection for your insurance
dollar Stop in and see us, or give
us a call today.

Holton, Melugm & Hayerstock
Insurance Agency,Inc.

2-PIECE BOX
SNACK

The first stage of the plan,
which Singletary said he
already has ordered, is a
freeze on hiring, equipment
purchases and repair and
maintenance projects.
The second step will result
in a revised 1981-82 budget,
Singletaty said. It will in-'
dude possible continuation
of the hiring freeze, less
money for supplies and
materials and deferrals of
some renovation projects
and equipment purchases,
he said.
The final step will be a
study to determine the impact of the budget cuts past
the current fiscal year,
Singletary said.

on the agency's threemember board of directors.
Isaac was vice president,
general counsel and
secretary of First Kentucky
National and its subsidiaries, including First National Bank of Louisville,
from 1974 to 1978.
He was associated with a
law firm in Milwaukee
before that.
The FDIC insures deposits
in nearly 15,000 commercial
and mutual savings banks.

today. It's convenient. It's complete.
And, it otters options to meet your
special needs.

..........................i
990

First Kentucky National
Corp. Former Officer
Named FDIC Chairman
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
A former officer of First
Kentucky National Corp. of
Louisville has been named
chairman of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp., it
was announced Tuesday.
The appointment of
William M. Isaac, r, as
chairman takes effect Monday. He was appointed to a
six-year term on the FDIC in
March 1978.
Isaac will succeed Irvine
H. Sprague, who is to remain

We believe PCP is one of the
best insurance values available
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UK President Tells Of
Three-Step Plan To Cut
$8.8 Million Off Budget
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
University of Kentucky
President Otis Singletary on
Tuesday announced a threestep plan to cut ;8.8 million
from the school's budget for
the fiscal year that began July 1.
The cuts amount to 6 percent of the state's .1148.3
million appropriation to UK
for fiscal 1981-82.
"We are attempting to implement these new reductions with the least possible
impact on our academic programs," Singletary said in a
statement, "but, obviously,
a reduction Of this size cannot be done without adverse
results."
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AirplaneGraveyard Mechanic Sells Old Pads To Dealers
an aircraft salvage yard that
Mundy believes is the
second-largest business of
its kind in the US.
The yard is located on Ind.
62 in Clark County, about
eight miles north of
Louisville, Ky.
Mundy went into the
airplane graveyard business
on a full-time basis about 10
years ago. Today, his yard
contains hundreds of wrecked planes that are sold to aircraft dealers from all over
the country.
About 90 percent of all the
wrecked planes he gets are
sold to the dealers, says

Mundy.
He rebuilds a few of them
himself, and uses the others
to supply a thriving usedparts business he operates in
a shop next to the yard.
'That one, it was a real
shame," said Mundy, pointing to a battered fusilage at
the end of one row. "The
pilot ran out of gas on his
final approach and crashed
in a swamp. It was almost a
brand new plane."
"This was a commercial
airliner," he said, gesturing
towards the burned-out shell
of a passenger jet. "I think

Wedding Was'Musical,
Emotional Experience'
As Prince Had Wanted

4************

By DENISE FrTZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
WATSON, Ind. (AP) —
The metal skeletons of
things that once flew lie in
rows and rows on a gravel lot
behind Dale Mundy's place.
Some are missing wings or
tails. Others are crumpled
Like steel accordions, or have
tangled wires where engines
should be.
It's Mundy's job to sell the
ones that can be fixed to people who put them back
together. He keeps the
others around for used parts.
The 46-year-old mechanic
operates M&K Aviation Inc.,

LONDON (AP) — The the wedding couple.
Leaving the high altar
royal wedding as witnessed
from the pews of St. Paul's after the 80-minute
today was just as Prince ceremony, the princess'
Charles wanted it to be: "a father, the Earl Spencer
marvelous musical and emo- seemed to lean heavily on
the arm of an usher as if
tional experience."
The bridegroom didn't worn out by it all.
The earl, who suffered a
spend half the time in tears,
as he had predicted in a wed- stroke two years ago, also
ding eve interview. He smil- got the seating ared through much of the rangements mixed up after
ceremony, except when the the newlyweds had signed
massed choirs sang "Let all the register, and did a little
the people praise thee, 0 switching act with the Queen
God" he brushed at his eyes Mother.
He was helped into the carseveral times as if wiping
riage
with the queen, but
away tears.
•
But his voice was manly went off waving and smiling
and robust when he down Ludgate Hill to the
weddtng
answered "I will". to the post-noon
marital vows • administered breakfastIztv the Archbishop of Canterdown to 5-year-bld Clemenbur'.
Lady Diana Spencer's tine Hambro,.onebf the new
former
responses were more frail princess'
but quite audible in Sir kindergarten charges, had
Christopher Wren's magnifi- quite. a time turning and
cent cathedral, where at the gathering in the bride's 25archbishop's words "I pro- foot long train.
But they handled it with
nounce that they be man and
wife together" she became the aplomb of sailors aloft in
the rigging a clipper ship.
the Princess of Wales.
It was all a splendid royal And very pretty little maids
and ecclesiastical spectacle they were, too, not "eight as
of trumpet blasts and surg- ugly girls as you could wish
ing choirs, even if at one to see," as Lady Somerset
point the bride stumbled sniffed when the future Edover her spouse's four Chris- ward VII was the last Prince
tian names, and he left out of Wales to marry 118 years
the word "worldly" in pro- ago.
mising her all his goods.
, And, for some reason,
The assembled heads of Prince Philip did turn and
state, crowned heads of gaze about when the ArEurope and honored guests chbishop, Rt. Rev. Robert
like first lady Nancy Runcie asked if either the
Reagan, all joined in the bride or bridegroom knew of
singing of the hymns, as did any impediment to the marriage.

He acquires many of his
planes by bidding on those
that have been declared a
total loss by insurance companies, he said.
Mundy tosses around
airplane model numbers like
the names of old friends.
He's dealt in everything
from small, two-seater
planes to commercial jets to
helicopters. And he is now
working with a mechanic
friend to restore a hot-air
dirigible that was damaged
in a crash.
"They usually bring them
to me in pieces," he said.

He periodically hauls
wreckage to the dump when
he is satisfied that he has
stripped it of everything
useful.
"If I didn't get rid of some
of it," he said, "it would pile
up so high you couldn't
believe it."
On Thursday, Mund) and
his 42-year-old wife, Sonja,
were making preparations to
attend a week-long experimental aircraft show in
Oshkosh, Wisc., that begins
July 30.
They have set up a commercial booth at the event

for eight years, said Mrs
Mundy.
Eventually, the Mundys
want to operate a mail-order
service for new parts like the
one they now operate for used parts.
And Mundy is thinking
about opening an aviation
bookstore at the new Greater
Clark Airport in Jeffersonville, which is scheduled to
open in October.
"Sometimes I just have to
get away from that ringing
phone," he said. "Then I get
in my plane and just try to
get away.I. 1
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Selo Laundry

Detergent
Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

Domino
Pure Cane

64 in.

Save CO
Royal Oak - Save 21'

Charcoal Briquets 10 lb $198

Eggs

Medical Center Rubbing

39c

Alcohol
Rog. 73' 16 oz. Save 34'
Gillette Right Gourd

641P

929

Deodorant
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5 Lb. Bag
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Soak's? 12.,.

Sausage
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Tuna

Save 20'
Lessem & Lime Only Save 16'

Brawny

Light Chetah 10/2 oz. Save 20'
Amour Trost Lenchoon

Towels

929

Meat

12 oz. Save 38'

, Macaroni

4P1"

$139

7

Stekley 101
/
2 oz.
/

\

32.1.

Croassetto Long Spaghetti or Elbow

Potted Meat . Save lt

R.C. Cola
Diet Rite Cola
New R.C. Cola 100

Asparagus

69c

Milk
$199

32 oz.

2
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Tomatoes
Vase Camps Perk &
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Beans
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2/79
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Magic One

Hyde Park Polish Kosher
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.z.31$1
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Gatorade
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Young Resigns From
Cabinet, Cites Criticism

"NOTICE TO MEMBERS

*

Mundy often personally
delivers the planes he fixes
up and sells. He takes off
from a short, grass airstrip
behind the salvage yard that
is restricted to his private
use.
But he'd rather work on
planes than fly them, he
says.
"A lot of what I do boils
down to evaluating what's
left of a wreck," he said.
"You don't have a computer
and books. You just walk
around them and see what
can be fixed up, and later
you figure out how."

01.Ut

ef

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — conflict of interest. Young
Citing
"unwarranted has said he did not believe
criticism" by the Lexington such a conflict existed.
press, W.T. Young has
Young, 63, was paid $1 a
resigned as vice chairman of year by state government
the governor's cabinet and and was considered one of
deputy commerce secretary. Brown's top advisers.
In a letter Tuesday to Gov. "It is a sad day in KenJohn Y. Brown Jr., Young tucky government when the
said the criticism "per- abuse of the Lexington
suades me that I can no Herald-Leader can so harass
jonger be effective in state a volunteer contributor to
,governinent and that I can state government that he
better serve the state as a feels he can no longer serve
private citizen."
his state," Brown said in a
The press reports cited by statement.
Young began after Humana,
The governor was more
Inc., a Louisville-based
sharply
critical of the press,
hospital corporation, receivsaying that "such a
ed approval from the State
Certificate of Need and nbwspaper priority interest
Licensure Board to build a is not telling the truth or protecting the First Amendnew hospital in Lexington.
Young, the largest single ment but creating sensastockholder in Humana, urg- tionalism out of every subed three memberi of the ject."
licensure board to approve
"There is no person I know
the facility, according to who has higher ethical stannews stories.
dards or greater interest in
Newspapers since have helping his state and comquestioned whether his ac- munity than W.T..-Young. We
Wins rePre_a_ented_11 possible_williassbunirrAly

there were 10 or 12 people
lulled in this one."
Mundy, who learned to fly
when he was 15 and has since
logged more than 13,000
hours, had his own close call
recently when the engine
conked out in a small plane
he was flying. He glided the
plane to a safe but slightly
bumpy landing in a cornfield.
But he says most aviation
accidents occur because of
human error.
"Most of the crashes are
the pilot's fault. It's hardly
ever the plane," he added.
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Beans

*

17 oz. Save 6'

Nem Grown

CutlnChops

Tomatoes
Idaho

Potatoes

29

Apples

lb

Red

- Grape

lb

39

II/4 Pork Loin I

...5 lb. bag

Yellow Delicious

g

39c .*
sr .** *

Field's Smoked

11.3.11.A. Choke

Pork
Chops
$179

T-Bone
Steak
29

• lb.
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Members of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association
in Calloway County will meet at 1 p.m. Saturday, August 8,
1981, to nominate candidates for director for District No.
3
(West of the I. & N Railroad). The meeting will be held at the
office of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, Murray, Kentucky.

Field's Sliced
On Saturday, August 22nd, 1981, polls will open at the some
location from 9 A.M. until 4 P.M. and official ballots will be
provided for members to elect o director. The director will be
elected for a term of three years.

Bologna
Regular or Beef

The election of August 22nd, 1961, will not be held in Districts where there is only one nominee for director and
such
nominee will be declared duly elected for the respective
district by the Election Committee.

WESTERN DARK FIRED TOBACCO
MOWERS ASSOCIATION
Murray, Kentucky."

$1
12.z. pkg.
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Committee Inquiry Into Casey
Expected To Go Into September
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate
Intelligence Committee inquiry into
CIA Director William J.Casey's
fitness is expected to stretch into
September, and the panel might seek
his resignation even if no criminal
wrongdoing is found, sources close to
the investigation say.

Various churches In the
area have announced
meetings, events, and services at the churches.
FAITH TABERNACLE
PEN TECOSTA
The Rev. Elijah Balentine
of Almo will be the
evangelist at the revival to
open tonight(Wednesday) at
7 p.m. at the Faith Tabernacle Pentecostal Church,
located three miles east of
Almo on Duncantown Road.
Services will be held each
evening through Sunday,
Aug. 2, according to a church
spokesman who invites the
public to attend.
FAITH APOSTOLIC
The Faith Apostolic
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. J. J. Tharp, speak
at the 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. services on Sunda A
2, and

As Casey continued visting seantors
to rally support and the White House
issued a fresh vote of confidence from
President Reagan, the Intelligence
Committee put veteran Watergate investigator Fred Thompson in charge
of the probe.

. _
MISSION TEAM — Persons leaving July 30 for a mission team program to
Manaus, Brazil, by the first Baptist Church include, left to right, Gil Mathis,
Stephen Malone, Harry Weatherly, Bob Malone, Dan Shipley, Marvin Harris,
Perry Cavitt, Mary Shipley, Mark Young, Gina Shipley, Danna Shipley, Mike Clark,
Judy Grogan, Tim Scruggs, Gary Lamb, Tip Miller, the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker. Not
pictured are Tim Langford and Steve Bratcher.
The First Baptist Church, Brazilian Baptists are boat up the Amazon River to
Murray, in cooperation with developing the center to a mission site.
Christian
Included in the group are
Missions train lay people and pastorsUnlimited, is sending a 19- from churches and mission 15 males and four females,
person team to Manaus, stations throughout the vast ranging in age from 14 to 57.
Brazil on Thursday, July 30. Amazon Valley.
They are the Murray
They will return to Murray
church pastor, the Rev. Dr.
The Murray congregation
on Aug. 16.
Bill Whittaker, Mark Young,
gave $5,000 for construction
Harry Weatherly, Tim
While in Northern Brazil materials and will furnish
Scruggs, Dan Shipley, Mary
the team will work with long- church vans and gasoline to
Shipley, Danna ' Shipley,
time Southern Baptist mis- transport the group to
Gina Shipley, Tip Miller, Gil
sionaries Lonnie and Janelle Miami, Fla. Team members
Mathis, Stephen Malone,
Doyle.
are responsible for their own
Bob Malone, Tim Langford,
travel and housing expenses.
The group will construct a
Gary Lamb, Marvin Harris,
dormitory at the Baptist
The group will also lead in Judy Grogan, Mike Clark,
Conference Center about 25 worship services at about Perry Cavitt, and Steve
Manaus. eight, churches and take a Bratcher.
miles from

The Rev. arpe
at the 7 pan. service on Tuesday, Aug. 4.
The church is located at
2205 Coldwater Road, Mur- Rush Week at Murray
State University for young
ray.
women who will be enrolled
MORMON
in .the fall semester andPIONEER DAY
would like to be considered
laa, Every year on July 24, e'er sOrority membership is
members 'of The Church of scheduled. Aug. 18-23 on the
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day campus: Saints celebrate the arrival
Most of the rushees who
of the Mormon Pioneers into will participate in the annual
the Salt Lake Valley on July Rush Week will be incoming
24, 1847.
freshmen. Some are transfer
This year members of the students and others are
Murray Tranch of the undergraduates returning to
Church kjoined together school for another year.
with members of other units
Organized
by
the
comprising the Hopkinsville Panhellenic Council, the
Kentucky Stake on the 2,500 governing body of the active
national social sororities at
church farm in LaFayette.
The atmosphere was along Murray State, Rush Week
the line of an old fashioned will culrainate on Sunday,
county fair with booths for
food and games including- a
dunking machine, pop-the2
balloon stand, and pony
rides for the children.
A parade was held by the
children, 3 to 11. Some of
William Kenton, speaker
them had dressed up like
of
the Kentucky House of
pioneers and some like Indians, some were pulling lit- Representatives, will be the
tle red wagons decorated to speaker for the Thursday
be covered wagons, and luncheon meeting of the
some children decorated Murray Rotary Club.
their bicycles and rode them „The meeting will be at
noon at the Colonial House
in the parade.
The parade helped stress Smorgasbord.
Kenton, who will be into the children, as well as the
by Jim Greer, is
troduced
adults, the great sacrifices
Maysville.
He was
from
all pioneers went through to
the House in 1969
help settle the Western part elected to
Lexington and was apof the United States of from
in 1974 as chairman
pointed
church
America, a
Committee on
Interim
the
of
spokesman said.
Cities.
A bonfire climaxed the
A Democrat, Kenton was
evening's activities with
speaker in 1976 makelected
Mormon Pioneer songs bethe youngest
him
ing
ing sung and people relating
officer of a state.
presiding
faith-promoting stories of
assembly in the United
their pioneer ancestors.
States. When he won re1980, he became
The Gateway National election in
person in the history
only
the
Recreation Area consists of
commonwealth to
26,000 acres and is divided of the
three consecutive
serve
into four main units scatas presiding officer.
tered around New York Har- terms
the prime sponsor of
He
is
bor. It offers beaches, swimthe Kentucky Tobacco
ming,
fishing
and
bird
sanc4,
Research Authority, created
tuaries, among other things.
Kentucky Public
the
It has only 1 percent of
Law, Kentucky
Defenders
Yellowstone's acreage, but
Amendment,
Homestead
its visitors in 1978 outKentucky Farm
numbered Yellowstone's by and the
Development Authority.
4-to-1.

MSU Sorority Rypsh Slated

William Kenton
To Be Murray
Rotary Speaker

Aug. 23, when the rushees of the fall semester on the
receive bids to affiliate with campus is also a possibility
one of seven sororities as for coeds who would like to
.be considered for sorority
pledges.
Marketi Lindsey, a membership.
Paducah junior who is rush
The seven sororities inchairman .• for
the volved in Rush Week acPanhellenic Council, said tivities are Alpha Delta Pi,
formal Rush Week activities Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha
are designed to acquaint Omicron Pi, Alpha Phi,
rushees with Greek and Alpha Sigma Alpha, Kappa
sorority life on the campus. Delta, and Sigma Sigma
Rushees visit with and are Sigma.
entertained by members of
More than 125 rushees pareach sorority.
ticipated in Rush Week acOpen rush at the beginning tivities in 1980.

Petroleum Reserve To
Receive Million Gallons
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The nation's strategic
petroleum reserve will
receive 1 million gallons of
Alaskan crude as a result of
the first settlement by the
Reagan administration of an
oil price overcharge case.
The $33 million worth of oil
will be handed over by
Chevron U.S.A., a subsidiary
of Standard Oil of California,
as part of an $82.5 million
agreement ending the case
brought by the Carter administration,
Energy
Secretary James B. Edwards said Tuesday.
Chevron
will also
distribute $25 million to 43
states and the territories of
Puerto Rico, American
Samoa and Guam, based on

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
July 29,1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 buying stations
Receipts: ACT. 693 EST. 700 Barrows
& Gilts 25-50t lower sows under 500 lbs
mostly 50e-$1.00 lower over 500 50e$1.00 higher
US 1-2210-24011w.4410.25-49.75
US 1-2290-210 lbs.
$48:1*-49.25
US 2 210-250 lbs
-$49.00-49.50
US 24240.260 lbs.
148.00-49.00
US 2-429.0-270 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs.
;38.00-39.00
US 1-3 300-49011w.
838.00-40.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
140.00-42.50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.
842.50-43.50
some 44.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
$37.00-38.00
Boars $32.00-34.00

the amount of gasoline and
other products sold in each
area in 1980.
The states and territories
will be able to use the money
on energy programs "that
will benefit petroleum product customers," DOE said.
Chevron will also pay $14
million to the federal government to settle pending litigation and another $10.5
million to Time Oil Co., a
West Coast refiner, to settle
a 1978 dispute.
Chevron said in a statement that DOE regulations
were "often vague and
changed
frequently,"
leading to confusion over
how to interpret them.
"It should be emphasized
that in this settlement
Chevron does not concede
any violation of DOE regulations," the company said,
adding that it decided to settle rather than continue with
expensive litigation.
Carter administration
audits resulted in lawsuits
alleging the 35 largest U.S.
oil companies overcharged
customers and committed
other pricing violations
totaling more than $14 billion
during the eight years oil
was price-controlled. DOE
settlements to date cover
$3.5 billion of that amount.
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THE
FUNERAL IS
AN EXPERIENCE
OF VALUE
Because it meets the important
needs of the bereaved as they
confront the crisis of death,
the funeral is an experience
of value.
The J. H. Churchill toner& Home is bocked by 95 years of reliable
family service. Allow us to help you in your time of need

Prices of stock of local interest at
11am., CDT, today, furnished to the
'Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp ,o( Murray,are as follows
lndustnal Average

The full committee was to hear the
briefing, based on a review of CIA and
FBI files, at a closed session today.
Thompson, 38, who served as
Republican counsel to the Senate
Watergate Committee in 1973, is a

17.61

The first color toirtgon
broadcast was made by CBS
in 1951.

close associate of Senate Majority
Leader Howard H.Baker Jr. of Tennessee. "This gives Baker more input
into the committee," according to one
source, who asked not to be identified.
One source said the staff report was
very preliminary and basically outlined areas to pursue. This source said
that effort was expected to take two to
four weeks, which would postpone the
committee's final conclusions until
Congress returns from its August
vacation in early September.
Casey and the White House had
hoped to extinguish the controversy
before Congress leaves town.

Royal Wedding.

••(Continued From Page 1)

change of vows, the archbishop, Rt.
Rev. Robert Runcie, told the congregation and the royal couple:
"This is the stuff of which fairy
tales are made: the prince and
princess on their wedding day. But
fairy tales usually end at this point
with the simple phrase, 'They lived
happily ever after.' This may be
because fairy stories regard marriage as an anticlimax after the
romance of courtship.
"This is not the Christian view. Our
faith sees the wedding day not as the
place of arrival but the place where
the adventure really begins."
Charles was seen quickly brushing
his hand near his eyes once or twice
during the ceremony; he had said the
music might make him cry.
His 80-year-old grandmother, the
Queen Mother Elizabeth, dabbed her
eyes several times as she watched her
first grandson and his wife, now the
Princess of Wales.
For the first time in history a
Roman Catholic clergyman took part
in a wedding service for British royalty in this Protestant country. Cardinal
Basil Hume, head of the Catholic
Church here, read a prayer of "Joy
and Peace"for the couple.
The crowd outside,some with heads
bowed beneath souvenir red-whiteand-blue plastic hats, joined in the
singing of Diana's personal favorite
hymn, "I Vow to Thee, MY Country,"
from hymn sheets distributed along
the route.
Queen Elizabeth II bit her lip as the
national anthem, "God Save the
Queen,- in a special arrangement for
double orchestra, choir, state
trumpeters, organ and clashing cymbals.
The queen alone stood silent as her
family, crowned heads of about 20 nations and dignitaries from the
Western world, including U.S. first
lady Nancy Reagan, joined in singing
with the congregation.
The world got the first good look at
the just-married couple as Prince and
Princess of Wales after they signed
the register and emerged back into
the choir,the bride with her veil off.
The queen smiled as Diana curtsied
to her in progressing,arm in arm with
her dashing prince, up the aisle.
The ash blonde earl's daughter carried a bouquet of golden Mountbatten
roses, named for Charles' godfath4r,
who was aasassinated in 1979, mixed
with lilies of the valley, white orchids
and freesias.
They entered the 1902 state
postillion landau, drawn by four gray
horses with twkoutriders and headed
back to Buckingham Palace and the
wedding breakfast.
Diana's father joined Queen
Elizabeth in her carriage for the ride
to palace, and her mother, Frances
Shand Kydd, rode with Prince Philip
in another carriage.
Among the Americans along the

procession route was Rose Skelton,
who brought her 12-year-old and 14year-old daughters from Ocean Spr- ings, Miss., and spent the night on a
Fleet Street sidewalk.
"This is something my children will
only experience once in a lifetime.
They can see the ceremony on television ... but they will never, ever be
able to see the coaches,the horses and
the future King of England live," she
said.
The crowds were watched over by
more than 5,000 police and troops in
what Scotland Yard called its biggest
security operation.
The security farces also guarded
the kings and queens, princes and
princesses and other notables from
foreign countries.
Along with the revelry in London,
there were grim reminders of the
strife in the country. Rioting erupted
for the third night in in the mostly
black Toxteth district of Liverpool,

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1980 Citation
4 Door, brown, light brown interior, power steering,

180 miles northwest of London. In Northern Ireland, British army experts
defusede 400-pound bomb found in a
mobile home; military sources said
they believed the guerrillas of the
Irish Republican Army planned to
blow up an army patrol with it as a
"wedding spectacular."
Officials had btthopeful, however,
that the IRA would not risk the
general public disfavor that any terrorism in London during the wedding
celebration would surely incur. - Charles, the first Prince of Wales
not forced to submit to an arranged
marriage and the first to marry in 118
years, made his last public appearance as a bachelor at the Hyde
Park fireworks extravaganza Tuesday night, while Lady Diana remained at Clarence House — "tucked up in
bed," she had said, to be ready for a
6:30 a.m. wake-up call from her maid
and then the 20-minute ride with her
father to St. Paul's.

retained year after year.
The administration has been
criticized by some legislators for its
earlier cuts which relied heavily on
non-recurring or one-timeexpenses.
Harry Snyder, executive director of
the Council on Higher Education, said
affected officials believe they can
handle that field's $18.4 million cut.
But in answer to a question, he said
"there is no question but that we will
have to rethink the whole tuition picture," hinting that another tuition increase is slated next fiscal year.
There already has been one this year.
Human Resources Secretary Grady
Stumbo, whose agency is being sliced
$13.9 million, said the effect on his
department will be felt immediately,
but "the effect on people not until
another six months."
Brown contended that 80 percent of
the human resources cuts were due to
President Reagan's proposed budget
economies at the national level in the
Medicaid and Aid to Families with
Dependent Children programs.
The governor indicated more cuts
will be made in the handful of constitutional elective offices, which
were not included this time.
"All the constitutional officers appeared to have a positive outlook"
when he spoke to them, Brown said.
The legislative branch, he said, is
being chopped 8 percent.
Ray Barber, sRerintendent of
public instruction, Xd there "has not
been that much criticism from
educators" in his agency's $40.2
million in reductions.
Almost one-fourth of that is in the
Teacher Retirement System, but
Brown and Barber stressed that
benefits to retired teachers will not be
touched.
They said the system can afford the

cut because of its increased investment earnings during a period of high
interest rates.
However, an elimination of two inservice days for teachers was bound
to draw criticism from the Kentucky
Education Association.
That step will save $5.5 million this
fiscal year. Brown said that nowhere
are there teacher salary cuts, but the
KEA maintains otherwise.

Manning Released
On Property Bond
Pending Appeal
James Manning, who was convicted
as a second degree persistent felony,
offender last week in Calloway Circuit
Court, was released Tuesday on an
$8,000 property bond pending an appeal of the conviction.
Robert 0. Miller, Manning's attorney, filed the appeal with the Court
of Appeals and bail request on Tuesday,according to court officials.
Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter
approved Palace Manning, Manning's
mother, as surety for Manning, who
has been lodged in the Calloway County Jail since the conviction.
In addition to the persistent felony
offender conviction, the jury found
Manning,37, of Route 1, Kirksey, guilty of third degree burglary and of
theft of less than $100. The charges
stem from an alleged April 9 break-in
at the home and store of Carl Usrey in
Kirksey.
The jury recommended five years
in the penitentiary on the persistent
felony offender charge in lieu of the
three years it had recommended on
the burglary charge and 30 days on
the theft charge.

CORRECTION

chairman of the executive
committee and Albert Smith
of Russellville as vice chairman.
The commission will use
state funds and money from
private and public foundations.

Michelson's Jewelers ad that ran in
Monday's and Tuesday's paper
should have read Friday and Saturday. We are sorry for any inconvenience this may have caused.

r,
A SHOPPER'S PARADISE

See
Ledger and
Times
For Details

Michelson's Jewelers
Diamond and Jewelry
- CLOSE OUT
Is Coady To Murray This
Friday & Saturday
We will be
closed all day
Thursday to prepare.

power brakes, air conditioned, AM-FM radio. Rally
wheels. 13xxx miles.

$6,277.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet inc.
753-26U

641 South, Murray
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Oral History Group Established
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— An Oral History Commission in the Kentucky
Historical Society has been
established by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. to replace the
state's Bicentennial Oral
History Commission which
had been abolished.
Brown named John Ed
Pearce of Louisville as
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Thompson, joined by Republican
committee chairman
Barry
Goldwater of Arizona and ranking
Democrat Daniel P.Moynihan of New
York, heard a preliminary staff
report Monday on Casey's tangeled
past business practices and his appointment of businessman Max Hugel
to head CIA clandestine services.
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Students Face Apartment Hunt

Murray Ledger & Times
Section B—Page One

Wednesday,July 29, 1981

By LYNNE ODOM
Other questions to ask understood and agreed upon
the deposit? Is the deposit
Special Writer
forfeited if there is damage before signing the lease and by both the tenant and
Summer is almost over to the apartment,or if the te- moving in: What about landlord.
and for college students par- nant fails to pay rent or meet repairs? Who pays for
The tenant has the responticularly, it is time to begin other conditions?
necessary repairs? Renter sibility to uphold all terms
the dreaded apartment hunt.
or landlord? What steps and expectations stated in
Before moving in the should the tenant
It sounds easy enough. All
follow to the lease agreement and the
a person has to do is find apartment it is a good idea to get something repaired?
right to expect the landlord
walk through it with the
what he wants and rent it.
What are terms of evic- to live up to those responBut there are three pro- landlord and list damages or tion? Can the landlord ter- sibilities.
blems in that simple state- problems already present. minate the lease? Under
For further information on
ment: ( 1 amding an apart- The renter should keep the what conditions?
rights and responsibilities of
ment, (2)finding an apart- list and give a copy to the
How much notice does the tenants and landlords, conment that satisfies and landlord. This way, when the landlord give before the, tact the Office of Attorney
7imeets the needs of the apart- renter moves out, only new renter must move out? How General, Consumer Protecment hunter; and ;3 ) coming damages can be noted and much notice should the tion Division, 209 St. Clair
to agreeable terms with the the renter will not be charg- renter give the landlord Street, Frankfort, Kentucky,
landlord and signing the ed for previously existing before moving out?
40601 or call toll free 1-800ones.
lease.
All terms should be 432-9257.
The easier step may well
be finding an apartment.
However, the -perfect"
apartment is not so
"perfect" when it is ( a )renting for a much higher price
than expected, (b)located
miles from work or campus,
LONDON (AP) - First tuck-pleated skirt with a private affair for about 100 of
(c)located to close to the
railroad tracks, or ( d)leased lady Nancy Reagan, wear- long matching silk shirt- the royal family's closest
for 12 months instead of the ing a peach silk ensemble coat.
friends and relatives.
It was made by one of her
eight months which students she had kept secret for
The first lady, however,
weeks, was seated in an favorite designers, Galanos has twice before been includmay need it.
ed at wedding festivities at
Frustrated, disgusted, and honored place at St. Paul's of Los Angeles.
After the wedding, Mrs. Buckingham Palace. She
tired of looking, some people Cathedral today to watch
just give up and continue to Britain's future king and Reagan attended a formal was one of 1,500 guests at an
MEAL TIME - A young visitor feeds a stem of grass to a goat at The Homeplace-1850, the
living history farm in
live in their dorm, home or queen exchange their wed- luncheon given by British after-dinner reception there TVA's Land Between The Lakes. Two goats were allowed
to graze in the yard at The Homeplace, allowing
Prime Minister Margaret Monday night. She was children to watch
mobile home. Some continue dicg vows.
or pet them. The Homeplace-1850 depicts life in the region during the mid 19th
century. At
Mrs. Reagan, who topped Thatcher at the Bank of again at the palace Tuesday
the search.
that time, goats were often a source of milk and cheese for the settlers.
Also, there are rights and off her outfit with a pale England. It was-the second night;' among 120 honored
(TVA Photo by Barry Rose)
responsibilities of which the straw hat trimmed in peach time Mrs. Reagan has been guests invited to a wedding
renter (student or not) and chiffon at the brim, Mrs. Thatcher's guest dur- eve dinner given by Queen
represented President ing her week-long visit to Elizabeth II for the bride and.
landlord should be aware.
bridegroom.
The Kentucky Landlord- Reagan and the United Britain.
sem: Reagan Was nOt in; -Mei.Reagan was to attend RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)- scratched her eyeball with The request for compen- manent impairment of her
Tenant Act staWi riglits and -States -at- -thevited to a post-wedding party a Wednesday nightreception A $58.2 million lawsuit has the applicator brush, caus- sator' damages
responsibilities which apply ceremony.
includes $5 power to earn money.
Smiling broadly as she ar- at Buckingham Palace. The given by British Foreign been filed against a major ing an infection, and that million for "past, present
for the Lexington, Fayette
It could not be determined
County and Louisville, Jef- rived alone at the great palace breakfast was a Secretary Lord Carrington.
cosmetics company by a blindness resulted from fur- and .future physical and whether Ms. Jordan's blindferson County areas. cathedral, Mrs. Reagan was
woman who claims her left ther use of the mascara.
mental pain," $2 million for ness was permanent or when
However, all renters should escorted down the aisle by
The suit asks for compen- permanent disfigurement the alleged
.eye was blinded because of a
incident..occur7
ask the following questions an usher and seated in the
defective mascara and ap- satory damages totaling $9.7 and loss of vision, $2 million red.
before making a final deci- eighth row behind crowned
plicator brush.
million, punitive damages of for foss of physical ability, Several attempts to reach
royalty.
sion and signing a lease.
Irene S. Jordan alleged in $48.5 million and a trial by $500,000 for medical ex- Walker by telephone were
The first lady, who in the
What about the lease
her complaint that the Cutex jury.
penses and $200,000 for per- unsuccessful.
agreement? A renter should Last year has missed the
But when the Archbishop mascara and applicator
LONDON ( AP) - In the
ask for a written copy of the marriages of both her son moments before she became of Canterbury, Rt. Rev. brush were "defective and
lease stating the terms of and stepdaughter, had said Princess of Wales today, Robert Runcie spoke the unreaslnably dangerous as
lease and the period of time she was unconcerned about Lady Diana Spencer made prince's name for her to designed" by ChesebroughLEXINGTON, Ky.(API- tunity "not only for Brown to
for which it is in effect. No where she would be seated at her first slip, speaking her repeat: "Charles Philip Ar- Pond's Inc.
The hour-long program
Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. has talk to people over the one will be hosted by a KETlease or document should be the marriage of Prince husband's name in the thur George," she promised
The complaint also chargaccepted an invitation to ap- TV system that broadcasts selected moderator. The forsigned until it is read and ful- Charles, heir to the British wrong order before the
hush- to marry "Philip Charles Ar- ed that the Connecticut firm pear on
a series of bi- statewide but also an oppor- mat will include questions
ly understood. If it is unclear throne, and Princess Diana. ed congregation at St.
George."
thur
adequately
warn
to
failed
Paul's
monthly
live
telecasts over tunity for the public to talk from a panel of journalists
Some British news Cathedral and some
the landlord shoal explain
The Prince of Wales also Cute.x users of the mascara's
500
Kentucky Educational with him."
reports, however, said Mrs. million television
!ram commercial media,
in detail on the contract.
placafter
mistake,
a
made
dangers.
alleged
viewers.
',CET also said that direct viewer participation
Before signing, the pro- Reagan hadh;equszsd a first
ing the band of Welsh gold on
The complaint was filed Television.
"responsible spokesmen for with phoned-in questions,
spective renter may change row pew.
The first program will be
But she was not alone. his bride's finger. He offered Friday in Madison Circuit
"I could care less where Prince Charles left out a to share his "goods" but Court by attorney Reuben aired Aug. Sat 8 p.m., E,DT. other viewpoints, regardless and questions from a studio
or delete any portion of the
of party or political affilia- audience drawn from the
lease agreement that is not I'm seated," the 58-year-old word in repeating his vows.
dropping the word "world- Walker. It states only Ms.
A statement issued Tuestion, will be given an oppor- press, the public and groups
satisfactory as long as the Mrs. Reagan responded to
ly."
Jordan's
prothe
side
case.
the
of
said
KET
day
by
Diana,in a dress with a 25express their of special concern.
prospective landlord agrees those reports. "I'm just foot train and yards of veil,
Buts such minor errors did
Ms. Jordan alleges she gram will provide an oppor- tunity to
views."
and signs the contract. delighted I'm going."
archbishop
from
stop
the
not
gracefully negotiated a difNevertheless, she was ficult exit from her coach at pronouncing the couple
Before signing is the time to
make adjustments or dele- seated far ahead of most of the foot of St. Paul's steps. "man and wife together"
the other 2,500 guests.
tions.
She glided down the long, and crowds outside, listening
Her wedding outfit, which red-carpeted aisle at her to the ceremony on
Is there a security
deposit? What conditions was revealed Tuesday, was father's side without a false loudspeakers, broke their
allow the landlord to keep a pleated, blouson top over a step.
silence with loud cheers.

First Lady Views Britian's
Wedding Fron Honored Spot

Woman Files Lawsuit Against Cosmetics Firm
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Charles, Diana Both
Have Slips Of Tongue

Governor Accepts Invitation

TIME TO BUY.TIME TO SAVE.

Detection Of Art Fakes Easier
Because Of'Dream Machine'
EDITOR'S NOTE-Those
who can spend hundreds of
thousands of dollars on
works of art-or even a few
hundred - need to be sure
they're not buying fakes.
Victor Hanson can determine the authenticity,
whether it's a painting or a
bronze or glass. You see, he
has this machine.

reunited two priceless 15th
century bronze statuettes
that had been separated for
more than a century, and
once saved Christie's an embarrassing moment by
determining on the eve of an
auction that a soup tureen
purportedly made in 1780 for
Catherine the Great was a
modern replica. Bidding was
to have started at $300,000.
By CHRIS ROBERTS
To the uninitiated, HanAssociated Press Writer
GREENVILLE, Del.(AP) son's machine is a bewilder- The tarnished sword bore ing array of dials and gauges
Peter Stuyvesant's coat of and knobs hooked to a
arms and in Latin the in- printer and an oscilloscope
scription: "It's Better to - a fluorescent screen
Trust in God, Than to Trust which turns into a forest of
wiggly green lines when
in Man."
The message was pro- analyzing an object.
It works like this: The obpheticjaitthe sword looked
so red. The collector just ject is placed in a box
had to have it. So swayed, he several inches from a radiation source - a man-made
paid a handsome sum.
Alas, he should have stuck isotope like cadmium 109. Xwith God. The sword was rays pass through the object,
then through a beryllium
fake.
Forgery of art objects window to a lithium-doped
flourishes, but detection is silicon detector which conbecoming simpler thanks to verts them into electrical
Victor Hanson, a sometimes pulses.
These are then stored in
mischievous, always bowtied, forever inquisitive, 77- computer memory banks
year-old scientist who hunts and displayed on the
down art forgeries with his oscilloscope - the length of
Energy Dispersive X-ray the wiggly lines indicating
Fluorescence Spectrometer the proportional amounts of
elements present in an item.
machine.
Housed at the Henry Fran- The breakdown also is
cis du Pont Winterthur displayed on the printer.
History holds the key to
Museum here, it can, within
minutes, determine an ob- the machine's success, since
ject's origin and authenticity art objectS from different
without sampling or altering periods have distinct coil'
it in any way. To curators positional features.
The absence of gold imaround the world, it's known
purities in silvery=for inas"The Dream Machine."
It's had a look at the Liber- stance, is a strong indication
ty Bell and the Statue of that the piece is modern
Liberty ( both legit),'" because early refineries

(before about 1880) were
unable to recover all the
gold. Or the absence of silver
is a positive indication of
modern brass. Or the
presence of abnormally high
amounts of copper and zinc
is an indication of silver
solder, telltale of repairs or
alterations.
"It's so versatile," Hanson
says while Strolling through
Winterthur's
sprawling
gardens, his salmon-colored
shirt, brown and blue striped
bow tie and plaid jacket
competing with the natural
pinks and purples of the
flowers.
"The remarkable thing is
you get so much information
in such_a short time," he
says. "Running that
machine is like eating
peanuts - you never get
enough of them."
As a child, Hanson broke
thermometers to get at the
slippery mercury globs and
tinkered with crystal sets
and later vacuum tube
radios.
He received a bachelor's
degree in physics from the
California Institute of
Technology in 1926 and after
research in geophysics and
"talking movies" joined the
Du Pont Co., headquartered
in nearby Wilmington.
He coordinated the instrument development work
for the original atomic
energy project which Du
Pont designed and built for
the government in 1943 to
produce plutonium for the
atomic bGenb and later headed Du Pont's Engineer
Physics Laboratory.
He retired in 1969 to

become coordinating scientist of Winterthur, the 963acre former estate of the late
Henry du Pont.
Within a year, he had
assembled a computerized
X-ray fluorescence spectrometer and soon would
develop techniques for identifying up to 15 elements in
metals and up to 30 elements
in non-metallic objects such
as glass, ceramics, paper
and paintings, with a printed
readout in less than 10
minutes.
Three years later, the
Society of Applied Spectroscopy saluted him for his
achievements.
No one has kept count of
how many art objects his
machine has analyzed, but
they number in the tens of
thousands and have come
from all over the world. Included have been many
pieces from Winterthur's
collection of Americana,
dating from 1640 to 1840, and
including six Paul Revere
tankards.
Henry du Pont, who died in
1969, was an avid collector of
the blue cobalt glass from
Sandwich, Mass., and at his
death had accumulated
about 45 pieces. Or so he
thought.
"Actually, it turns out that
about 30 of the 45 were made
in New Jersey in the 1930s.
and not in Sandwich in the
early 1830s," says Hanson,
Whose lab is filled with forged art objects exposed by his
machine."We found that the
lead contept.„.of the fake gin=
was lower and that it didn't
contain titanium, found in
Sandwich sand S'

FOR OLDS YEAR-END SAVINGS TIME AT PURDOM OLDS
Omega Sedan

Cutlass Supreme Coupe

_
e20
No 136A, air condition, automatic,
tilt wheel, radio and more.

Stock No. 166, air condition. Lando° Top, wire wheels and locks.
stereo and much more.

Stock No, 142: air condition power
windows tilt and cruise stereo and
much more.

se,”0"

4454'

"
$7,6,54

Time has a way of moving on.
Before you know it, it's gone. And
so are all the 1981 Oldsmobiles.
But your time is now. Because

".- -•••,-•*. .......... ...4 -

PURDOM

Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern
1404 West

rflk

- 713•531S

r

•

-

now's the time to save big on
selected Omega, Cutlass and Delta
88 models. The time is right, and
the deals are terrific.

Olds • Pontiac • Cantor

0

- ''''
.
1111.111161 Nol•c."'

Delta 88 Royale Sedan

We've had one built for you.

•
tt 4
)'•
•••'%".

-r

-
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CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATES!!
1

p4441Prorr4

4Low

wiikila."1417.6114

This /Id Oiled July 29 Mrs Ravi

HERE'S HOW THEY WORK:

Pick up a free Chock-Out Bonus Certificate 2. You get 1 Check-Out Bonus Stamp for every
from the checkout stand.
$1.00 you spend,(excluding liquor,
tobbacco, and tax)*. Paste 36 Check-Out
Bonus Stamps in each certificate.

9'

3. When you checkout, present one filled
Check-Out Bonus Certificate for each
Bonus Special you select.
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ADVERTISED SPECIALS
U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

CHUCK ROAST
.-.

Right to Linvi
tieing Error

STORE HOURS:
Southsid• S. 1201 St.: 6 a.m. - 10 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

FIELD'S PRO LEAGUERS

WIENERS

12 oz. pkg.

99

o

Northside. Chestnut St.: 7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Mon. Sat.
11 a.m. - $ p.m. Sunday

uly 29th
t 4th

PURITAN —32 OZ. BOTTLE

BONELESS

STEW BEEF
GOOD FOR GRILLING

SAVOY STEAKS ..$ 1
Lb. CHEF STEAKS
"
FISCHER'S WESTERN STYLE

BEEF FRANKS ... Lb
REELFOOT'S CHUNK

'

t

BOLOGNA..C.leiliFrrnhdio.n.'r
tiv.rChs.
LUNCHEON Cotton
dalami
. MEATS.... PAP Loaf -- oz. pkg. $ 1 09
MRS. PAUL'S -- 14 OZ.PKG

sirs
"
.

I

Buy 2 Pounds of Libby
BEEF PATTIES at Regular
Price (S1 79 Per Pound) Fa
Get 1 Pound
Libby BEEF PATTIES

HORMEL CANNED

PATTIESH.s:117:..12.01 1 59
FANTAIL
yr
"
SHRIMP .... lOoz.pkg.$299

Pkg.
51 99
— FREEZER SPECIAL OF THE WEEK —

BREADED FISH STICKS

— 20-22 LB. AVG.

1 Fr
3ELL
Reg

C

1
2 Oz. Can
HUNK TUNA _ 6/

Get 1
6 Oz. Bag RADISHES

GENERAL MILL'S
Scri•

CHEERIOS CEREAL.......b..$ 1 4

_
RASI.
T PAK

GENERAL MILL'S

WHEATIES CEREAL 1701:1,..$ 1 4
JFG — 32 oz.jar

SALAD
DRESSING

Cash Bankroll,
registered tor Free
Card.
never
your tree Punch
It you have
register and receive not be present to wint
today.
in
come
necessary and you need
No purchase
CARD IS PUNCHED
BE SURE YOUR
BANKROLL'
FOR THIS WEEK'S

eximp

A

URE

OH

HC

reAso rmaLup nrmay
I

COUNTRY TIME — 2 QT.POUCH

MIX NA*sugar)- ....

ga
"
31.

i
1

SUGAR SWEETENED

KOOL-AID
DRINK PAIX..:2 gt. pouch

Save 51'
Assorted Flavors

2/99;

.limit one coupon per family. Coupon

o,d otter Tuesday

August 4,15 11181.

C 11909500

a

Alan, 4.

.4114
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WALDORF —4roll pack

JUST PICKED PRODUCE

BATHROOM TISSUE

CALIFORNIA

RED GRAPES
Right to Limit

ct

tieing Error!

FRESH — 8 OZ. CUP

Buy a 5 Lb. Bag of
Sunflower CORN MEAL at
Regular Price (S1 53)&
Get 2 Cans of Bush
Showboat PORK 'N BEANS

FROZEN FOODS it DAIRY ITEMS
KRAFT SLICED -- 16 OZ.PKG.

AMERICAN SINGLES

1 79

SEALTEST -- 16 OZ. CUP

IGA TABLE-RITE -- 2 LB.
Save
20'

CHEESE SPREAD
IGA SHARP or MILD CHUNK —12 OZ.

Savo
..up to 16'
-

1 Fresh, Green
3ELL PEPPER at

PILLSBURY HUNGRY JACK

BISCUITS
Buttermilk, Butter Tasting or Fluffy Buttermilk

For

T PAK — 10 COUNT BOX

RASH BAGS

S1 19

THIS WEEK'S
JIM ADAMS SPECIAL

Save up to
29(
•- -

GENERIC FROZEN ORANGE

JUICE

12 oz.frozen can

ORE IDA SHOESTRING

FRENCH FRIES
IGA NON-DAIRY
WHIP TOPPING

YOUR SYMBOL FOR:
•HIGH QUALITY
*WIDE VARIETY
•LOW PRICES

GENERIC-

20 oz. bag

9oz tub

89c
99c
89c

Plain Label
and Low Prices

GENERIC

TOILET TISSUE
GENERIC WHOLE or SLICED

DILL PICKLES
GENERIC
ZEST

- $1.29
B9 I DEODORANT
BATH SOAP-3bar pecit I
umli
August 4th. 1991.

7.7

TEA BAGS

io
sol24r

Tu*S;

100 ct. box $148

GENERIC

$1 59 I COLAS
lTuc
sr:
thc"P
1987
°
"
P.?.44)
tu
"
14 C°443G"id aller--L'"'""f
.•
A

Assorted Flavors - iliter Bottle
_
OUND
GENERIC
„
A11-13URPCTSE

.7
.
.78.1 COFFEE
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Even
desser

Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 1-6 p.m.

No Layaways
No Rain Checks
24 Piece Sherwood Beverageware Set

Reg. 6.96110W

Chrystal Chip & Dip-3 Piece Set

Reg. 4.76 NOW

s. e Table Of Paint

Values Up To $14.44 AS LOW AS

One Group Of Toys

Values Up To $15.44 AS LOW AS

Reg. 39.96

31

Values Up To $23.88 AS LOW AS

5
/00
%I

Gar
perie

Values to $21.88 AS LOW AS $600

One Group Of Fabrics

NxElPiz

Jack 'N' Jill

APPLE ODER

Ice Cream
Cups

VINEGAR
40111110r

6 Ft. Redwood Stained

Ladies & Childrens Clothing

Tool
Box
Reg. $66.96
NOW

-41MKOIL1NI-3.795 LITERS

3
Air
co

Was 89.88

vigor° Lawn
Fertilizer

578
96
t2so
Now

Now

25 Lb. Bag
Reg. 7.97 41

3-Piece
Redwood Stain
24"

Charcoal
, Grill
\ Model 1906
Reg. $11.44

88

Prestone II
Winter/Summer
Concentrate

Patio Set
With Pads

Reg. $4.84
2 Gal. For

$900

00
'
65

1

4111

Heavy
DutyMolded
Tool Box

.41
so,
18 Pc. Roses

Mot
AC
Nei

All 4

Beverage
Set

Rea. $10.88

Reg. 93.96

Reg. $12.96
NOW
7
00

ysBMX Coaste
Brake 20"Bike
Embers

Charcoal
10 lb. Bag
Was S1.57

Swing
Set

By Murray
Model 0-5310
, Reg. 89.88

26" Ladle:
—3-Speed

ST
in 1
STI

.

-

if?

Bike
NOW

By Murray
Model 1-6541
Reg. 89.97

Reg. 113.97

St,
St.tt

—

isi(0
•

--"^'Iltewl&ttr-r1011110"

1
tr‘_.

''S4

M

7';
•1
PA

64
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'Physical Fitness' Is Theme
Of Summer 4-H Day Camp

Everyone helped with the making of a nutritious
dessert- homemade ice cream,

"Physical Fitness and Its
Importance To Our Health"
was the theme of the 1981
summer 4-H Day Camp held
Friday, July 10, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Twenty-five boys and girls
between the ages of 9 and 13
attended the camp.
Emphasis was placed on
the areas of nutrition, exercise, and mental fitness.
Some of the activities of the
day included a "menu
writing contest," games,
relays, crafts, an obstacle
course, and the making of
homemade ice cream.
Randy Sorrow, First Baptist Church minister of
youth, spoke to the campers
about the importance of
fitness in competitive sports.
He is a former state wrestling champion for the state of
Georgia.
Several awards were
given during the day. Each

Games, puzzles and group activities were an important part of the learning experiences for each camper.

Your discount parts supermart
•
•

I

5.99

39.99
Air conditioning
compressor

6.99

Brake shoes

•

Coils

6.99
Brake pads

Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

.83

1.99

*park Pkiffs
Molorcratt Champion,
AC
Resistor plugs,.19
Alt p/tigs Lirtirt 2 WS.

Fen bolts
Our reg 2139, 299,
and 3 19 Ian belts.
Keep a spans

Meeororoft 10W40 motor eN
Limil6 quiets.

camper received a participation ribbon. Winners of
the "menu writing contest"
who received blue ribbons
were Rachel Russell, Nita
Nute, Sherry Tidwell, Staci
Tidwell and Melissa Tucker.

Johnson, first; Steven Carroll, second; and Mark
Watkins,third.
Other youths attending the
camp were: Beth Haley,
Jennifer Price, Becky
Freeze, Kim Tucker,
Brescia Huie, Yancey Huie,
Obstacle course winners Michael Hall, Pamela
Rose,
were: 9-10-year-old girls - Susan McKnight, Tammy
Lisa Sanders, first; Staci McKnight, Jenny Bruce,
Williams, second; Lea Jean Angela Bales and Kimberly
Berry, third; 11-13-year-old Bales.
girls - Melissa Tucker,
Leaders for the day were
first; Rachel Russell, se- Jeanna Cooper, Gina
cond; Michelle Stubblefield, Shipley, Danna Shipley and
third; boys - Richard Jane Steely,4-H agent.

International Banana
Festival In Fulton To
Have One-Ton Pudding
A one-ton banana pudding
will be given to the public
again during the Intefriational Banana Festival in
Fulton,Ky:, Aug. 12-15.
The 19th annual festival
celebrates the yellow fruit
that was once shipped from
South America to the Kentucky community to be reiced and distributed all over
the United States. The focus
on the banana industry in
Fulton earned the community the title "Banana
Crossroads of the United
States."
Although the banana
market has slacked off there
with the development of
refrigerated freight cars and
trucks, festival organizers
say the Banana Festival has
grown to great popularity-international proportions-since its conception in
1963.
In addition to the famous
one-ton banana pudding that
will serve 10,000 people free,
festival activities will'
feature Latin American exchange students who will be
visiting the city whose
banana industry once served
as a link between the two
Americas; Latin American
music, and free bananas
given out daily.
Other festival highlights
will include a kiddie parade,
Aug. 12, in downtown Fulton
at 5:30 p.m.; a flea market
and trade day downtown,
Aug. 13 and 14, beginning at8
a.m.; an arts and crafts fair
in City Park, Aug. 14 and 15;
a Latin American Friendship and Governor's Day
Social and Brunch, Aug. 14
at the Fulton Holiday Inn
(tickets are $7), and a fiddlers' contest, Aug. 15, that
is free to the public in City
Park.
The one-ton banana pudding, which contains 3,000
hand-sliced bananas, 250 lbs.
of vanilla wafers and 950 lbs.
of boiled custard, will be
served at noon in City Park
Saturday, Aug. 15.
Fulton is in southwest Kentucky, on the Tennessee

STP
CARE
1FIRAY

sT•
MIPIMMI6M

%NS
rAkA2

kvomATIC

ILA NEI

2/.5.99

1

.37yeer doh*
STM orb asester
Jack stands,
In 13oz can Limit2
Work easy. work Sate
s711, woks,eheireeser
heeryolay.irqurp-meres02-este.in 16ortoo Limife

1.87

.89

Kryteit afire" point
Avoidable Armory colors
with "rusl maple." 13oz.

Velvornetie
bonomon fluid
Type F or Dertar Limit
-4-1,041Ife pteese

Hours: Mon-Sat 8 a.m. tit 8 p.m.
•

.4111a.
PiRvf
•
KT:.•

,an
tI

.

kit
1.37
Starer*, oar sere
products
Tins brit. Vinyl shampoo
am> Car wash Limit

1.99
J-wair "KR"
Pre-softened paste was
to, that new car shine
12-oz Limit 2Please

=Di

22.'9
PAC Bobs

.99

light
ROOM WIRM9 Pohl MIR
Inductive clamp-on sock
Wi

Merest mystery ON
Just add to gas and oil
16-0z can Lima
pease

ea*

Open every Sunday

%
wet eialler spewed erasure — am "Wass Were Alm learillso
leemeg 011seolNe is S.111••• seers,REAM
SOU THSIDE
SHOPPING CENTF"
MURRAY. AV

753-8971
712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS. TN

644-9588

I-4- A.
• -

1/

border,just off the Purchase
Parkway.
More information on the
International
Banana
Festival can be obtained by
contacting M. Elaine
Sullivan,
International
Banana Festival, P.O. Box
428, Fulton, KY 42041, (502)
472-2975.

The making of an "Indian God's Eye" as a craft proved to be a creative part of
the day's activities.

New!

100%CaffeineFree
100%SugarFree Cola

•`•
I.

State WIC Program
Will Implement
Screening Aug. 1

Do it yourself...save big bucks'
WOW •••••

A basketball became a real challenge during part of the obstacle course in
which each camper took part.

The Kentucky Special Supplemental Food Program for
Women, Infant's and
Children (WIC) funded by
the United States Department of Agriculture will be
Implementing 'income
screening • procedures for
determining eligibility for
the Program beginning Aug.
1.
The standards. wed- ace
specified by the State WIC
Agency and are similar to
those used by the Federal
School Lunch Program.
All new applicants or persons on waiting lists will be
required to meet income
standards in addition to the
nutritional risk criteria
before they can qualify for
the WIC Program. Persons
presently receiving benefits
will not be required to meet
the income criteria until
their next scheduled certification.
To obtain additional information about the WIC Program, interested persons
should contact the Callaway
County Health Department,
701 Olive St., 753-3381, Mcfnday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 4:30p.m..
. The WIC Program is open
to everyone regardless of
race, color, or national
origin.

Taste thatTaste
The fistand only Cola that 100% Caffeine Free,
100% Sugar Free With 100% delicious Cola taste.
=

-

e

IIIII

IIIII IN

TO THE DEALER Our saNsrnen
redeem this coupon in accordance worth In. terms of otter
steted plus 54 hendlong Coupon
is good only on Me brand speOwl and inyoeces proving purc hoses of sufficient stock to
cover coupons mull be inOwn
upon request Customer must
pay any safes tames and deposits
Caen redemphon 'Nue 1,20 of 1*

Royal Crown Cola
910 South 5th
Paducah, Ky.

sa
.

.11

ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF RC 100
IN 2 LITER PLASTIC,6 PACK 12 OZ. CANS,
PACK 16 OZ. RETURNABLE BOTTLES
11. 1.1 in

11111 MI

• 8,22"1
"
11 1$116

IN me um NE all

I
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Hubbard Decides To Support
Reagan's Plan After Meetin

I. Legal Notice

By DENISE FITZPATRICK
The calls were received at Hopkins, Lexington, 6th said Snyder "clearly
Associated Press Writer
Hubbard's offices in Hender- District; Hal Rogers, believes that the Reagan
LowsvuxE7Xr.(AP)- son,
Madisonville, Somerset, 5th District, and tax-cut bill is superior to the
Four of -Kentucky's seven Hopkinsville, Paducah and Gene Snyder,Jeffersontown, Democrats' bill ... but he
U.S. Representatives say Washington, said the con- 4th District.
wishes the two sides had not
they _will support President gressman's aide.
"I think it's going to be a gotten into a bidding war and
Reagan's three-year plan to
Hubbard is the only very close vote," said added on the rixtras to both
cut federal income taxes by Democratic representative Hopkins, who added he 'felt bills."
25 percent.
in Kentucky who has said be Reagan's plan "is the obFifth District ConThe House was scheduled definitely will support the vious choice."
gressman Rogers said he
to vote on the tas package to- administration plan. Second
Hopkins said adoption of was "going with the presiday.
District Rep. William Nat- the president's plan would dent's plan," adding that he
Rip. Carroll Hubbard, I)- cher, D-Bowling Green, said mean."a tremendous boost especially favored a proviMayfield, who represents Tuesday he was still for the state."
sion that eliminates the
Kentucky's 1st District, undecided on the bill.
While the state will lose "death tax" on familydecided to support the presi- Kentucky's other two $800 million next year owned
farms
and
dent's plan late Tuesday Democrats in the House, 3rd because of federal budget businesses.
afternoon after talking with District Rep. Romano Mat- cuts, he said, it will gain
He-said telephone calls to
Reagan at the White House, zoh, Louisville, and 7th about $900 million in taxes his Washington office from
said Lowell Atchley, a Hub- District Rep. Carl D. that will be restored by the constitutents supporting the
bard aide.
Perkins, Hindman,could not president's plan.
plan 'have been tremen"He (Hubbard)said it was be reached for comment at
Dave York, a Snyder aide, dous."
obvious that the plan has their Washington offices on
overwhelming support in Tuesday.
western Kentucky," Atchley
The three Republicans
said.
who represent Kentucky
Atchley said the con- have voiced strong support
gressman had received of Reagan's tax proposal and
telephone calls from 380 con- criticism of a rival
stituents who said they sup- Democratic measure that
COLUMBIA, Ky. (AP)- horse on the
ported the administration calls for a two-year tax cut.
road and placed
More
than $60,000 worth of it in a
proposal.
They include Larry
field before notifing
horses, farm equipment and
us," the police spokesman
related items, all stolen,
said. "We believe we have
have been recovered during
located other property that
a Kentucky State Police in- could
have been stolen but
vestigation still under way.
that hasn't been confirmed
No arrests have been at
this time," the spokesman
made but there are several
ACROSS
2 Collection of
said.
1 Poison
facts
suspects, a • state police
Answer te Toesday's Puzzle
He said two horse trailers
5 Gentle
3 Negative
spokesman reported TuesA
S
T
9 Fondle
LIENS
were stolen in Lexington in
prefix
day.
12 Presently
CIEIGHOEI 11131121310
4 Makes
June and July and that four
13 Mental image
I] CILIUM] ElEIEHEI
beloved
At least six state police horses
were taken from the
14 Eggs
5 Alluring
CIO 1110131:1 EIO
• detectives and troopers are Adair
15 Male goose
County Fairgrounds.
woman
cuciuu
iii
ElLi
taking part in the probe "The
17 Royal bride,
6 Hypothetical
A
EIEIGI
animals were
for short
which involves Mercer, Lin- recovere
force
1:1
MCI
DUO
CI
d later after the
16 Nothing
.7 Gave food to
coln, Boyle, Pulaski, Casey, legs
CIEIGIEI
HEM
19 Paradise
of two of them had gone
8 Follow
LIG EILIEICINEIEI
Adair and Metcalfe counties. through
21 Dipper
9 Meditate
a trailer floor and
GIEI
CICIEICI
13CI
23 Weakened
The spokesman said the the
10 Bad'
CON IMIE1115110 CI
horses had been dragged
by exertion
11 Story
first break came when Helen
R
to death."
27 Pronoun
16 Prepared for
FIE
LIU E L E111:1
Bogard and Sue Clay pf Dan28 Valentine
print
Lonnie Grant, on whose
symbol
vile contacted the Colurnbia"
20 Recent
farm
the Bogard mare was
29 Damp
22 Part ot to be
post and reported that five
Persian
51 High 31 Malesheep
▪
found,
said he picked up the
23Small factory 36 Existed
52 Portion of
stolen horses,including their
34 Faroe
24 Fjuit skin
. broodmare July 20 at the
38 Yelping
medicine
broodmar
whirlwind
e, might be on a 'Adair County
25 Sun god
-41 Annually
56 Coniunction
Fairgrounds
35 Strtch 26 Morning
farm in Adair County.
43 Still
58 Card game
37 Spider's
and was keeping it on a 10moisture
45 RI's neighbor 59 Sailor:
The five horses had been acre
trap
30 Occupant
site that he owned.
47 Scale note
Colloq.
39 Exist
taken July 19 from the
32 Encourage
49 Out of date 60 Pronoun
Grant said he made an of40 Work at
33 Ancient
Danville-Boyle County
50 Resorts
63 Scale note
steadily
fer for the horse after he was
Fairgrounds.
42 Time period
approached by two men and
11 Titled
State police contacted the
they permitted him to take it
46 Printer's
farm owner and recovered
measure
to the small farm.
the mare.
48 Apart
"I was going to give them
50 Sedate
Further investigation led
$400
for it," he said, adding
53 Cistern
to the recovery of two farm
54 Equality
that the deal was never comtractors and a hay bailer
55 Preposition
pleted. Grant found out that
57 Marsh
stolen in Boyle County and
the horse was stolen before
birds
two more of the missing
61 Everyone
he issued a check.
horses. One horse was found
62 Tipplers
64 Ark builder
in Adair County and the
65 Crafty
other in Metcalfe County
Discoverer II, a U.S.
68 Cleveland's
after a housewife heard a satellite, was launched into
lake
67 Author radio report that stolen polar orbit from an Air
Vidal
horses might be in the area. Force base in California on
DOWN
"The woman saw the April 13, 1959.
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NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals will be received by the Murray Public Schools Board of Education at the
Office of the Board, Poplar at Ninth Street,
Murray, Kentucky until 12:00 Noon D.S.T.,
Thursday, August 13, 1981 for the furnishing
of all labor, materials,service and equipment
required to complete the removal of pine
trees located on the Murray High School Campus. At the appointed time and place all proposals will be opened and read.Specifications
may be obtained at the Office of the Board,
Poplar at Ninth Street, Murray,Kentucky.
Proposals shall be made in accordance with
the Kentucky Procurement Code KRS 45A34545A.460 and the award will be made on the
basis of the lowest bid price. There will be no
competitive negotiations. In the event the
lowest bid exceeds the available funds all bids
will be rejected.
The owner reserves the right to reject any
and all bids and to waive `any informalities
therein.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

MARIE,LOOK! THE
BUTTERFLY HAS COME
BACK! WHAT DO YOU
SUPPOSE THIS MEANS?

MAYBE IT'S NOT AN
ANEEL ANY MORE,SR

THAT'S TOO\

7-2q

BACK TO THE
MINORS,EH'

BAD_

42,

ce..

el1Wumsor,wkeeStme,ce. ,,

I'M NEVER GOINGTO WALK DOWN
THIS STREET
AGAIN

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
- Sealed proposals will-be received by the
Murray Public Schools Board of Education at
the office of the Board, Murray,Kentucky until 12:00 Noon, D.S.T., Thursday, August 13,
1981, for the furnishing of labor, materials,
services and equipment required to construct
New Stadium Seating, Murray Middle School,
Murray,Kentucky.-At the appointed time and
place all proposals will be publicly opened
and read.
Specifications and bid form may be obtained from the Architects, Gingles and Harms,
2111 Twentieth Avenue South, Nashville, Tennessee or from the Superintendent's Office,
Poplar at Ninth Streets, Murray,Kentucky.
A certified check made payable to Murray
Public Schools Board of Education or a Bid
Bond, executed by the bidder and a bonding
company licensed to operate in the State of
Kentucky,in amount not less than ten percent
of the bid,shall accompany each bid.
Proposals shall be in accordance with the
Kentucky Procurement Code, KFtS45A.345 to
45A.460, and the award shall be made on the
basis of the lowest bid price. There will be no
competitive negotiation. In the event that
the lowest bid exceeds the available funds all
bids shall be rejected.
The successful bidder will be required to
furnished performance and payment bond for
the full amount of the contract.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any
and all bids and to waive any informalities
therein.

2. Notice

2. Notice

East, dependable farm
and truck tire service.
Call
753 8500
Economy Tire 8. Ser
vice.

WOW.' 71-115 PLACE
FILLED UP FAST/

Taking orders for fried pies
436-5525 after noon.
What we do best is care.
Needline. 753-6333.

-7 v41EN WE CAME IN, THERE WERE
se A 0r4 ZEN GUYS AROUND'NE BAR

Permanent
Position
Wanted
Will watch elderly
woman at her home
day or night. Call
759-4189 after 2:30
p.m.

OL
IT

Your
Ad

THERE

1._teiat Notice

NOTICE Of MEWSSALE
PurSu0111 to an execution for debt levied upon
personal property of Kenneth Green in that Civil
Action in the Collowoy Circuit Court, styled as
Billy Blakely vs. Kenneth Green, 80-CI-393, I
shall offer for sole to the highest ond best bidder,
the terms of sole being cosh, the following personal property to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff ogoinst Kenneth Green in the sum of
$1,074.00, plus interest occuring and court
costs incurred in this oction.
PROPERTY: 1979 Jeep Truck
Serial No. J9A45NN152161
The above property will be sold at the South
door of the Courthouse in Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, on Monday, August 17, 1981,
at 10:00 a.m., to the highest and best bidder,
the sole to be for cash.
MAX E. MORRIS, SHERIFF
BY: MAX E. MORRIS

KSP Recovers Stolen
Horses And Equipment
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11 ADS ARE MR BET 1111

Al
1640 Pro Craft Bess
boat, with Star
trailer, trolling motor
and 150 h.p. Mercury
Outboard. Cell 753-

Duty
4-Heavy
Lifetime Shocks Installed
Now
Only $49.00
ECONOMY TIRE
II SERVICE
753-850
cruvvirse
Charlie Brown Play School.
1611 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly, $1.00. Call
753-7359

0••

4NV

Roger Hudson now has a
good selection of concrete
pottery in stock. Call
753-4545 or come by and
see. 10 miles East on Hwy
94.

•• ..

A..
•

STAY BACK.
NU

sTRIOes„BABY
vourrs THE
MATTER

'

ty;
TOMORROW: WELL!WELL.'

'•••

Advertisers a rit
requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
corrections. This
newspaper__ will be.
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD RE
REPORTED
IMMEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
YOUR
CHECK
AD
EFULLY AND NOTIFY
PROMPTLY IN CASE
Of Ali ERROR.

Ir

ed Furniture
all.
es. We bey - sel fee 1 pima te whole
sl SPICIAL for the
ceming 1111401011:
frail Mrs, by tics
NOWA & SON
245 S. Stft
7534649

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

A 14 Kt. GP chain will
be given away FREEwith the purchase of
any boot or shoe.
MINN'S
VIESTUIN
STOLE
Olympic Shopping Center •
Opee a.m. NP p.m.

Camera and prated°,
111 ',paw all makes

Carter Studio

I

300 Morn

753 8298

• WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions

12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Nome Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
11. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment

20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services

26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
21I. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Housesfor Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
311. Pets-Supplies

39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
41 Auto. Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

PECUL
THIS WEEK
Sterling 380 D/ A
Automatic Pistol

;195.00
&
Sliver
Pawn Sleep
wylark ShoPPIM Of.
Spew,am.to I p.oe
753-7113

5. Lost & Found
Lost: Black and Tan
Doberman dog, near
Shilohon, July 3. Reward.
This is a family pet. Call
753-5338.

6. Help Wanted
Baby sitter needed for 2
school age children, 2:30 to
4:30 p.m.. Monday thru
Friday. 753-6156 after 5
p.m.
Carrier wanted for Sunday
motor route, Calloway co.
Call Courier Journal, 7537116. Also wanted, part
time sales help.
General news reporter,
must have journalist training and background
knowledge of all high
school sports and camera
equipment. Call 1-527-

3162.
Help Wanted, Programer
Analyst. Minimum 1 year
experience.. in RPG2 on
Systeui
Muolnate travel, nationwide desireable.
Fringes and incentives are
excellent, salary negotiable.
Send confidential resume
to Tomorrow Systems, Inc.,
P.O. Box 31. Paris, TN
38242..
Needed a baby sitter for a
teacher starting Aug 20th
Call between 5 - 8 pm
759-1831
MEMAKERS!! tam exc.' rash! Work your own

MERRI-MAC
ours.
eeds several dealers in
our area to offer our
e of toys, gifts and

Need part time baby sifter
for infant in my home Call
759-4486
Need someone to help cut
tobacco. call 1-382-2327.
Need someone to baby sit,
August 10 through December. Call 1-382-2327.
Teachers need babysitter.
Cell answering service.
753-3315.
Wanted, responsible lady to
do part time domestic
work. References required.
753-0428 Wanted sitter in Ay home
for.2 children, 7:30 - 3:30,
Monday thru Friday. To
begin August 19th. Call
753-0372.
Wendy's of Murray now
accepting applications for
manager and manager
trainee. Apply in person
daily between 2:00 and
5:00 p.m.
1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted
Wanted: Signs to paint;
reasonable rates. For more
information, call 437-4983.
Will babysit evenings and
weekends. 795-1139.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751

10. Business
Opportunity
AVON
Christmas selling starts in
August. Start to make
money now. Call 753-5750,
Murray, or 443-3366,
Paducah.

12. Insurance
%VA INSURANC

CO.

• JIM FAIN
AGENT
1114 So. 441.St
Stymy,Ky.,42071
Ilus.(50217534432
Res ISOM 75343711
LlIFE, HEALTH,HOME

14. Want o ;uy
" Wanted: Your old comic
books. $20 per 100, must
-be in at least good
condition. Call between 9
AM-1 PM. 753-3574.

15. Articles For SaleCome to see us at our new
location. We have name
brand athletic shoes at new
low prices. Few school
shoes, also some boat
shoes; many other bargains.
Hardin Disc/hint Shoes
across from Church of
Christ on Watkins St.,
Hardin, KY
For sale. Restaurant supplies. Paper products.
dishes, glasses, platters,
lots of miscellaneous. Call
436-5525 after noon.

16. Home
Furnishings
Frigadaire dryer in good
condition. Call 492-8897.
Tappan gas range, excellent
condition. 759-1607 after 5
Pm.
V.inylswall paper Buy-Out. In
stock values to $13.95.
single roll, now $4.99
single roll, while it lasts.
The Sherwin Williams
Company.
Washer and dryer. $100 for
both. Call 753-9786. If no
answer, 753-3940
19. Farm

Equipment
Massey Ferguson 450 round
bailer. Bailed less than 150
bails. Shedded. $3750.
Also, ball sprites. -new and
used, $150. See at B. & G.
Equipment, Paris, TN.
642-1242.
Super A Farmall tractor.
Plow, cultivators. hag_
- met;disc, kid blade
Good tires,. new paint.
$2600 Call after
7.
901-587-6521

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store. 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5. Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914.

22. Musical

ome decor items or

Engine
Tune-Up 4-6-8 Cyl.
*Now $35.00
ECONOMY TIRE
Et SERVICE
•
753-8500
Complete

he party plan. High
ommissions. No inestment, delivering or

ODYSSEY 2

collecting. Car arid
one needed. Also
ing parties. Call tol
ee: 1-800-553-9077, or

The vide. game that
best AtarI I. steak
sad..display eft

rite:. MERRIMAC
Street,
ackson
ubu ,lowa 52001.

W11,7011'5
(Agrees free.01.IC)

X
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23. Exterminating

3
L11.1
116MMI3E
11
11 31E MID
32. Apts. For Rent 34.-Houses For Rent 41.1tiaT4tate
43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
51. Services Offered 53. Services Offered
47. Motorcycles
2 Bdrm. apart. furnished Of For rent, 4 miles west of
unhurt New carpet. Adults, Murray. Garden spot,
BARGAINS
Yamaha 125 3-wheeler. K I K Stamp Itsmoval. Do JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK
water
CLEANING. 24 hour service,
no pets. Lease and deposit

furnished, $100 month
required. Call 753-9208 af. 753-5801
4 p.m.
2 Bedroom furnished apart- Four bedroom, two baths,
Kelley's Tennit ment. Married couples or lots of cabinets, heat
girls. On Main near pump, near MSU. Call
& Pest Control University. 753-3106 or 7535791
or 759-1074 or
..15J 1114
436-2671.
753-2649.
2 bedroom furnished. No House partly furnished on
24. Miscellaneous
pets, deposit and reFor sale: Shop air- ferences required. 753- Ky lake. $175 per month
plus deposit. Call
compressor, 10 hp, gas 8731.
753-6123.
motor, $275. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape, $275. 4 room apartment, partially Panorama Shores, Lake
furnished. Near downtown. front house, private boat
Call 753-8127.
Call 753-4645.
ramp, tw bedroom, utility
Peaches for sale, $10 a
room, garage, kitchen
All'
electric
apartment
near
bushel. Call 436-5427.
University. Ideal for 2 girls. appliances furnished. De26. TV-Radio
Utilities furnished, $170 posit and references required. 436-2484.
per month. Call 753-9829.
BAIAIICI NE ON (Sr
Efficiency apartment. $120 Three bedroom, newly
unersittly payments)
per month, $120 deposit. decorated, garden space,
double garage, furnished or
Rental
Returns:
Call 753-9829.
unfurnished, air conditioThroe wrier TV's.
Furnished Apartments, ef- ner,
Call 753-5209 or
Two
microwave
ficiency, one or two
753-2876.
*vows.
bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apart- Three bedroom house near
CLAYTONS
ments, South 16th. 753- Ky lake, completely fur753-7575
nished. Includes washer
6609.
and dryer $200.
Furnished one bedroom required. 753-8964 Deposit
after 5.
Stereo system, complete Apartment in lake front
component. Excellent con- house with private boat pm.
dition. Call 753-8726.
ramp, Panorama Shores. Two-bedroom unfurnished
Deposit and references house. Married couple, no
27. Mobile Home Sales required.
pets, gas heat. 759-4401.
436-2484.
1-970 Cambridge mobile
Two-story, 4 bedroom, 2
home with 7 ft. tilt out
bath home with full
Ni,Leasing
living room. Large 12x24
basement.
207 S. 12th,
factory add-on bedroom.
NUR-CAL
$350 per month. Re
Central heat and air, fully
ferences and deposit. Call
APARTMENTS
carpeted, bath and a half.
Betty at 753-3882, days, or
1080 sq. ft. living space.
1, 2 1 3 barna selh him
753-5643, nights.
p.m.
Call 436-5675 after 6
$16511 Per as. No*
36.
For Rent Or
1976 12x44 ft. 2 bedroom,
Supped mil. Newly cow
Winston gas furnace.
.For Lease
itnichi coed it ad
$4250, will finance. 753cet kildm applances. Extra nice 3 bedroom house
8848 before 9 p.m.
Office Heirs NeOri. HO, located in Murray, $495 per
month. Security . deposit
28. Mob. Home Rents 12:1111ese,_ _
and "fear lease required,
Nerliwea Dr.
12x50' all electric mobile
no pets. Call 436-2935 or
Norm, Ky.
home, 2 miles east of
753-08,39.
.
502-159-4914
Murray. $130 per month
fuel Nadu Opportunity
For Lease: 2 Bdrm duplex
rent, $100 deposit. Call
apartments. Central heat/753-9829.
. carpets. Man and wife,
air,
Nice
furnished
1
bedroom
12x65' house trailer, 2
bedrooms, $150; in apartment. Inquire at 100 or lady teacher. Call
492-8850, or 753-8067.
country, 4 miles out. 2 S. 13th.
Bedroom, in town, $145. Apartments for rent, near 38. Pets-Supplies
Call 759-4592.
downtown Murray. 753- AKC German Shepherd
2 bedroom trailer for rent. 4109, or 436-2844.
puppies 28 champions in 5
$90 per month., 4 miles Top . quality 2 . bedroom generations. Also registered
South of Murray. Deposit duplex, central heat and Eskimo Spitz puppies.
and references required. air, dishwasher, stove, 502-554-2153.
753-6753.
,
refrigerator. Energy ef- Brittany Spaniel puppies,
2 or 3 bedroom, furnished ficient. Call 753-6291.
national blood lines, $125
or unfurnished, new carpet. Two Bdrm. duplex in each. Call 522-3657 after
new furniture central air. Westwood Subdivision. Dis- 5:30 pm
gas heat, underpinned. May hwasher, stove, refrig., Registered
English Setter
be seen at Shady Oaks. disposal. Very energy ef- pups,
Championship blood
753-5209 or 753-2876.
ficient. $250 month. Availa- lines. Females $50, males
Completely furnishcd 2 ble Aug. 1st. Ph. 753-3742 $75. Danny Bazzell, 492bdrm. mobile home 21
8607. Nights, 753-5169.
/
2 or 305-792-5565.
miles east of town. $110 33. Rooms for Rent 41. Public
Sale
per month, deposit. ColeFurnished
room
for
rent.
1
Flea Market, Skyview Driveman Real Estate. 153-9898.
block from MSU. Living In Theater, Paris. Open first
Double wide 24x60. 3 room, kitchen, and laundry Saturday of each month.
bedroom. 2 bath, spacious facilities available. Wall to
living and dining area. Gas wall carpet. Boys only. $50 Garage sale, Friday, July 31,
appliances. New Concord per month. Phone 759- 7 am til ? 1611 Belmont Dr.
area. 436-2676.
4538.
Moving sale. TV, stereo, atFor sale or rent, 2 bedroom Room and board for 2
furnished trailer. Nice, people-- at A-14, Fox cleanout, garden plow,
$3300. Phone 753-5750.
Meadows, $300 for both, some chickens and blocks
left, plaster art molds, lots
Trailer for rent. See $150 each. Call 753-2219. more.
Kirksey 489-2330.
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer Rooms for rent, one block
Court.
from University. Call 753- Yard sale, Friday and
Saturday, 8 AM t 5 PM.
Two bedroom trailer near 1812 or 753-6933.
Baby clothes
Murray, no pets. Call 34. Houses For Rent dler, walker, before todstroller, toys,
489-2611.
water
heater,
lady's and
FOR RENT
29. Heating-Cooling \
men's' clothing. 121 S. to
House in county, Cherry
Corner Rd.
We repair and clean
couples only,
air-conditioners. We also
43.
Real
Estate
references requirbuy used air-conditioners.
ed, $100 deposit
Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
Penton & Thermion
Lend $125 rent. Cal
insurance &
30. Business Rental 753-9924.
Real East*
Swahili& Coon Sq.
2 B.R. house, unfurnished,
large. living -room, carpet,
Murray, Kentucky
fireplace, gas heat, $200
753.4451
per month. 713 Elm. Call
753-9228 after 5 PM.
Horse County- 10 acres or
2 or 3 bedroom house; park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting.
Commericasing in a air-conditioning, gas heat, Acreage completely fenced.
garden
space.
Couples
industrail area along
well and septic inRailrod ave. has 1400 sq ft preferred. $165 per month. cluded...convenient locafenced in lot with gate. For Call 753-6931.
tion between Mayfield and
rent $150 per month. Lease 3 Bedroom, 2 bath brick Murray. Take a look today.
home: stove, refrigerator, Offer -by---44411required, Call 753-941A_
at:,
and w/d hook-up: Loretta Jobs, Realtors...753For rent-Office building.
Ideal location. 603 S. 4th Newly decorated. Walk to 1492.
MSU campus. Lease and
St. Phone 522-8469.
security deposit required. Welcome to "Open House"
31. Want To Rent
Call 753-1995 or (901)683- Thursday July 30th at 1615
Hamilton. 12% financing
House in country, east of 7370, 9 am til noon.
on good two
Murray, off main roads. 3 Bedroom brick, 2 baths, available
bedroom house near MSU.
Reasonable rent Call 753- formal living and dining Only
$21,500. C.O. Boridu:
7164.
rooms. Den with .fireplace, rant Realty 753-3460.
32. Apts. For Rent central heat and air. Double
garage with outbuildings.
COUNTRY, YET CONVE1 bedroom furnished apart- House has over 2600 sq. ft.
NIENT - No. 312 ment, 1 block from Is in excellent condition
ACRES 61/L. Earmette is 3
miles from town and
campus, $140 per month. and location. Call Strout
rambler-style house is set
Water furnished. No pets. Realty, 753-0186.
back Irliftl" road. Two
Available now. Call 753bedrooms, both, carpeting,
3 bedroom frame house at
insulation, fireplace and
1203.
electric heat for comfort
133 North 9th St. .Call
Countryside views. Shade
I bedroom furnished base-_ -74-9-4114:
- . 'wiI. 1Rarlge, refrigerator,
ment ppartment, with All
wood stove included. hardelectric unfurnished 3
private bath and entrance. bedroom
wood , and fruit trees,
home,
extra
nice.posture, electric and barbAll utilities paid, $125 a
$250 per month, deposit
wire fencing. Creek, new
'mouth.753-8294.
well and pump. Two outrequired. No pets. • Call
buildings 15115 and .20:40.
753-9829.
MAW Hurry, it won't last
P011111
For-Tent,
3
long
ber'dilm,
atthis price.
bath
2
••
Mee tonahni interment
Realty
Strout
house.
Suitable
for
-3
fort tee Wimp lira Mee
Lannon,itrolirv
is mom& tie ISS-SMS students; $100 each, pills
1111 Oeldiratti Rd.
deposit. 6 miles from
dive or 713-S1N War 6
Manoy.lavelEyckb own
p.n.
Murray And 2 miles from
c.07U41111 saying*
lake, 4364240, 436-5455.

Lake front cottage.
Four rooms and bath.
Located on main lake,
deep water.
Also
Three bedroom home,
carport and garage
located 10 miles
west, with or without
acreage. Make Offer.
753-9198
•
RI Al I', 1

44
11

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

zotaiga
753-1222l

used 3 months, like new
$695 Call 753-7418

48. Auto. Services
LIVE AND LEARN
rhree bedroom brick
ome in excellent
ondition on quiet,
io-outlet streceigear
111§Pital,
s and
LJr.ity. Let the
petaini 2-bedroom
apartment help
make your mortage
payments. Home is
eat as a pin, and
priced to sell. Low
$50's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty.

1001116'S FOR 1.IVII111.

JUST COMPLETED
And ready for a new
owner.
Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and two
car garage. Located
in new development
adjacent
to
Gatesborough. Immediate possegsion
and priced in the
$60's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,for
all the information.
NEW LISTINGCANTERBURY
Neat and attractive 4
bedroom, 2/
1
2 bath
home with den,living
room and formal dining room. Tastefully
decorated home and
beatitifully
landscaped lawn. Garage
converted
to
ameroom. Offered
n mid 170's through
opperud Realty,711
Main Street.
Figures Don't lie. $8.80 per
sq. ft. makes-this 2500 sq.
ft. house the best buy in
town. House is unfinished
so you can add your own
personal touches and
decorating ideas. See this
today. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

ATTRACTIVE
ASSUMABLE LOAN
Quality, beauty and
convenience are a
few of the adjectives
that describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 3
years old. Home is
sparkling clean and
features a family
room, fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. LocIted 1 mile
north of Coldwate
on 121 North in th
Ben DeField Subdivi
sion. Priced at
$44,500 through Kopperud realty, 711
Main Street. Look for
our red, white, and
signs-blue
Everywhere!
Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor plan. makes the kitchen, dining area, and livmng room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3.
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing_Add__l_and
'/4 baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's. Call 7531492...Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

4A:ik4914
753-1222
110(11PS FOR IIVIrlt;

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch*

ROLLING ACRES
SUB-DIV
Nice 2 bedroom
mobile home, some
furniture, almost
new air conditioning
unit, new plumbing,
new porch and
underpinning.
Located near East
Elem. School on 1'2
acre lot. Reduced to
87,900.
QUALITY
NEW
0
H
E
M
In Canterbury-Enjoy
the good life in this
lovely 3 B.R., B.V.,
-21
/
2bath home. Entry
foyer, large family
room with fireplace.
Central elec. heat
lovely
pump,
carpeting. Double
garage, automatic
opener. In 110's.

753-8080
Appridsels - Couscling
Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894

CABIN IN THE
WOODS
One of the newest
arms of home contruction today is
of the oldest.
thousands of
home uyers are turning to the comfort
and economy of log
homes. Located only
minutes from town
and features three
bedrooms,two baths,
fully equipped kitchen and great room.
Phone 753-1222, for
full-time Real Estate
Service.
QUALTIT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF
Recently listed 3
bedroom brick home
on large, beautifully
landscaped lot in exc e Ilent
neighborhood.
eatures include living room wit
fireplace, indirec
lighting and built-in
music system, formal dining room,
family room and
extra-large two-car
garage. Home has
been
recently
redecorat-e
ihrougliout. Priced in
the 60's. Price jus
reduced 84500. Phone
753-1222 for all th
ils.

WALLIS DRUG'
PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City limits

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 I.. P. Miler St. (Across from Consiovnity Conroe)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues.., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 7S3-3685
For Appointment

"
A.

arms or
111
/
2 Acre farm, 3 bedroom
home, tobacco base, good
well. 753-2418.
Take year pick dose in Of
far out-Hobby Farm close to
town with good 3 BR home,
concrete block garage,
several outbuildings, 300
ft. road frontage on major
highway.
OR
Working man's farm at the
end of county road
maintenance. 3 BR home, 2
fireplaces, 8 stall stock
• barn, 3600 stick tobacco
barn, one acre tabacco
base.(Attention Mrs. A, this
is the most remote farm in
the county.) Call Spann
Realty Associates, 7537724.

46. Homes For Sale
6 Room frame house near
hospital. Priced to sell.
753-6571.
-Brick house in Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
room and den, 2 car garage,
on large lot. $49,900. Call
753-2493 or 489-2145.
Brick house, 2 yrs. old. 3
bdrms.. 2- baths, formal
dinning room, large den, 2
car garage, concrete drive.
• large patio; house has many
extras.- Owner will tonsider
financing, see at 1809
Wiswell . Rd. or call 7530839 or 436-2935.
Owner: 1505 OakDrive.
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility,
one • large bath, lots of
-storage- tow----$40's---Call
.753-9818. Must see to
appreciate.
By owner: 2 bedroom.
alum. siding, alum. s.s.
basement workshop. new
wood burning stove, plus
electric heat. Low taxes on
1 acre 6 miles from. lake.
Walking distance of P.O.,
stores, and churches.
Priced in mid teens. Call
436-2912.
For sale: 3 bedroom brick
on Penny-Airport Rd. Builtin dishwasher. Mid 30's.
489-2391.
For sale by owner, six room
brick house. 2 bedrooms.
garage, on corner lot.
18x187'. In quiet re
sidential neighborhood.
Walking distance to shopping center. Call 753-1276.
For sale by owner: Attractive 2 bedroom frame house
in Panorama Shores. Newly
decorated on corner lot.
Shade, fruit trees, garden
spot, fully insulated. AC.,
electric heat, stove flue,
washer/dryer hook-up.
Community. water, block
and /
1
2 from lake. Ideal for
retired couple. Clean as a
pin! Priced $28,500.
Shown by appointment
only. Call 436-5830.
New 4'Pedroom, 2 story
Tudor style house. custom
built with interior color
coordinated. Veil, liveable
plan. Call 753-3903.

47. Motorcycles
FOR SALE
1977 Rondo SSO few
K strut Me. Nes the
high rho beck rut,
reed pegs, cruise control, mid holier
rock. 3400 mks on
It. $1100. Call 4365360.
1977 Harley Davidson,
Super Glide, 13000 miles.
Excellent condition. Call
1-901-642-2777.
1978 XS 400 Yamaha, low
mileage, extra nice. Call
753-4548 after 5 P.M.
1979 400 Yamaha, 4
stroke, 3900 miles, $1200.
Call 753-1905 after 5:30.
ATC Honda 200. 4 months
old. Call 489-2666.
1981 Yamaha Tri-Moto.
almost brand new, Call
753-5421 after 5 pm.
FOR SALE
1974 Yamaha DT 100
Art b&o. Ram&
looter. Rode say
imesgb to out Hap
ohne rebuilding
meter. $125.00. CAI
436-53641.

KIT
AIM PANTS
sis
remvoy. koweasky
Batteries, tiros,
wheel covers, sate
amessories. U bear
towing. Al... cow
pleto Moe of used
oafs parts.
753-5500

49. Used Cars
1971 Camaro, nice
coalition, rue great,
AM rale, power
steering, power
brakes, Mr, automatic
305 VII, 24 phis mpg.
highway, 17 city, new
tires, now kakis,
mega. $4200.00 or
best rossonablo offer.
753-4094.
1970 Olds 98. Good
condition. 753-7675.
1973 Dodge Charger for
sale. 753-5086.
1973 Oldsmobile Delta 88,
new tires, new brakes,
air-conditioning, 4 door.
Very clean. 489-2414.
1975 Mercury Bob Cat. 6
cylinder automatic. 17
m.p.g. city. Extra nice. Call
492-889Z, . .
1975 - riumph Spitfire
convertible. Niceconditibn,
well kept, many new parts,
$2700, 753-8425.
1976 LTD, 2 door, white. 42
blue top, blue interior.
$1300..753-0576.
1979 4 door Chevette,
excellent condition. $5000.
Call 767-2555.
1981 Corvette,'loaded with
extras. Call 759-1181 after
5 pm.
1981 Cutlass Supreme
Brougham, moon roof and
every extra. Call 753-8666.
Race car, 65 Chevrolet. For
more information, call.
7 5-3- 1 2 1 7
or
(901)232-8372.

1976 Triumph Spitfire
Convertible
PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1406 W. Maki
753-5315

50. Used Trucks
1969 G.M.C. Pickup truck,
good tires, dependable.
Phone 753-2952. $450.
1975 Dodge truck, short
wheel base. Good condition. Call 435-4489.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors
12 ft. semi-vee aluminum
boat in excellent condition.
Also. M-30 Pflueger trolling
motor, battery and charger.
very reasonably priced. Call
759-4655.
16' Glastron. -walk-thru
windshield. topside curtains, power tilt, 60 hp
Evinuide, heavy duty trailer.
;ood condition. $2300
fiini...753:000 - drys, 7533274 after 5 Pm:
1978 Manaray 21' jet boat
436-5356
24 ft Cruiser, 1965 model.
V-6 Buick OMC stern drive.
Boat and motor in good
'OMition. Can be_ Ciien at
SportSrnan - Marina. ldeal
fun or fishing boat. For
complete details call 1-812882-8303.
35 ft. Nautaline boat. Call
753-4647 after 5 p.m.
79 Bass tracker 3, tournament rigged, stainless steel
prop. New boat cover.
$3400. Call 247-9689.

53. Services Offered
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers. etc
Reasonable. 436
2566.
:
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover. 7531873
GENERAL NOME REPAIR.
-15 years experience carpentry. concr.ete, plumbing,
roofing, . siding, things
around the home. Free
estimates! No lob too smell.
Call days 474-2359, 4742276 evenings.

you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground. leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp. Jr 435-4319

also instalabon of septic
tanks and backhoe work
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348.
Johnson's Electric. Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203.
Carpet Cleaning. Clean,
odor free carpet, looks
better and lasts longer
Don't settle for surface
cleaning Insist on steam
cleaning and get all the
dirt. Call Jeff's Carpet
Cleaning. Experienced, reliable. 753-9826.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residen- Need work on your trees?
tial. Also patching, sealing, Topping, pruning, shaping,
and striping. For estimates complete removal and
more. Call BORER'S TREE
call 753-1537.
SERVICE • for professional
MOBILE NOME MICHORS tree care, 753-8536.
underpinning, roof's sealed.
patio awnings, and house Painting and Decorating
type MOS for
mobile Interior and Exterior. 10
homes. - 753-187'3. Jack years experience. I take the
time to do the job right.
Glover.
Call 759-1692.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, under- Professional paperhanging,
pinning, roofing, installing Painting, farm buildiris,
doors and windows. Also top, sides. Commercial or
build porches and patios. residential. Call Tremon
Call 753-6973. Free Farris, 759-1987.
_
estimates! No lob too k Aluminum Service Co
small!
aluminum and vinyl
APPLIANCE SERVICE:
siding, custom trim,
Kenmore,
Whirlpool.
work. References. Call
Westinghouse. Experienced
Will Ed Bailey. 753independent service. Bobby
0689
Hopper, 753-4872.
Air-conditioners, dryers. Small block brick and stone
washers, and freezers laying jobs. Also concrete
repaired. Call 759-1322.
finishing, some carpenter
Air-conditioning and Weil work. 30 years experience.
Pump Repair. Electrical 759-1920.
-Work. fiew or Repair. Call Warning! Don't read this
753-9856 or after 5 P.M. unless you're in need of
753-8526.
roofing, carpentry, or elecAll of your plumbing and trical work. New or repair..
air-conditioning needs. Also' All guaranteed. Call Joe.
do carpentry, . painting, 753-9226 for free estimate.
roofing, and concrete. All Wet basement? We make
work done to satisfaction. wet basements dry, work
753-9822.
completely guarenteed. Call
Asphalt driveways and or write Morgan Construcparking lots sealed by tion Co., Route 2, Box
Sears. For free estimates 4094, Paducah, KY 42001,
or call day or night,
call 753-2310.
1-442-7026.
Concrete and block, brick
work. Basements, drive Will haul driveway white
ways, storm cellars, por- rock and Ag lime, also have
ches. 20 years experience. any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
753-5476.
'work. Call Roger Hudson,
Dale Spenser's portable 753-4545 or 753-6763.
- sand blasting and painting.
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626. Will sharpen hand saws and,
skill saws. 753-4656..
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears. 753-2310 for Yard Mowing. Most city lots
free estimate for your $6.00. Also weeding. Call
753-3058 before 9 a.m.
needs.
759-1675 after 2 p.m.
Guttering by Sears. Sears
continuous gutters installed 57. Wanted
per your specifications. Call
Sears 153-2310 for free
WANTED
estimate.
1Experienced
1or
sameager
Heating, refrigeration, and
Art. Ports. Seed
electrical repair. Bob's
reams to P.O. lex
Refrigeration Service.
040G, Merroy, MoHazel, KY, 498-8370 or
ody 42071.
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.

-4,

MACHINE SHOP
Bandi's Welding now has a complete
machine shop specializing in all
types repair work, custom and
precision machining and welding.
Industrial Read, Murray
753-0521

Goodyear
Service Store
South 11th St. Murray, Ky.

Stock Reduction-All
- Tim Mustle Sold
Dustily, Size, Type
124015510113 Timpeledial
36-P19575114 Timpatollat
22-P22515115 Tieepolaill
P21575114 Tieepaadiel
19121515115 Timpanist
12-P1157215 Timipsitailel
124011511113 Time-186i
20.I23575115 Tieseollediel
Arrive AISeesee 1411
11019575114 Arrive Retie
15-P22515115 Affivi Rodin
15121515115Arrin fain
12-P21575115 Arrive kadiel
1211151113 Arrive Radial'.
Pm Streak 4 Ply Peirester
1147113 Power Sired W/W
6-A-7113 Pew Sir* VW
12471.15 Pew Shik BIM
1247115 lover Steak Itilt
617115 Phier Sir* VW
647115 Perm Streak VW

Price Hi
3900 131
59-11 223
49.10 2.79
65.10 249
66.01 2.62
63.11 2.46
49.01 1.95
75.11 2.95
65.00
7510
69.00
67.11
59.00

2.23
2.79
2.62
2.46
1.95

27.11
2511
3311
35.11
30.11
39.11

1.61
131
2.21
2.34
237
214

Ofer 1,00i oiler his n cheese from at ID%
over cost.
COME IN TODAY
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AGO Warns Of Honored Citizens List
•r•

44,t

FRANKFORT — State Attorney
General Steve
Beshear is warning widows
and families of recently
American
deceased
veterans to beware of a company which by mail is requesting many of them to
send money so that their
deceased loved ones may be
included in a so-called
•'Honored Americans List."
Apparently, the company
reviews newspaper obituary
columns for deceased

veterans. Then the company
sends a letter to the widow or
family of each deceased
veteran. The letter indicates
that for $24.80, the widow or
family may take advantage
of the "privilege" to be included in the "Honored
Americans List."
The letter gives the impression that an exclusive
selection process is involved
in determining who receives
the "opportunity to be
listed" and this "distinctive

honor." The letter further Library of Congress.
The letter which the comstates that its "board" has
recommended that the pany sends states that the
deceased veteran's name be list with the deceased
placed on permanent record veteran's name on it will be
in the Library of Congress' •*enshrined in the Library of
United States Copyright Of- Congress in the Nation's
Capital." This statement
fice.
What the widow or family gives the appearance that
is suppose to receive for the this is a great honor when in
money paid is a certificate fact the process for getting a
listing the name and ac- document copyrighted and
complishments is to be in- filed with the Library of Concluded in a list that sup- gress is quite simple' and
pixtedly is filed in the nonexclusive.

4

Although it is a private
company completely
unrelated to the government, the company's name
and its accompanying
emblem make it appear that
the company is a bureau of
or sponsored by the federal
government.
"It is shocking that anyone
would prey upon bereaved
widows and families of someone recently deceased.
My office is presently attempting to prevent these
questionable practices from
continuing," said Beshear.
Anyone who has received
one of the letters requesting
money to place a recently
deceased family member on
an "Honored Americans
List" should report it by
writing a letter to the Office
of Attorney General, Consumer Protection Division,
209 St. Clair St., Frankfort,
Ky.,40601.
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streams in TVA's Land Between
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MISS
YOUR PAPER? _
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of IN NMI todeu I hose by
5:30 pie. Mondoy-fridoy or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to cell 73111111 between 5:31 pa
NI 4y.. Noe* feu* Mist w
3:31 pm.fed 4 pm.Sae*"
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your nesvspoper. Coils must
be pieced by hp... weekdays orLye. Soturdoys to guarantee
delivery.
the Leal/
hours of. IN Kum, Who I fissore I a.. Is 5 IR- MondoY
throligh Friday and a• Is wetSaturdays

Country
Hearth

a4,1

•••

eijlIONIIIMI8 I EMI Inn
siziogrioa me i mom I Ms
NNW /
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BREADS
Made with unbleached flour,
pure vegetable oil &
no artificial preservatives.

The neighbor you trust for the brands you know.

LIQUIDATION SALE
Hurry...Going Out Of The Appliance/TV Business

It's not hard.Totaste great!
N MI DI MIMI El MO MI III/Ea Ns tin me ma No m m am us Ea ma as smi maw im m ma ow am
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ILER: This coupon will be redeemed for I Sitlelue 54for hancllin9
TO RE
1. you receive'is pen of. retail eat of products specified
PROVID
,2. you redeem from your Country Heerth Salesperson,
y on request, invoices proving sufficient stock
to cover coupons presented for redemption. Customer
Ply you any saes es. Void inhere prohibited. taxed or
Orchid by few. Cash slue 1/20 of one cent Limit one
coupon per package
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STORE COUPON
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Don't Wait...Choose
From These Deals!

Low Low Prices-Save

COUNTRY HEARTH
BREADS

1 „--

kit,

DESCRIPTION
6.1. Ref. 10.6 es.ft.
6.1.14. 13.6 ee.
6.1.1.4, 17.2 ev.
6.1.freezer 8.3 ee.ft. ebest type
6.1.30 l.cIuIhc. Ramps
6.1,30 inch Elm. Reap
IVIdtwWorlinglawase 30 leek 6es Roar
6.1.*Wei Jet NI Mkrowem

PRICE
$289
$319
$539
$209
$319
$259
$269
$299

9
5

PRICE

DESCRIPTION

CITY.

6.1. Washers Modol Se. 5600V
6.E. Dryers Model No. 53110V
6.1. Air Coseditimme 8,000 ITS
6.1. Air Ceeditiener 11,800 ITS
6.1. Ak Ceeditimer 5,0110 ITS
IL Air Conditioner 14,560 MD
6.1. Air CeedNieeer 9,7110
Si.Air Conditioner 23,00011211

1
1
1

sty

1
t

$299
$249
$279
$457
Si,,
$415
$359

02041)
(Sliehth 90
•

SALE ENDS
FRIDAY!

CHARGE HI
oink your
coovonioryt-to-uso
CAR CARD or

I•

buy with:

IIVINCE41
• Goodyear's Installment Pay Plan with
long terms and low monthly paymentS
• Welter Charge
• Cash
• American Exprella
• VISA

SALE ENDS
FRIDAY!

FREE DELIVERY

welt-pock

(memo

factory

1
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TO RETAILER, This coupon will be redeemed for 151pius Seto, Noodling
PROVIDING: I. you receive it s pert of.retail al. of products specified
• hereon, 2. you redeem front your Country Heist Salesperson,
3. you supply on request invoices proving sufficient stock
PU•Chlellt to COIN. coupons presented for redemption. Customer
tntAt INDY you any sales tax. Void where prohibited, taxed or
restricted by Hs. Cash value 1/20 01 ono cent. Limit one
coupon per package.
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TO RETAILER : The coupon will be redeemed for 154 Plus Selo. handling
PROVIDING: 1. you receive is pan of•retail solo of products spectred
hereon, 2. you redeem from your Country Hearth Wessman,
3. you supply on mount ern:noel tO0v.^9 ittn'C..." stack
Purchases to coster couthele Prestnillin for red
. 0,10". C°
"
"'W
4 .
"
must or/ RN any saes tot Void IOW.prohibited, taxed Of
restricted by law. Dish slue 1/20 of one cent. Limit one
coupon per whew.
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TO RcTAILER. Thn coupon will be redeemed for 154plue Selo. handling
PROVIDING 1 you norms it as pen of. rasa wee of products specified
hereon, 2. you redeem from your Country Hearth Solesperson,
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TO RETAILER This coupon wit be redeemed to. 1St dm bele, p...wa,n
PROVIDING I you anew it as sin of. retail selie of product' sPecthed
hereon, 2. you redeem from your Country Hewn+ Selegosson,
3. vas WON an repart Invokes prawns oufficesels t---',,......
purchases to cover coupons prinemed for redemption Customs
mist pay you any sal..'., Vont vineN prohibited, taxed or
reeuesed by les Cam value 1120 of one cent Limn one
coupon as package
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• Coiner! Club

• And
up
your worn-Out
appliance
• Approved
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